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he Morning Star.

WEDNESDAY,

TO OHRISTIAN

How soon would the next army of drunkards melt away if they should reeeive no
more recruits from the young.
.
We repeat, the labor should be very
largely, may we not say mainly, with the
young. Children and youth by thousands
and millions are thronging the Sundayschool, This is very hopeful and encouraging. They should throng the church,
public worship, the prayer’ meeting, as
well, Let all the services be adapted and,
made inviting to them. - Let pastoral and
church labor embrace them, and provide
especially to’ interest and help them.
Then they would care little for circuses

We must do more for the young. Sow
in their fertile minds and hearts the good

WORKERS.

seed, before Satan and his enemies have
overrun it with noxious error.
Adopt

Christian worker! pause, and listen;
Christ is seeking thee to-day;
Cease thy labory for one moment,

new methods, revise old ones,
More can
be done in laboring for them dan in any
other way.

Solemn words He hath to say.

ile is standing close beside thee,

ri

And, behold, His face is sad
gazeth on thy service—
As He
Which methought would make Him

CHILWELL COLLEGE,
ENG., June 8, 1379.

Still the Lord is sadly gazing;
Hark! He now doth question thee;

Listen well, His tones are gentle—

« Dost thou work from love to Me?”

Ah! how often, fellow Christians,
Do we need this question still?
Are we now from pure affection

Working out our Saviour’s will?

If our secret spring of action
. Were exposed to mortal view,
Would it bear examination?

Could it be pronounced quite trde?

God and

Does not conscience sometimes tell us
That the motive power is wrong,
Of what seems our fairest antion,

Of what seunds our sweetest song?”

Thyself so plainly

Justto let ourselves be nothing,
Lost in love of pleasing Thee.

neighborhood a case of the kind

just

has

The preacher is good-looking,

and a turn fer revivalism.
It is of no
consequence.to some that a Christian, denomination in America has disowned him ;

Ae

YOUNG.

itis of no moment that an English judge

J. J. BUTLER.

every

on

1s power

here
and
and
very

can sing well, has an impressive maoner,

One of the most encouraging features
of our times is the interest that is felt and
manifested for the young. The Sabbathschool work is essentially an outgrowth
of the present generation, and is wonderfully extending

charge

churches that know them best, come
and do not hesitate to deal with holy
sacred themss in speech and song,
donot fail to find anaudience.In this
ogeurred.

— Charlotte Murray, in London Christian.

PROF.

the solemn

your side, of immoral life and bankrupt
character,
utterly
discredited
by the

That our one desire may be

BY

undertaking

of pastoral duty, instead of earning an
honest living by honest toil. = Men on

Jesus, Saviour, oh, forgive us,
As with shame we this confess;
May our love to Thee grow stronger,
May our love of self grow less.

©

®

|

Our ecclesiastical relations with America bring before us somewhat unpleasantly the
moral character of ministers.
Ther® seems to be a strange virtue in two
thousand miles of salt water; wonders of
moral cleansing are ‘wrought and the
main agent appears to be a voyage across
the Atlantic ocean. . Ministers on this
side, whose reputation has been stained
by flagrant immorality, seek. your shores
and without any public reparation of the
wrong they have done to the church of
God and the scandal they have brought
on religion are found, perhaps, in a new
denomination, handling the pure word of

Such untiring, earnest zeal!

OARE FOR THE

AA mre
Ap

CORRESPONDENCE.

5

Such rich eloquence and pathos!
Burning words that wound to heal,

ls

yA

ENGLISH

glad.

Such unwearied self-devotion !

Oh, reveal

rivers

and theatricals, being provided with belter sources of amusement azd pleasure.

2, 1879.

JULY

the

pronounces in an action for libel that he
is by his own admissions utterly unfit to

be a minister of the gospel; it is without
weight against him with his admirers
that his character even in England has

side. | again-been stared

[4
all-these—things—are

disregarded; thousands goto his senmsational services and throw their offerings
into his ooffers, and the pure gospel of
the grace of God is sought for from his
lips.
Nor is this a singular and solitary ease.
Ou your side,a minister who has discredited his office in the public mind in
Yet these are not sufficient as a barrier,
this country and brougbt scandal mpon the
against prevailing nngodliness, error, and
pulpit is about to have in an important
sin. It is fearful to think of these sources
northern town a new sanctuary erected
of evil. Students of history find a startfor him; and because he has a brilliant
ling parallel between our condition to-day style of oratory and can preach the gosand that of the Roman empire shortly bepel with theatrical and melo-dramatie ef-

Young Men's Christian Associations are
quietly, unostentatiously diffusing’ a most
salutary influence through all departments
of society.
Our colleges and various
seminaries have ever enjoyed largely the
benefits of moral eulture—never more
than now.

fore its downfall, and tremble for fear we, fect, matrons and maids, fathers
t00, ave approaching the very brink of young men are about to accept him

. ruin.

The

awful tides of irreligion and

and all its

skepticism, of intemperance

kindred immoralities, unless speedily
checked, will sweep over us with fatal
All should know and reconsequences.
alize the plain truth not to be disheartened or terrified, but stimulated tc the
use of efficient means of safety and deliverance.

Let us acknowledge and honor

the

in-

strumentalities already employed and the
good they have accomplished.
Let us
aid them every way possib'e, for they are
essential auxiliaries.
But the chief de‘pendence, after all, must be on the church
of God.
The Christian church is the
light of the world and

salt

of the earth,

the gospel is the power of God unto salvation. Nothing can supercede it or do
its work. The more this truth can be
felt and acted on, the better for all. It
is in no sense exclusive.

There

enough for all to work in their

is room

own way

“without conflict,and there is plenty to do.
Ifinfidels even will help the

work in any

way, let no man forbid them.

The Christian church must be, under
God, our chiefdependence.
Its mission
extends to

all classes,

the old and

the

young, the rich and the poor, the learned
and the illiterate, the bad and

the good.

There are none who do not need it, none
beyond its reach. It is, however, a mistake to suppose that its chief work is that
of reform, of raising up the fallen and
vicious.

It does

this

surely,

but

NEW YORK LETTER.

does

much more.
'
It is not in accordance with the plan of
God or the scheme of grace to wait till
men are grown up in sin, and then labor
to convert them, tolet them fall into the
depths of depravity, and then try to rescue them. No!
The wisdom of God
seeks to apply a prevention rather than a
cure. How are the ranks of the Sabbathbreakers, profane, intemperate and licentious kept up? By recruits from the
v

and

implicitly as a religious teacher, a spiritual
guide and friend.
All this, when looked at in ths light of

the kingdom of God, is very sad and very

painful. Is religion a cheap amusement?
Are moral results no longer sought in
Christian teaching ? Is character no factor in religious persuasion ? Has eloquence
ceasedte have a place among the virtues ?
Can modern progress secure from a corrupt tree good fruit ? Has Satan begun to
cast out Satan?

ous
and
and
his

Must good, honest,

zeal-

men, who preach with divine unction
power truth they love and practice,
seek first the kingdom of God and
righteousness,hide their heads and si-

lence their tongues, or be doomead to

ob-

security and neglect, while men of brilliant
gifts with no reality of convietion, no

depth of moral earnestness.and

no high,

pure, Christian character, command the
attention and win the esteem and regard
of so-called Christian people? Are gifts
once more as at Corinth placed above
graces? Is it in Christendom as in pagan
Rome,
in her degeneracy, ‘‘ Probilas
laudatur et alget?” A word of friendly
warning and a kindly reminder of the
value and the indispensable necessity of
moral character in the religious teacher
can hardly be . ill-timed.
Our pulpits
must be kept clean and pure. Ministers,
like Caesar's wife, must be above suspicion. Character must count for something
in the church of God.
Rhetorical fireworks must not be accepted in lieu of
goodness and moral worth,
The kingdom of God is as little eloquence and oratory as it is ‘¢ meat and drink;” itis
‘‘ righteousness,

peace,

and

joy

Holy GRost,” or it is an illusion
pretense.

THOMAS

in

the

and a

GOADBY.

He who indulges in liberty of speech
will be apt to hear unpleasant things in
return.-- Terence.

}

NEw

YORK, June 26, 1879.

Extreme sensations, like the

capture of the
seem

murderer

to have the effect

hunt

of Mrs.
of

and

Hull,

discouraging

other events, and one is reduced to falling in with the single topic of discussion

or falling out altogether.

There are few

pleasant things afloat that are

new,

and

prisoners who had plenty of money to pay
for license, and that the warden himself
gave his company to such criminals as

It would be interesting to jects is $27,185.49.

Red Leary,

discover how large a purse of Leary’s
stolen money was divided between the
warden and his deputies during the short
season which he chose to spend in their
convivial society. But I have given a

the great item of town talk turns out a sufficient specimen of the administration
very common-place crime in all but its. of the principal constabulary office in the
startling consequence—the act of less Model Republic of the nineteenth cenVir
than an ordinary burglar, a light-minded, tury.
'|
dissulute young negro, prowling about
THE SECRET OF PREACHING.
aimlessly on a warm summer night, and
In
the differentiation going on in society,
chancing to see a window ' open in a
it seems to me as though the ministry
house that he knew, H® went in to see
failed to see their opportunity, and what
what he could find, and instead’ of quietit demands.
Preachers are no‘longer the
ly stealing, went to work like an idiot, to
sole or even the chief instructors of the
bind ang gag the sleeping woman in her
people. We no longer depend on the
bed, and unwittingly smothered her to
‘ long prayer ” for the village news; we
death. It is-easy to believe that so foolget it from the village newspaper. As
ish a fellow had no ideas about what might
teacher, the daily and weekly and monthresult from stopping the breath temporaly press have many advantages over the
rily,and for equal thougthlessness of what
preacher. He can not compete with
might affect his own, was displayed in them. But there is one thing he can do
his immediate and lavish distribution and which they can not, he can speak directly
exhibition of the jewelery he had stolen. to that which every man knows to be
The moral is, not to sleep with first-floor highest in him—the spiritual nature, that
windows open, or unfastened, as multi- which is of kin to God. To do this should
tudes in false security habitually do. be the preacher’s study. His work is not
There is little use in fortifyinga house to amuse the imagination, to excite the
like a bank vault. It can not be made to sensibilities or to convince the reason,but
stand. a cannonade, or a professional
to arouse the spiritual nature. He is a
burglar. But there is as little danger of specialist; and his specialty is, not to dethe one as of the other, if people’ are sen- monstrate - a doctrine, but to develop
sible enough to eschew vulgar
and super- character ; not to develop all the characfluous gold, silver and dinmends (or the ter, but that which is supreme, or.should
be—faith, hope, love, the divine life. We
imitation of them), gratify a taste for do
not, Messrs. Clergymen, go to church |
ornament, if they must, with objects of to be amused, or even to be instructed,
art, and keep their money, if they have but to be revived, Cathedral magnifiany, in bank.
Then they may sleep in cence, social enjoyment and advantage,
all reasonable safety, if they do not in- choice music, pulpit pyrotechnics and
pulpit legic are a poor substitute for
vite the prowling sneak thief by facilities words that, like Christ's, have in them
for easy entrance.
lofe.—Laicus, in Christian Union.
The dogs have their day now —. a
|
OHRIST'S OWN,
day in the pound "before execation—
It is good to bear in mind that outside
and Mr. Bergh
is, as usual, busy in
restraining the inalienable brutality of of the blessed congregation who are called
the Tammany official, be he do-catcher, ‘by the name we bear,there are multitudes
sheriff or what not. Inspection showed innumerable whom Christ knows as his
that the wretched dogs were crowded and loves with dying and undying afby hundreds into unventilated and noisome fection. The system of religion on which
pens without opportunity for rest, fresh Unitarianism exists as a church, and the
air or motion, and fed with putrid offal system of Romanism, appear to me i a
which hardly the most ravenous of them ly incompatible with the Christian religwould touch. Such ecruelties would go ion as Bryant explainsit, as Keble and
it in their spiritual songs.
on unhindered, unreproved and unknown Newman sang
to the public,and long did go on thus, with- But in the mazes of error in which even
devout minds are sometimes involved,
out that one man who has been raised there are members of the bedy of Christ,
up at this late day, the Howard of the of Christ’s church, and whoever anybrute creation,to wield a tireless rod over where, and under whatever system, beits tormentors. Hardly less revolting are wildered, oppressed, or rejoicing, feels
the atrocities practiced by the same order himself to be a sinner pardoned and
saved by the sufferings and death of
of scoundrels by which the government of Jesus Christ, that man, though he were
dogs and men is generally administered the Pope of Rome or the thief on the
Cross, I love to call on my brother and a
in this city, in the Ludiow street Jail, as
revealed in the testimony taken for two member of the church of Christ.—Irenceus in Observer.
or three days past before the Governor's
40-000
Commission. Misinvestigation of the noTHE
RELIGIOUS
OUTLOOK.
torivus and indeed traditional abuses of
The Rhode Island Minutes for 1879.
the Sherift’s office, is made under charges
The Rhode Island Association of Free
preferred by the Bar Association against
the particular. Irish Catholic potentate Baptist Churches has published its Minconsecutive
years.
who happens just now to fill it, and who utes for nineteen
happens to be neither an O'Brien nor a Those for 1879 are before us, having been
It is a
Kelley. nor a Brennan, like his predesces- issued with great promptness.
ors,but a Reilly.

quence.

Bat that is of no conse-

The only essential point is that

the Sheriff must be an Irishman
unscrupulous
knew,

and

rascal,
the

Bar

that

and an

everybody

Association

have

undertaken to prove it to the Mayor and
Governor, in one instance. The evidence
dumped by cartloads before the Commissioner is of three main classes:

extortion,

such ascompelling arrested persons to pay
a bribe of $50 to get a bail-bond accepted,
besides $20 for the privilege of going

in

custody of a deputy to ask one’s friends for
bail. Starving prisoners with scanty and
noxious food which defrauding the State
of the full price of good board for them;
and allowing those who paid for privileges, the ‘most scandalous liberty of
orgies with
unlimited visitors, male
and female, -all day and all night;
including, of course, facilities for escape which
was recently improved
with
success by one of the worst
criminals on the police books, the notorious Red Leary. It was proved that this

ruffian was allowed to carouse and riot
in Ludlow street jail’ with his ¢ pals,”
male and female, with as much freedom
of whiskey, lewdness

had

been a Water

and uproar as if it

street

For $15 a week, prisoners

dancehouse.
‘were

allowed

a tolerable cheap board in the warden’s
dwelling, with the liberty of the house
and yard during all seasonable hours.
But if they refused to take board, or failed to pay, they were sent up into the
cells,

locked up

at

5.30, ». m., fed

like

dogs, denied every human comfort and
decency, and in some cases even beaten
and tortured by the jailers, until they
gave in and found means somehow to
pay the warden’s charge for such board
ag prisoners shonld be entitled to by law,
especially prisoners for debt, as many of

fore us, include
tical

the

three

of these

with

that

Register.

Association

statistical

tables

is

which

will

This indicates
contains

with 34 ‘ministers,

that

25

and

th&®

vear, there have been
137 additions by
baptism and 61 by letter, 38 dismissals,

51 exclusions and 44 deaths.
number of members

The

is 3,262.

larger than it was in

present

This is

1870.

The

added by baptism is a fraction

462

number

aboye, the

average of the last ten years.
The second table pertains to Sunday-school work,
and the facts which it contains are very
similar to those which appear in the reports
of the Sunday-school Union.
The number
of scholars connected with the 27" schools

reported is 3,611.

This is an increase .of

407 over 1877.
The third table is
and benevolent

one

work

of

of

the

the

financial

Association

for the year ending with May, 1879. This
is anew feature in these Minutes. This is the
first effort made to secure the facts herein

contained, and the result shows that it has
been abundantly successful. - It appears
that 15 churches have paid pastors’ salaries to the amount, in the aggregate of
$13,875.00,

$950.00

or

an

average

of

expenses,

such

as

flourishes in New York to-day with horrors and aggravation unknown to the
worst days of *“ the Fleet” in London. It
wag proved that the deputies were habitually drinking and often drunk with their

~

Home

$5625.15,
Society,

fof

Missions,

the

$483.59;

Woman's

will

that

11

Missions

19

“for
oN

next

year

both

fuller

and

Had

we

length
this

space,

we

would

valuable

year-bodk

at

contains.

say that the

But

abstracts

of

the

letters contain condensed but suggestive
accounts of the work of the several churches, that the details of business are given
briefly, but pertinently, and that
what
answers

for

a

pastoral

letter,

on

As-

ample,

A

;

nS

Balasore, May 13, 1879,

.—

-O--b

D. C., June 26, 1879.

THE PRESIDENT APPROVES.

of other features of interest which

suffice it to

thst our

—

§

speak

freely

hymns were read with the greatest ease, we
led thems down into the water and buried:
them after the manner of Christ, our great Ex

WASHINGTON,

im-

¢

unbe- -

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENOE:.

Human nature is the same the world over...
The people of this country possibly thought, ix
view of recent starvation and
revolutionary
threats, that these Democratic gentlemen,down
at the Capitol, would actually go home and
leave the Government unprovided for. Oh. .
no; they are part of the Government themselves, and that is where the human nature
comes in; they tardily passed the legislative
bill, as it should have been passed last winter

(but in a somewhat crude shape),—and the

the

President benignantly signs it on Saturday
morning. This fact being announced to the-

fourth page of the cover contains just
such words as the churches need to have
spoken to them.
The work is not only
creditably, but also skillfully, done.
We
advise pastors and Quarterly
Meeting

‘two Houses in the afternoon, it was met on the

part of everybody with delight, from the most
radical

of Republicans,

down

through

the

greenest of Greenbackers to the very incarna- tion of Southern thought, Ben. Hill himself.
clerks to obtain these Minutes if possible.
to state that the bill pro-We are informed that the Clerk can far- It is only necessary
: “vides for their own salary during the ensuing
nish them to a limited extent.

fiscal year. Quick work was made with the two

Revivalin Germany.

A ggod man in Dusseldorf asked an
Englishman, a few yearsago, what must
be done to bring down the revival spirit
into his fatherland in the measure that it
was poured out in England., The German
was told, ¢‘ Pray together, and continue in

prayer till the power of the Holy Spirit is
felt in your midst.” From that time, ‘the
London Christian relatés, much continuous

prayer has

ascended

from

man and his brethren; and

last year an

awakening

that faithful
in the

in the

end

of

Rhenish

provinces began which
has extended
all along the Rhine. Prayer meetings are
often lengthened to a late hour, and souls

are dealt with individually.

Oane evening,

at a sort of fellowship-meeting forty professed to find peace in Christ. There are
now 200 hopeful conversions reported in
Dusseldorf alone; and in Cologne—that
stronghold of Romanism—and in other
places;

—the-encouragements—

are

equally

great.
Freewill Baptists in Texas.
A correspondent (M. H. Kuykendall)
writes to the Baptist Review:
In Texas,

the

Methodist and Missionary

Baptist churches predominate.
-Persons
of the Freewill Baptist faith are numerous,
but are not generally

recognized

as

such.

I think there are a great many here in all
the different denominations,, that belieye
in those precious and common-sense doctrines maintained by us, but owing to the
meager

and inostensible appearance of the

their minds as to whether it will
established in Texas

on

a

firm

ever

be

basis

‘not, keeps them where they are, and
will

nou speak out.

will Baptist
truth as we

If we had a few Free-

giants

here

understand

to

it,

herald

a

great

that has just commenced would be
forward.

or

they

The field is

large,

and

the
work

pushed
laborers

remaining bills (the army, and suplementary
judicial). They passed both Houses, on Sat-urday, immediately engrossed and sentto the

‘White House at four o’clock;
not the

President;

he was

but they found:
enjoying

a

pleas-

ant ride amid the cool retreats of the Soldiers’
Home.

:

THE PRESIDENT DISAPPROVES.

On Monday, the army bill was returned to
the House in which it originated, as is the cus--

tom, approved. - The principal

point of inter-

est, however, seemed to center in the fact that
another message was to appear—and it came to
the House at half-past twelve, during the proceedings of the morning hour.
Little groups
{notably on the Democratic side) began to gath=~
er, and the reading of the veto message was
proceeded with at 1.15. At its close the usual
demonstrations of applause were about to fol- low, when Garfield arose, evidently prepared
for such action, waving his hand in an impress-ive and deprecatory manner, which quite ef- fectually stayed all proceedings in that direction. All of these vetoes have had this general:
good result. The people at large can not wade
through the ponderous speeches of these long- winded and effervescent politicians; the Presi--

i

i
:
i
i

£

4

dent in his message deals only with salient.
points and his interpretation of the Constitu-tion, the laws, and. his duties under them.
They form condensed and wholesome reading
for the people, but this last veto is the most
pointed and conclusive of them all, stating sim- ply and emphatically the reasons that govern,
him and the course of action that Congress-agan :
expect in the future. He states that it is’ not
sought to repeal the election laws by this bill.
Its object is to defeat their enforcement. The
President is called upon to give his approval to
necessary means of executing laws, still left in.
the statute book, while the obligation of the
law and his constitutional duty remains un:

impaired.
shals

The

appointment

£

3

:

i
i

|

i
-

of deputy mar-

the part of the executive or judicial effidersof
the Government, but is a popular

rightief the

can and will be done, at no distant day in
Texas, to raise up or let fall these doc-

trines that we think are
taking a reasonable view
of the Bible?

substantiated by
of the wording
:

Ee

MISSION
CONDUCTED

BY

Our readers will be

C.

interested

in

from

the

Bro.

Marshall.
No news has been received
since our last issue from the sick ones in

our foreign field, and we hope
hear of their improved health.
|'

IN THE

soon

to

FIELD.

Though the weather has been unusually hot
this season, we have tried to do something in
the way of district work.
Two weeks ago we

left Balasore for a tour to the South.

We first

stopped at Soro, intending to spend a few days

in visiting some of the villages in the vicinity,
but we found the heat so great that tenting was
simply impossible. After doing what we could
there without too great exposure we decided to
visit Bhuddruck and Suntpura. At Bhuddruck
nothing, beyond the usual round of inquiries

about when some

one is to be sent there

to

teach them and preach to them occurred. The
people of this place seem never to forget this, I"

heard it on my first trip, more than five years
ago, and it is still the first and the last thing we
hear from the natives. 1 suspect that the inhabitants of this pleasan t and important place
will keep asking so long as there is any one to
ask, and we may meet them before the judgment seat of heaven, pleading the sloth of
Christendom as. the cause of
their eternal

woe.

We

have

gotthem well hedged in, so

that it is certain that no other mission will eyer
come to them, 80 why give ourselves any more
anxiety about the people of Bhuddruck? From
Bhuddruck we moved on to Suntpura, fourteen
miles east. We were grieved to find three of
the children down With cholera. Having an
abundent supply of suitable medicines with us,
other

dying

shortly - after

our

arrival.

We

a very pretty little girl lay, apparently at the
point of death, with the same
disease. There,
too,our assistance was timely ; and on my last
visit the little girl was so far recovered as to be

entirely out of danger.

their duty, nor the President of his duty tessee
that this dnd all laws are faithfully executed?
Then comes the emphatic

portion

of the mes-

“ I forbear

to enter

:

4

f

$

£
i

again.

upon any general discusion of the wisdom. of

WATERMAN.

following letter just received

&
WORK

:

disapproves, neither revokes this popular right
of the people nor relieves the madshals NJ

clearly expressed:

WORK.
G.

;

5
5:

sageon the part of the President, mildly but:

HF

REV.

{
&

is not a spontaneous act of authority on

few. Now is the time while the great people. Section 2881 of the@Revised Statutes
developments are taking place in Texas,
puts it in the power of any two citizens of any
for the seed of the cause we love so well city or town having 20,000 inhabitants or upto be sown in the fertile soil of the hearts wards, to ask for and require the appointment .
of the people; and let the church be de- + of such marshals. It is made mandatory upon
veloped ' alovg with the country.
The
such officials to do this. : This bill, which he.
question that concerns us mostly is, what

were also called to visit a Hindu family, where

re-

raised for debts, $4,108.89, this being the
sum actually collected ; that 19 for Junday-

$181.15;

be

5

profitable to all.

shedding its light over all so

is

paid

for

and 8 churches for the Education
$222.14;
that 4 churches have

school work,

it

had proved

i: ers

baptiem,
and in the evening before we left; ut
.about nine o'clock, while the full moon was -

we were able to save two of ‘the children, the

es for

churches;

fullness,

:

Four candidates, whieh included all the

about

each; that 14 churches have

other current

of

upon God to se

ih

lievers the village contained, came Torward for -

reported as taken in 25 church-

the

that, during

Their meetings

of the fact

proved in character.

in

churches,

degree

heart, and calling

his blessing.

es is 801," while the number of Missionary
Helpers reported as taken in 18 churches
is 319. It is believed that these statistics

iden-*

appear

ed.obsolete

trait of barbarism, which still

ing Stars

tables

almost

ual

safe to conclude
that the amount raised in the Association for religious and
benevolent purposes can be but little, if
any,less than $85,000. The number of Morn-

cluding the Ministers’ Conference,the Sunday-school Union and theWomen’s Missionary Society, as well as those which pertain
directly to its own work. The pages be-

sneer of modern progress at that so-call-

spite of the oft-repeated

with a tolerable

Indeed,the different interests which cluster about the Association are here voiced, in-

The first

In view

They were meeting at the call of each individ-- »

that but 15 of the 25 churches of which the
Association is composed. have reported

12 mo. pamphlet of 24 pages, with its covers printed. It contains a very complete
statement of the work of the Association
during the year, as made at the meeting
held with the church in Puscoag,
May
20 — 22, together with a fall account of
that meeting.

pairs, fuel, lights, janitors’ services and
interest on debts, aggregating $4,802.10;
that 14 churches have
contributed for
Foreign Missions, $948.51; that 11 church-

these are, in

sociation
expenses,
$80.29;
and
10
churches for other objects, $1404.67. The
amount reported as raised for all these ob-

ma

ISSUED BY TH

EDITORIAL

of

a

APER,
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSP
E
.

Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
letters on business, remittances of
hot ol etna be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
municatiéns designed for publication
0 Sadressed to Editor The Morning Star,

i,

becomes

when’ the brooks and streams are stopped ?

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
To

What

a

young.

For this assistance I

was called a god, and many other names, not
usually given to mortals. On the second day the
wife of one of our native Christians was seized
with cholera, but that case was also checked
and her life suved.
That was the last that has
occurred there. I found something else going
on in this Christian viiiage besides this deadly
fever. For two weeks previous to my arrival
these boys and girls (for such they are though
married) had been sustaining a series of meetings. There was no preacher among them, no
one specially set apart to lead in such exercises.

the election laws or the necessity of this pres: ent bill. My views
WS have already been
resent- ed; what was said in former messages I regard :
as conclusive as to my duty in re,
rd to this.

bill.

Its effect is to deprive the Executive de—

partment of the Government of any adequate
control over the National elections, while the
States may employ both the civil and military
power for that purpose.
I can not consent to
the absolute
and entire repeal of the election
laws, and I can not approve legislation which
seeks to prevent their enforcement.”
:
STILL

ANOTHER

PLAN.

It is getting somewhat monotonous, this :
Democratic struggle against the inevitable. .
Never since this Government was organized
has there been known such an amount of cau--cusing, advisory committees and so on, as in
this present burdensome 46th Congress.
Both Houses adjourned early, Tuesday and Wednes- day, in order that the Democrats should hold converse and decide what to do mext, and: that

is about its history since March 18.
osition

now. is to

meet

the

shape:

The last part of the last weto

The prop-

President in this

certainly

means business and they know it, so the bill he
has thus disapproved
was divided into two

separate bills and. presented to the House on
Thursday. The first bill makes specific ap-

propriations for the support of the U. S.
courts, and repeals the juror’s test oath. It
passed the House, will pass the Senate,and undoubtedly will be approved by the President.
The second bill embodies
all the objectional
features of the vetoed bill, including
the con- tract and liability clause, appropriates $600,000
for the U. 8. Marshals, etc., but prevents them
from arresting illegal voters, and adds the
same vicious proviso, that any violation shall
be deemed a misdemeanor, and punished by
fine and imprisonment.
The Democrats ex-ect this to.be vetoed, as it, certainly will be..

hey will then adjourn and leave the matterin :

that condition until December.
The President
will not convene a second Extra Session, as
the means for running the Government are
already provided for without any. prohibitory
conditions,
?
TIRED STATESMEN.
The Senate and House are both pretty well
thinned out. Of seventy-six
Senators, barely

fifuy-two or three remain, while in the House
of two hundred and ninety-three members,not
two hundred respond to their names upon important roll calls. It isan open’ question,
whether these tired statesmen, who have taken
their departure fiom this heated political atmosphere.do not deserve better of the Republic
than those who remain, indulging in absurd.
legislation and useless contentions.
ELLIOTT.
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of feeling,
¢ powers,”

* Angels,” ns principalities, "
Orde
of angels are meant.

The distinction between them we

Sabbath- School Lesson.--July 13.
QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
(For

Questions see Lesson Papers.)

DAILY
Brethren

MM.

and

BELIEVERS.

OF

THE SECURITY

READINGS.

sisters

of

Christe

Matt.

12:

2evA

46-50.
TT. Safety qf Christ’s sheep. John 10:22—30.
WW. No condemnation. Romi.8:1—13.
:
. Ted by the Spirit. Rom. 8:14—27.
.

Promise of salvation.

We stand or fall by faith.

Rom. 11:1—20,

The security of believers.

Rom. 8:28—30,

TEXT: ¥ If God be Jor us, who can

he against us ?’— Rom.

*

‘ Ableto

love of God.”

separate

us

do

not

:

from the

The love of God is shown

in Christ, the gift of love before which the
world of angels and of men stands amazed.’ Only sin can remove that love from
us.
‘Corixta. This city was called ‘the
Its greatness was
eye of all Greece.”
due to its geographical position.
It was
on an isthmus connecting Greece proper
with the Pelopennesus. It was called
« the bridge of the sea,” ‘‘the gate of the
Peloponnesus.” It had two ports, one for
trade with the East, the other for trade
with the West.
Greeks were established here, in a po-

BY

NOTES.

PROF.

8

hi

G. E. FOSTER.

,

a Smith a
College.
tal bequest for this splendid institution
was by Miss Sophia Smith, of Hatfield,
and reached

*

the munificent sum

of $386,-

There are few more char ming spots 000, to which the town allowed $25,000.
in New England than are to be found in “The buildings and real estate are valued
northwestern Massachusetts. * Nature ap- at $175,000, © The college’ is built of
pears in her beautiful phases

with a

lav-

ish abundance of valley and stream and
rugged hills, not so vast as tu oppress
with her sublimity,

nor

so

tame

as

to

weary with her monotony. In one of the
most picturesque portions of this ‘picturesque country lies the little town of Northampton, witha population of not move
than 12,000, but more than making up
by her natural and other advantages for
the smallness of her extent.
Situated

brick, trimmed with Ohio stone, is 130
feet long, 118 wide, and has a central

tower 95 feethigh. Nearly 1000 students
can be accommodated. The inside is beautifully finished in natural woods, and includes a fine lecture room and art gallery,together with all the necessary rooms
and apparatus for recitations and teach-

ing purposes.

The terms for tuition,

&c.; are $100 per year; board in the dormitories can be had for $300 per annum.
Such is but an imperfect outline of the

and also over each new family. altar,

1

shoulders. sadiard, Nowy

rarely see so happy a change as has come
‘over my friend. 1join in'the
joy of the
angels. Are any of our families unsaved? How earnestly we should ever

think hs bas the making of an angel in

and youth are the most
to seek and serve the
habits are fustening themyou. Break
away from
they prove your ruin, Let

not the aged despair.

may come.”

‘ Whosoever

will

Nowis the accepted time.
EE

a

Yes, her hands are full,

but ‘her heart

is fuller, yet it never overflows, save ga
few drops, now and then, in the ear of
an

elder

sister,

who

remonstrates,

sSuy-

ing:
;

“ Why will you work so hard, Marah,
and wear yourself out, as I am sure you
are doing ? ”

i A

Then the little, thin, dark woman an-

* HARDER THAN HARD WORK.
BY

going

her. May you, under life's stern stress,
acquit yourselves as well,

pray that they may turn and live.
Childhood
favored time
Lord. Evil
selves upon
them, before

hands,

about Sher n plainest garb, no time for
frills,
ribbons, or draperies, but I

swers :
“It is
want to

ZABETH HARP,

In a little series of articles, T have been

not the work, sister Jane; I
work every moment, for if |

asserting that women work too hard, and should sit down and think, I should die,
endeavoring to fortify that assertion by "Tis trouble that kills,”
in full view of Mounts Tom and Hol- surprising - advantages for culture and some proofs.
Did I say that there was a crown above
sition of wealth and strength, in the earIs hard work the greatest
Romans 8:28—39,
liest period of Grecian history.
Corinth yoke, and with scarped ridges of mount- development for all classes of mind, in evil she has to contend with? Does it con- this woman's head?
There's a sword
held a distinguished place in the struggle ain visible on every side, it enjoys a pre- the little town of Northampton, up among stitute her heaviest burden? Is it her there, also, and that may fall before she
Notes and Hints.
Who hung the sword?
She held the eminence of beauty, and must prove a the hills. It shows that splendid trait most deadly foe? Rid of this, could gets hercrown.
= All things work together for good.” with Macedonia and Rome.
‘ready attraction to all lovers of nature's of munificent benevolence which has woman dwell in a domestic paradise? Is MustI “say ? Was it hung by the hand
presidency
of
the
Achsan
league.
For
The reference is to the * tribulation, dis“sweet ruggedness.” Two hundred and blessed so :- many of the New England it domestic toil and care alone that dark- that held hers in youth's early bloom, and
maltreating the Roman ambassadors,
tress, persecution,
famine, nakedness,
fifty years ago, these valleys and hills re-- towns, and made them the nurseries of ens her days, and drags her down to promised to shield, protect and cherish
peril or sword” which the Christians in the city was destroyed by the consul
posed in all the quiet of their original that intelligence and kindly charity from disease and premature death ? Alas, no, until death ? She never sees the sun go
Rome were then suffering.
The mean- Mummius. Justwne hundred years later
enlivened
only by hunting which shall issue the better citizenship There is an ‘undying thought which pain- down behind the dark beltof timber with(A. D. 46), Julius Cresar rebuilt it, and solitude,
ing is that, whatever the experience, God
bands
of
Indians
and
the scurrying rush of the future. This consecration of wealth eth.”
‘out the thought,
made
it
a
colonia,
and
the
residence
of
the
\
would so rule it as to make it yield good.
in enlightened and public ways is a bright
of
the
wild
deer
fleeing.
Since
_
then,
“ How soon may I look at it thus from
pro-consul.
This thought has comforted innumerable
‘¢ There are words of deeper sorrow
these windows for the last time? When
During Paul's stay in Corinth, this of- the white man’s civilization has planted and cheering feature of our times, one
aching hearts. ** Them that love God."
Than the wail above the dead.”
in which the gain of a few becomes
will that day dawn that shall see me go
The promise is made to Christians, as fice was filled by Gallio,a mild-mannered, itself atween the hills ; and canal, railroad
the
perpetual
blessing
of
the
many.
and
busy
industry
have
invaded
the
norforth
from these walls, and leave this
gentle-spirited
man,
a
brother
of
Seneca,
Let me fll you a story, my friends. It
Paul goes on to show.
The man who
And indeed Northampton seems to be
Then, 64,000 acres of
The mal quietude.
stands aloof from God has no such the philosopher. Acts 18:14, 17.
shall be a true one. Oh, what living dear home to the foot of the stranger ?"
new Corinth, like the old, speedily be- land were purchased from the red men in a region of country wkich produces lit- tragedies there are in some women’s lives! % She knows that day must come in all
pledge.
.
for $200 worth of wampum, and the en- erary institutions. Just a little from itis ‘What unrecorded heroines there are go- human probability; the place has not
s¢ The called.”
The invited, or those came the center of great commercial and
South Hadley, where flourishes a fine
who accept an invitation,
‘The term is manufacturing activity. Its luxury and tire white population consisted of a pio- girls’ school, Mount Holyoke is near by, ing peaceably and quietly the rounds of been paid for by her husband; debts have
Since
A temple of neer band of twenty-six settlers.
several times given by Paul to believers vice were also proverbial.
the domestic treadmill,
day after day,never accumulated ; the farm is capable of clearand East Hampton with its superior course
who had accepted the call to be saved by Venus, whose worship was extremely li- then,.the valuation has gone far up into for boys is within easy distance.
even suspecting there is anything grand ing itself of debt, but there must be good
calculation ,energetic endeavor,and steady
millions,and the population has increased
centious, was attended by a thousand
faith in Christ.
:
Perhaps it is that the beauty of nature or heroic in their patient endurance and habits. Husbands, fathers, the wine cup,
many hundred fold; yet the calm beauty
unfaltering
endeavor
to
be
faithful
to
s¢ According to his purpose.”
The pur- priestesses. The Isthmian gadies, once
especially evokes that better spirit in he
Many a heart-broken
their families ; women with eyes too heavy costs too dear.
pose of God to save sinners, Jews or Gen- celebratedat the sanctuary of Neptune, of the hills remains, and the gentle min- development of which ur ue education co
woman
knows
it
makes
life Zarder than
istrations
of
nature
tone
the
swift
hurry
of
a
little
to
the
north-east
of
Coripth,
and
tiles; by faith in Christ is.here meant.
with tears to.look just a little above their
sists. Perhaps this region has been blessed
heads and see the sparkling gems of that hard work. It Kilts courage, and to the
"This ‘is elsewhere called ‘* his eternal at the narrowest part of the isthmus, fur- the money-seekers.
But it is not so much of the * beauty of with a race of men who, better than this, martyr crown which they so soon may burdened body superadds the burdened
purpose, because, from before the founda- nished Paul with some of his most striking figures.
1 Cor, 9:24—26.
In this country I wish to speak, as to use North- foresaw the advantages and provided for
spirit. Under this double weight life ere
Wear.
tion of the world, he proposed to have city Paul wrought at his trade,and preachlong succumbs.
ampton. to illustrate that peculiarity of the benefits of mental development. Or
But
to
the
story.
Itisa
fair
English
Christ as its chief corner stone. The pur- ed the gospel ‘as he had opportunity, for
truer than either, both combired to proIt is sad to think that some of the best
New England, its benevolent and edAquila and Priscilla,
villa in a rural community.
The land
pose here meant, then, is the purpose to eighteen months.
New
Silas and Timothy, were his fellow-labor- ucational. institutions. Here is a village duce that certainly noble result.
spreads away “broad and open to the men, or men who might be the best but
call all to salvation through Christ.
England has finer facilities for the educaers. After his departure,Apollos preachwestward with heavy belts of timber in for this fatal weakness, fall vietims to
“ Whom he did foreknow.”
God fore- ed in thesynagogue of the Jews, and by in the hills, out of the main courses of the
tion of both sexes than probably any
Théy
can’t withstand
world’s
travel,
and
yet
rich
in
its
facilithe
distance, behind which the sun sinks this destroyer.
knew who would believe in Christ, who
his eloquence persuaded many that Jesus
ties for the development of the choicest equal section of country in the world.
grandly to his nightly couch.
The barn temptation; out of its way they do
would accept his terms of salvation, how
was the Christ.
:
Who can doubt but that the New Eng- and other out-buildings make a well- well. Their good nature and generosity
The First and Second Epistles to the
essentials of citizenship, and the illustrathese very persons that Paul was addressland
element will continue under such
Thessalonians
were
written
during
the
ing would treat the Saviour. ** Predesti- first stay at Corinth, the Epistle to the tion of the practical charities of the training to be in the future as it has been arranged group at a convenient distance work their ruin.
Not the patient, toiling wife, not the
Let me mention
from the house, which stands on a slight
nate.”
Those
whom
God foreknew Romans during the visit of three moxths, Christian religion.
in the past,the seed and the conservator elevation. The barns are brown, the cot-. children growing up in their bright inwould accept—of Jesus, he determined whieh ocemrred inthe year 58,01 after the - some of these:
tage, with gabld roofs, pale umber. telligence, of whom any father might be
About a mile back from the business of the best American progress.
Acts
from eternity to save, He destined them three years of service in Epaesus,
There is taste in the arrangement and proud, not the grand old home beloved
Ehe
h
A
portion of the city, is situated the Insane
to salvation, not to faith, the condition of 20:1—3.
The
isthmus
on
which
Corinth
stood
is
English in its heavy,
coloring. Three generations have dwelt by generations,
Asylum.
The
site
is
one
of
the
finest,
salvation.
PRAY FOR HIM.
from four to six miles wide.
The Acrohere. The father built, became some- dark paneling, its roominess and sub«¢ Conformed to the image of his Son.” corinthus,’a rocky eminence 2,000 feet and the Institution one of the best ar. BY REV. T. C. PARTRIDGE.
.
what involved, and died. The surviving stantial comfort, not {the broad-sweeping
*« To be of the like form with the image" high, is sufficiently broad at the summit ranged and conducted, ‘of any in the
for
a
town
of
considerable
size.
From
Aged people often remark that the past children’could ill endure to see the old fertile acres, the majestic old forests, not
United States. The buildingis of brick,
of his Sen,” says Stuart. Hence,then, the
meaning is,not only to be like him in ho- this summit, the view is one of the most and constructed in the Elizabethan style of their. lives seems very short. Not so home pass into stranger hands, and a all the beauty and attractions, the thouremarkable in the world. Corinth |is now
and with a large observatory over the with me.’ It is a long time since my daughter's husband took it, though not sand tender associations which cluster
liness here, butalso to be like him in his a ruin.—S. S. Teacher.
I had able to pay for it in full. And now Jhis around that home, have power to dash
central block. “The arrangements with- friend and I were boys together.
glorified body on high.
This thought
Evil, designing
not
seen
him
for
many
years.
When
last daughter's children are growing up in aside the proffered cup.
Paul uses elsewhere for the comfort of
in are excellent, the rooms number over
Waar is THE BEST WORK FOR SUNwe met before, he was indifferent to all the: spot where she was born. Their men can catch him, and fleece him, and
believers.
,
three
hundred
and
fifty,
and
the
average
DAY ScHOOLS ? Whatever tends to proof Christianity little feet ran the same paths she knew in send him back to the poor wife, who sits
of patients is over four hundred. Pict- the principles and influences
s¢ First-born among many.” The firstmote clear thinking, right feeling and
late at night watching and waiting
I
came
to
visit
him,
and
am
charmed with childhood ; they gather ferns and mosses
ures, paintings and the like are found in
born among the Jews was heir to the esrighteous acting. © Mrs. John’s plea for a
tate of the father.
Christ is the heir of pleasant, happy time is amiable and just, plenty, games are allowed the milder his prayers, exhortations and Lumble in the same grand old woods, and build in mingled terror and anguish, transformpatients, and
on the fine farm and Christian life, and the interest he has their play-houses in the cool shadows of ing him into an insensate and quarrelsome
(God, but with him believers are united as
yet it is extremely
difficult to draw
And brute. And she has to pray :
grounds of 200 acres, are exercise and in meetings and in Sabbath-school. We the same gray. granite boulders.
¢ joint heirs.” The thought seems to rethe line between shallow, trifling amuse“If things must goon thus, would
quire emphasis to be placed on *‘ many.”
amusement
for others.
Sad, at best, is are old men now, and could hardly rec- this is pleasant ; around her are the scenes
ment and such genuine enjoyment as
ognize each other.
of early days,—some of the people who God he were in his grave. I should feel
In that case, Paul has in mind the converthe lot of the insane; it is much when
shall leave only pure and joyful memories
- sion of the Gentiles.
Riding in the darkness over a lovely were neighbors to her parents are her better about him, —it wouldbe a relief.”
government and private = charity set
behind. Nothing is easier than to give
And he is the soul of geniality and
«« Whom he did predestinate.” - That is,
road,
our conversation turned to the past. neighbors still. The farm is large and
Spredest
:
"
}
tooo. Pleasure
to children through their affec- themselves to mitigate the severity of the
affliction.
: There is a similarity in our business ex- productive, rich in timber and maple kindness when he is himself, It is derified form or image of Christ.
All be- tions and desire to learn, except pervertHard work, sickness, acci- orchards. You will seldom find a prettier lightful to go to that English villa and
The Smith charities are notable and perience.
lievers in Jesus are pre-destined to be in ing their tastes by unhealthy excitements immense, in their way. Oliver Smith, of dents, bad debts and mistakes. Troub- place, or one more suggestive of well-to- see whet a welcome you'll get, and how
and novelties. The demiand of the boys
seem to much soul he will put into all his enpover- do living. Even the ducks
the image of Christ on high. PredestinaHatfield, set apart a large sum ‘of money le, and disappointment and
for picnics and base-ball is natural,to say
prosperity and full deavors to make you enjoy yqurself, and
tion to faith is not meant.
Them he also
But quackle of their
for accumulation, and then to be used for ty, instead of riches and pleasure.
and satis- feel perfectly easy and at home. He is «
called.” All%ho frefly believe are pre- the least, and by no means to be disre- charitable purposes. $360,000 was to be we thank God, that we have promise of stomachs in the most contented
fied manner imaginable. The graceful princely entertainer. I don't think he
destinedto be like the Son of God; all garg®d ; but picnics ,excursions, fairs, festi- applied to the education and relief of an heavenly inheritance.
knows what meanness mesns, and everywho freely believe are called to be con- vals and exhibitions have no more connec- indigent boys, girls and women.
Boys
My friend is a subject of many prayers. ivy climbs and clings around the pleasant
formed to the image of the Son of God. tion with legitimate Sunday-school work in very poor circumstances are bound out He was brought up at the family altar. porch, but closer than the ivy wind the body. likes him. Scores of voices say
than milking cows or learning the multithey don’t know as he has a fault in the
Paul has not in his mind election to faith, plication
table. They may be pleasant for twenty-one years, and when this term When a boy, he made a fair start heaven- wasm tendrils of that young mother’s world but this one, and all see that this
but on account of it; else fatalism and and harmless, if hopestly kept where they _bas been satisfactorily served, each gets ward, but fell back into waywardness. heart round, and round, and round that
iron *neeessity rule the world.
belong, in the cate ory of mere secular- $500 as a loan for five years, which. Started again when a young man, but home of childhood, and to tear away the ove must work his ruin, unless some
power mightier than man possesses, inIf allowed to stand as an thenbecomes a free gift. Girls in poor
«¢ Justified.” Those who freely believe amusements.
soon wandered away, and spent many heart's clinging ivies must cause the rich terposes and saves him. ‘Oh, what strong,
inducement
or
a
recompense,
they
become
in Jesus are accepted of God as righteous.
circumstances are similarly put out to ser- years feeding upon the failings of pro- réd wine of life to weep from wounds too
stumbling-blocks and pit-falls. Intellec“ Glorified.” Paul speaks of the future tual and moral training, advocated by vice until eighteen years of age, and then, fessors and infidelity. Worse than husks! deep to heal. And yet these close twin- ready hands would be stpetched out to
reward as an accomplished purpose.
It your new superintendent, covers a large at marriage, get thesum of $300 each. Poor How many plunge into ruin over stum- ing tendrils will be torn. Such are life's help him! How the sisters and brothers
How painful is
is possible that” Paul has in mind in territory and much debatable ground, women Sand widows rcceive
smaller blings stones put in their way by those stern, unyielding tragedies :—no page of longto save that home!
the
thought
that
it
must
pass into the
leaving
the
essential
question
still”
unsetfiction ever equals them,
verses 29, 30, the martyred saints of
amounts,
at the discretion of masters.
who should let their light shine.
tled, for we have still to decide what
Within the house, there is an air of fix- hands of strangers; and the wife, she
Christ. Rom#W Christians were in the kind of intellectual training = shall be In May, 1876, the original bequest had
Fifty years of life were gone. A prayedness and stability about the apartments. would give her heart's blood, drop by
midst of persecutions, and Paul is speak- sought and what methods of moral culture accumulated till it reached the sum of
ing father, and other praying friends had
The old clock that has ticked to four drop, and count it as naught, to see the
The lady from Rich- over one million dollars. Mr. Smith also
ing to them for their comfort.
Consult shall be adopted.
mond prescribes the Bible. Beyond doubt bequeathed $30,000 which, with its in- gone over the river to the shining shore. generations, looks as though it had grown shadow lifted, the sword turned aside, her
verses 28, 36, 39.
Still many prayers were offered in his
into its place in the wainscoted corner of husband the man he might easily be in
¢ If God be for us.” The implication the study of the truths of the Bible should
be the most prominent objective point in crease, is, in 1905,to be used for the pur- behalf. For twenty years, he had rarely
the family sitting-room, and would never the community, and the dear old home
is, that they were violently opposed, Sunday-schoel tuition, but the mechanical poses of an agri cultural school. At that
Paul means, who can sacceed against us? study of the book itself, committing texts time, it will amount to about $350,000. been into a church. His family were of be borne away save in a pile of splintered freed from the shackles of debt, all her
to memory, poring over, and diving into There areto be two farms, one 2 ‘model,’ his spirit. A pious brother with his fam- ruins. And so of all the furnishings,— own to live and die in.
= Delivered him up.”
That is, to death.
ily visited him. To be courteous, they
Alas, some men are born with great
‘He died for all. = ** dlsofreely give us all commentaries, glossaries, notes and con- and the otheran *‘experimental,” farm. The
they seem to have settled comfortably
cordances,speculating upon various transthings.” He has given us Christ.
What lations and doubtful etymologies, tracing boys, after being schooled and brought up went to meeting with the brother several into their places, and to enjoy their gifts and great deficiencies. I. would
times. Meetings were frequent and ineould be more? Then he will give us all ancient geographical boundaries ,compar- on the farms, ave, at twenty-one years of
situations - and surroundings.
The bu- that this young man, so strong and yet
teresting.
One of the brother's little
ing marginal references and hunting for age,to get each $200 for a “‘setting up.” The
reaus, what-nots, secretary and lounges 80 weak, with so many noble qualities,
lesser good.
girls gave her heart to God.
might wheel right about in his course
Yerifications
of
prophecy,
will
no
more
seem to say i—
s« Charge of God's elect.” Bring charge
whole fand is practically exhaustless, and
The time of parting came. When my
and vegin to reascend the hill at a firmer, against them.
Elect means *¢ chosen, 2 unlock the divine truths of inspiration, will be a perpetual blessing to thousands
“We
are
an
old
family;
we
have
dethan a mechanical reading of the wounds,
friend took up the little niece to kiss her scended through successive generations; quicker pace than he has been slipping
st dear.” Here,it means believers in Je- figures and lines, in a treatise on geome- -of poor boys of the future.
good-bye,
she clung to him and said,
down—down—for years past. It is sad
sus, who look
for salvation
through try, will open the treasures of mathematiVerily, if many such princely charities
we shall spend our days here.”
Christ. ' The answer is that if God justi- cal science.—E. C. Gardner, in Sundny are to follow on the example of this, the ¢¢ Uncle, won’t you meet me in heaven?”
And you can fancy that the house has a to think he must see many a smaller,
time will come when it will be a peculiar When they were gone, he endeavored to proud satisfaction in their presence, and narrower, less grandly planned man than
fies, no man ean accuse them.
* Con- Afternoon.
think he had no serious feelings, but that would resist the-touch of the auctioneer, himself, outstripping
him in the life
blessing to be born poor.
demneth.” That is, as not prepared for
ForriGN SuNpAY-scHOOLS.
There is
salvation, because the believer trusted to
A + setting up” of $500 is more than he was lonesome and gloomy, because if it could, and cling, till it was rent from course, and wearing honors with no grace
with ‘the children of average fathers often re- his friends were gone, and he might not its foundations, to those old familiar to which he would have added grace and
his faith.
Both Jews and pagans did another circumstance connected
what
seems
to
be
now
the
tendencies
of ceive, and numbers of maidens in mid- see them again. Evening came, and he household articles, before one should be dignity, but which may never be wreath-¢onsdemn believers ; but vainly.
“+ Malketh intercession.”
To intercede the Continent, that helps to make the dle life are not so well prévided for as to went to meeting to forget his loneliness. wrested from its long-accustomed place. ed around the drunkard’s brow.
O friends, do you know,of any man
a favorable opportunity for the be educated, and then enter the married A neighbor walked home with him, and
» 38 to pray for.
The glowing embers of their ‘great,
The presence of Christ present
ventured
to
speak
on
religious
things,
who
bears the sure stamp of nobility on
* with the Father is a reason and a plea for foreign Sunday-schools; and it was thus life with a clear dewry of $300.
open, wood fire hardly die out through
Hapalluded to by Dr. Henry C. Potter,in a py are the waifs and poor wards of and invite him toattend the meeting ugain. the entire cold season, and their table, his soul, and yet is caught in the toils of
God to be merciful to us.
From the love of Christ?” What shall timely and outspoken sermon on the | Northampton, those who come under the Next time he went to please his neigh- laden with abundanee of excellent food, intemperance? = Save him if you can. and
he shall be the bright ‘‘ star in the crown
a
ewuse Christ to stop loving us ? Nothing American Sunday.
beneficent guardianship of the Trustees, bor, his wife and a daughter went with stands ready to dine rH
of
your rejoicing.” .
‘him;
all
were
invited
to
the
altar;
wife
“It
is,”
he
said,
*
one
of
the
most
reand
the
poor
inthe
vicinfty.
All
are
but our sin. Who shall separate us from
at least, and wide, pleasant prospects
As for the poor fellow of whom I have
A welcome ; all are fed and kindly treat‘the love of God shown in giving us markable facts of our time that those old open up to them out of the kindly benev- and daughter would go if he would.
godly man made this appeal, ‘¢ Surely ed.
been writing, I fear, I fear it will be said
:
Christ? No outward ills. * Tribulation,” nations, from whom some of ‘us propose olence of Oliver Smith.
you
would
not
keep
your
family
-out
of
to
him at last,
0 Jostph Mott, thou
The
little
woman,
thin
as
a
shadow,"
to
borrow
our
habit
of
disregard
for
the
Next comes the Clarke Institute for
&e.
Paul here enumerates the experiLord's Day. are striving at this very mo-. Deaf Mutes. The whole accumulated be- the kingdom ; go for their sake.”He re- and prematurely old, is up before the hast destroyed thyself.”
ences of Christians in his day.
SO
-0-0
*4+ oe
fused. After being left to himself, he day, and on her feet till late in thé even;
«« More than conquerors.” In all tribu- ment with most impressive earnestness (o guest
of Mr. Clarke, amounted, in 1867,
thought,
maybe
there
is
something
in
THE
tr
athi
is,
that
whatever
may be our
ing, and there is no veice of complaining
lations, distresses, persecutions, believers restore the earlier sacredness of the day. to $223,000. Buildings and land to the valthis
for
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way
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In
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and
in
~—no
audible
one.
On
the
contrary,
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ueof
$98,000
are
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possessed,
and
the
“were more than strengthened to endure.
He started, reaching is cheerful, even witty, and ready’ to re- belief that we are about as good as other
them; they were enabled to rejoice in France, there are already organizations voiceless deaf ones are taught after the not hinder them,
thoughtful men who are seekingto most approved plans.
one hand to wife, the other to daughter, spond to every call. All eall on her, from people ; and however wholesome (it may
: them, to triumph even at the stake. and
banish the Continental Sunday.”
and together they kneeled at the altar of the growing child, to the poor, old, half- be to know the truth respecting our short
s Through lam that loved us.” With the
Northampton
has
“also
*
a
valuable
Thus the condition of Europe seems
prayer. ‘‘ Wherefore he is able also to blind dependent, getting past work and comings, we do not relish it. It requires
with
Memorial
Hall
and
Public
Library,
them,
to
favor
ihe
plan
of
dotting
the
globe
with
before
cross
the
of
memory
_ the grace of the Saviour given them, they Sunday-schools, where the children, will erected and stocked partly by private save them to the uttermost that come un- more care than an infant. Her hands are rather more than the average Christian
be taught by their own friends to ‘read munificence, and partly by public funds. to God by him.” That night a new fam- full from morning till night.
You wouldn't attainment to say, with, the Psalmist:
endured their ills.
the Bible, to learn religious toleration and
‘+ Let the righteous smitedne; ; it shall be
ily
altar
was
erected
that
has
firmly
think
The
edifice
is
a
very
beautiful
one,
and
convinced.
she
looked
Fully
a
bit
liko
an
¢ angel ,” a kindness ; and let him reprove me; it
Persuaded.”
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good-will towards men, and to exercise
stood
for
ten
years.
There,
is
joy
in
my dear young lady readers, this little shall be an "excellent oil which shall not
Notice here the grand soul of the apostle an intelligent and manly independence.—- the Library, which has a capacity for
heaven over one sinner that repenteth, dark-faced, toothless woman, with bowed break my head.”— Golden Censer.
$2,000 volumes, is daily open. '
Tises with his theme to a sublime hight Christian Union.
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Communications.
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about a mile from
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Counecticut river,
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a
pe

them respondedto his words; and he
spoke of God as one that knew him by
personal presence, by vital and‘ habitual
communion. Not till his teaching had

needs
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And I know that the way lead-th homeward,
To the land of the pure and the blest,
the country of ever-fair summer,
To the city of peace and of rest;

And there shall be healing for sickness,

And fountains life’s fever to slake;
What matters beside? I go heavenward,
« He knoweth the way that I take.”

Marianne Farningham in London
j
tian World.
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NEW FAITHS AND NEW OREEDS.

Doubtless, a change of faiths is taking

place, at least a re-examination

of faiths.

This is recognized alike by those who reoret it and those who rejoice in it. In
Scotland, the United Presbyterians, by a
Declaration, give their old creed a new
In France, whole communimeaning.
ties, until recently Roman Catholic, open-

ly adopt a Protestant faith, at least a. car-

Jaal doctrine of Protestantism—individ-

ual independence. In England, the Conthe question
discuss
gregationalists
whether the true basis of Christian union
is not a wholly undefined spiritual sympathy. In this country, in the Presbyte-

est

but
to

rian church, the old

Confession

remains

unchanged simply becausq no attempt is
made. to compel a literal acquiescence in
it; the Baptists find a Professor in one of
their leading seminaries infected with the
new scholarship, and ** accept hi8 resignation ;” and the more conservative Con-

and
do

ity
the

gregationalists propose to

in-

, be

ved
vy,
nb-

ing
not

OU ster

K:

ash
ing

provide for the

loosening bonds of theold formulas by
making a new catechism for the Sundayschools and a new creed for the pulpits.
The whole country listens with ** laughterand applause” to the rhetorical assaults of Robert Ingersoll on Christian’
faith, discusses in higher circles the very
axioms of theology—the existence of
God, the immortality of the soul; is not
shocked or startled to hear so accepted a
teacher as Huxley declare that talking
about God is worse than sounding brass
and tinkling cymbal, a mere endless logomachy, and that nothing can be proved
or disproved respecting the distinct existence or the durability of the soul; and it
even patiently and quietly hears Mr.
Frothingham, who a few years back was

and rules had lost or were losing their
materialists of the age, were priests and

even
said

the

ther
may
hort

lires
tian
ist :
1 be
3

high

it
not

priests,

There

was

ritual

without worship, there were creeds without faith. Christ made no attemptto re-

vive the old creeds. He made no attempt to formulate:a new one. He used
trath ; he did not phrase and fashion it

into symbols.

our

a
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CATTLE SALTING RELIGIONISTS., Busy
through the week, they do not goto their
distant pastures to see how the sheep and
young cattle are prospering; so on Sabbath mornings they take their salt-dishes
and sally forth.
After they have determined by actual count that the sheep and
cattle are all in their places and furnished

new

them with sult, they ramble in the fields,
or lie down under a shade-tree and listen

look

so

much

or Madam

hasty decline. All these C
fessors are out of the field

fulness and healthy

is'nobler than

D.’s

he.

and help him.

i

-¢njoyuent by their

rarely touches his Bible, and crams

any faith, help
with him;

rarely enters his closet? How can his
pulse
of benevolent sympathy beat
warnily while he is squandering hundreds on his luxuries and begrudging an
occasional dollar to the Lord? If the eyes
of any of these dyspeptic and diseased
professors happen to light upon this par:
them:

}riends!

you are sick by your own fault, and you
must be restored by your efforts. Christ
is your physician, but you must use the
remedies he enjoins. At present you are
about useless to your pastor, to your
church, and your Master; if you die as

you are, you will be

ashamed

lo

ask

a

him,

him- to it,

He spoke directly to. the

inner life of the people. He did” not tell
“them what they must believe about depravity, but he brought them to him from

the lowest ranks with tears of repentance
for their sins. He did not discuss the
inspiration of the Bible, whose inspired

as Moody, and
Burnell, and Henry
sup, and Sarah Smiley fever know

Jeswhat

spiritual dyspepsia is. You are dying of
close confinement and laziness.
The

only cure for indolence

which

let.:
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confess

marvellous

are
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are from
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to pray,
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any

time
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acter.— Bap. Miss.

flake, etc,

ministry

in

of all clumsy and .

known.

weakness or other unpleasant
injurious
effect.
Its action being simply confined to
regulating digestion, and preventing an
undue assimilation of the carbonaceous,
or flesh-producing, = elements of the food.

Botanic Medicine Co.,

Yours

Society schools in the South.
The first missionaries ever sent to the
Dakotas were
Presbyterians—sent out
forty-four years ago by the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. As the outgrowth of the work,
there are now among the Dakotas ten
Presbyterian churches.

:

Summer

our whole soul. Already your
Master
ia calling to you—*¢ Arise, take up thy
bed, and walk "— Dr. Cuyler in Il. Chris.
Weekly.
:

Sadducees
repudiated, | INpoMiTABLE FArrH. I you ever do
authority the
for God and humanity, you may
whose every letter the Pharisees rever- anything
enced with a fetish worship, but he - used as well make up your mind to do it in the
it freely and habitually.
He did not ar- face of obstacles and in spite of them.
.gue the existence of a God or the immor- But however insuperable ‘these impeditality of the soul ; but he spoke to immor- ments may appear to be, they invariably
tal souls, and all that was immortal in yield to the attacks ofa living and indom-

house will be saved.
It is more than paying expenses under the new
management.
!
:
The Egypt Missior of the United Presbyterian church has eight congregations,
8 unorganized mission stations,

947

com-

municants, an increase of 102, and 1812 attendantson Sunday services.
There has
been a falling off in the attendance of Sunday-schools.
The Presbyterian
says: * The foreiga

missionary work of the Southern

Church

has been in a painfully embarrassed

cond’=

tion for more than three years.
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and other nervous affections, receive the
duty, you will feela glow of delight in

Terms: single copy, each, ~
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Fever.

Hop Bitters.
It repairs the ravages of
disease by converting the food into rich
blood, and it gives new life and vigor to
the aged and infirm always.
See ‘ Proverbs” in another column,

left.

H.

closes June 26. Send for atalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

Malarial Fevers, constipation, torpidity
of the liver and kidneys, general debility,
nervousness and neuraligic ailments _yield
readily to this great disease conqueror,

E.
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the Institution Is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State. EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 1b,
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Malarial
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The Psalmody
is the denominational Hymn Book, extenEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampsively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocton, N. H. : Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D. . co, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 15+; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
Postage 9 cenis each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts;
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Goucational,
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Gentlemen—Allan’s Anti-Fat
me seven pounds in one week.

the

Postage is paid by the publisher.

is a simple device for holding the board while ironing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the garment, while ironing on the board. Adapted
to
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and
Infants’
Dresses. At a very trifling cost it takes the place

kind, by the discovery of Allen’s AntiFat, the great and only known remedy for
obesity, or corpulency.
It produces no

Sold by druggists.
Ellsworth, Kan., July 13th, 1878.
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- Whe Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ve the rise and
progress of this body
of
Christians in New on Sin the time of
their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper, beaytifully illustrated
‘Both papers
:
are of
e same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
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Perfumed Cards, Chrono, Lily, Floral, Snow-
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rcfigious paper of eight

fy-third volume.

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.

The Crowning Discovery.

6,503,

Fhe Mardin
s a large

forty-eight,

ecclesiastical

obtained

$1.10 per copy, postage paid, by address-

will cure the disease and remove yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted to cure.

and

Switzerland,

It may be

Freewill Baptist Publications.
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to the reader.

ing Rev. I. D. STEwART, Dover, N. H.

denominations.

number

record of

book of 516 pages one of marked interest

evan-’

individaals

constant Jjourney-

incidents connected therewith—make this

the

in the ** Theological Col-

“unconnected with

Perce Indian, is a regularly ordained Presbyterian preacher in Idaho.
A cornet played by a twelve-year
old
girl is a feature of the South Church
(Pittsfield, Mass.) services. The first ordination of a Chinaman to
the Protestant

of

principles, to-

ings from Maine to Ohio, and
[

nomination,” maintaining from itsorigin to

MISOELLANY.

Williams,

where

was

from donations

and

phia 44 schools with 1,663 scholars.
The Jewish Times computes the number

Rev.

to

Piedmontese Valleys, Belgium, Spain, Ireland, Germany and America. The college is

The Society of Friends have in Philadel-

The

15

prosecuted

lege,” as it is styled,

———

to

the days

churches of all

liet."—dJames Freeman Clarke.

of Jews ali over the world
000.

asking

is moved,
and one
day and night beset

is

The students

state.

mine

in

are

gether with his almost

gelists, school-teacners and
colporters.
In Switzerland it has a theological school.
where preachers are educated for churches
in others countries. The annual receipts’
and disbursements of the society amount
to nearly forty thousand dollars, derived

Sympathize

help thon

As

Continent of Europe.

however,

obliged

Christ.

others

because of his temperance

with Jews seeking instruction in the New
Testament,
The Evangelical Society of Geneva is the
oldest of the evangelical societies on the

for some of his disease is in us

We all of us are

*¢ Lord, I believe;

him-

Pity

Heis in a morbid

Tow can'a man’s faith be strong when he RELIGIOUS

to

| 3

apostles, all the city
Nestorian helper is

He is a sick man; be tender to him.
Do
not despise the skeptic; but, it you have

all.

self with nothing but secular newspaers and peppery
works
of fiction?

say

570,473 communicants ;

baptized, and many

@oNviIcTIONS. Unless a man has some
fixed, clear convictions, he drifts helplessly throngh the world.. He has no force
in himself. He can do nothing. The
skeptic is a cipher in action because he is
a cipher in conviction. The iree which,
at any rate, stands for a thousand years

own fault. llow can a¢hurch-mmember
be healthy who never works for Christ?
How can his digestion be good when he

agraph, let me

625 congregations,

fo to Rove Ww COLEGROVE, A. M., been.

centuries ago.
For
months past the
colony has been agitated by the question; ¢ Is not Jesus the Messiah?’ Four of
the chief men, the heads of one thou- |
sand
houses (about five thousand people) have, after long trial, been publicly

OB
40+

like ordinary sinners that their. brethren
hardly recognize "them. Over the door
of the hospital-ward in which they are
wasting their lives: is .the inscription—
¢¢ Backslider.”
It requires no profound skill to detect
the cause of Brother, A.’s spiritual dysdepsia, or Deacon B.’s palsy, or poor Mr.
Q.'s fractured character,

|°

COLLEGE, —Flemingto

to the trickling of the water in some rivu- communicants, an increase of 2,192; and family should have it.in their closet for the ready of the F. Baptists than the ‘Memoirs of
©
let and to the hum of the insects, and are 53,055 scholars in the Sunday-school. The and prompt relief of its: members, Sickness, Sufabout to *‘look up throogh Nature to Na- church carries on missions in China, For- fering and even life is saved by this timely protec. the Life of David Marks.” An agent of
tion.
Nol.
'
ture’s God,” when it becomes necessary to mosa and the New Hebrides.
;
PREPARED BY
the Book Concern under whose auspices
drive
off
a
mosquito.
This
disturbs
their
The
Independent
says:
*
Rev.
Dr,
Shedd
are
DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
But devout (?) meditations, and they hasten writes from Hamadan, Persia, a very inPractieal and Analytical Chemists.
‘the Morning Star was once published,
contented with this teresting letter about a movement among
good homeward better
they the Jews of that place. One of the oldest
peo- mode of spending the Sabbath than
.| identified with the ‘Anti-slavery character
of Jews in the world is found at |
but would be in listening to God's wérd.— colonies
Hamadan., Their ancestors were carried
Cuong
regationalist.
their
of the denomination, undergoing trials
captive by the Assyrian king twenty-five

Not hospitable Christians,. who
usually a very good sort of people.
hospital Christians, who are about
for nothing. They are sick ; other
ple see it, and are sorry for them,
they do not themselves realize
O-0- 0-0-0
+404
pitiable condition.
:
The worst of it is that. they, are selfLove 18 Lire. Thou shalt 15ve” the
made invalids. Good people often suffer
Lord thy God with all thy heart and with
bodily disease by the visitation of God; all thy soul and with allthy mind.” This
but these dyspeptic Christians are sick by is the first and great’ commandment.
the visitation of their own sins. As Mr. Love is life.It is the fulfilling of the law of
As bloated face means a bottle, and our being. Only as we worthily love do we
young B.'s shattered nervous system truly live ; only when we love with a permeans sensuality so the spiritual sick- fect affection that which is perfectly
ness of these ilL.conditioned Christians
¢
is worthy of our affection do we attain unto
the direct result of indulged sin and neg- the supreme good of hfe. Concerning
lected duty. Observe that they are not these truths there has been no dispute;
false professors who never had any piety all that is deepest in man has affirmed
to lose. They are Christians—not fully them with unpesitating faith. And therealive, and not perfectly dead. Some fore the first great commandment of the
time ago they were converted and joined law has almost the force of a first truth of
the church of Christ; now they are per- reason.— Sunday Magazine.
verted, and have come to

160,000
ministers, 1,625 congregations,
communicants; 1876, 2,2¢2 ministers, 4,-

Vine

Taylor Co.
t Vir
This rrr
offers : to yest
Yirgimia. peculiar advanta8, [For particular information, send for a circu-

q have won for it a confi.
For further information app} ? 1s pe MouL:
1879, 8,150 ministers 5,600 congregations,
| dence in its virtues,never TON, A.M, Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.
725,000 communicants.
It has 17 colleges,
eller
equalled by any other
17 seminaries, and 20 high schools for jp * Bh
medicine: 1f still makes the most effectual cures
A Denominational Biography.
boys and girls.
of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can he made
The Presbyterian church of England reBesides
theHistory
**
of the Freewill
ports an income for the yeur of $913,605— by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous diseases of
a falling oft from the receiptsof the preBaptists” itself, no book contains more
vious year of about $130,000.
It has 270 their terrors lo a great extent, and given a feeling
of immunity from their fatal’ effects, thatis well
congregations, with’ 131,496 sittings, of
fnformation in Fogard to the early days

:
place in heaven.
You must gets well. cisco.
Rev. A. J. Scott of the Rock River ConBut how?
1. You need a change of diet. Instead ference has left the Methodist connection
counted a Christian minister, declare of of a surfeit of newspapers and novels and to become pastor of the Congregational
Christianity that it is despotism, the ene- other spiced condiments, give your starv- church at Evanston, Ill.
Dr. Talmage will spend much of his vamy of the human mind, the foe of repub- ed soul large daily rations of the bread of
lican institutions, the chief barrier of life. When a colporter asked a rough cation in Great Britain preaching, and
backwoodsman if he had a Bible in his lecturing and visiting, and will travel in
rational civilization.
No wonder that at such a time men house, the man rammaged on an upper Germany and France.
Rev. C. H. Toy, D. D., has resigned the
begin a re-examination of their creeds shelf of a cupboard until he found a .few,
°* I declare, chair of Old Testament interpretatiou in
"and doctrinal formulas, not to check Tree- torn leaves of a Testament.
dom of thought, butsto keep it within stranger!” said he, *‘I do need some the Southern Baptist Theological Semincertain limitsin the church of Christ. more Bible; I did not know we was so ary at Louisville, Ky.
The Thanksgiving
Fund of the PresbyNo wonder that by rebuilding the shatter- near out!” What this illiterate frontiersed Confessions, by enforcing such as are man put so roughly is literally true of terian church of England, begun at the
already built, or by giving to a hitherto too many Christian professors. They are time of the union, now amounts to $670,:
powerless hierarchy new power to en- sadly “out of Bible,” and not only of 000.
In
Turkey
thereare
ten girls’ Seminaries,
that,
but
of
all
sound
devotional.
reading
force them, they aim to give the church
strength, even at the hazard of reducing which can elevate ~and invigorate the and the Bulgarians and Mohammedans
are indebted to Christianity
alone for
its numbers.
This is a natural resource, soul. Nothing will give tone and sinew
to your enfeebled piety like a thorough schools to elevate the women.
but it is a mistaken one.
At Yale next year Dr. Hall will lecture
All strong ChrisThe remedy for the present threatened study of God’s Word.
decay of faith is not a more stalwart tians are large and hungry feeders on the on ‘* Ministerial Piety,” Dr. Crosby on
¢ Preaching” and Professor Asa Gray on
creed or a more unflinching acceptance Bible. Good biographies also are brac- “The
Antagonism of Science and Theclong.
of it, but a profounder spiritual life. The
:
g. You
need a better atmosphere. &yway to cultivate a correct philosophy re-The endowment of Drew Theological
specling human sinfulness is not to for- Several fever patients were once cured
Seminary by a gift of $250,000 by Daniel
mulate & new definition or enforce the old by simply carrying them out of the fetid Drew,
which was swept away by his failone, but to develop a profounder con- atmosphere of a quarantine building,and ure, has been made good by subscriptions
sciousness of sin and a more genuine laying them in the pure open air.» You already amounting to $248,000, and it is
long the un- proposed to raise it to $300,000.
penitence for it. The way to develop a have breathed quite too
sounder Christology in the ciurch is not wholesome atmosphere of Christless reThe
Standard of the
Cross (Protesto define anew, or in new phraseology, sorts. The ball-room and other haunts,of tant Episcopal) says there are 223 conevening
dissipation
are
as
unfavorable
to
the character and work of Christ, but to
verts from Judaism among tke clergymen
gire such presentation of him that buman a Christian’s health as the heated air of and missionaries of the Protestant Episcoearts shall hold fast to him with a more Mammon’s crowded marts. One of the pal church.
a
:
reverential love. Hanna and Farrar and most godly merchants I am acquainted
The Unitarian church in Newburyport,
with
says
that
he
never
dares
to
trust
Geikie are laying, broad and deep, the
Mass., recéntly celebrated the Lord’s Supfoundations of a new Christology. Re- himselt in the hot excitements of the per ‘¢ without material bread or wine, as
nan has proved in France the most ef- day’s business without a good. hour with a purely spiritual rite.”
fectual combatant of Voltairism. The his Bible and with God in his closet every
To the Presbyterian church at MurfreesHe never misses either his boro,
way to correct looseness of opinion re- morning.
Tenn., fifty-three: persons have
church
“or
prayer-meetings.
Hundreds
specting the authority of the Bible is not
been lately added, ancl a great awakening
of
young
Christians
soon
contract
a
to formulate anew a doctrine of inspirahas come to the entire place.
fever” from deserting the
tion, but to use what is unquestioned in ¢ malarial
A brass tablet hag recently been erected
it—to inspire » new and divine life akin prayer-room and plunging into a round in St. Mark’s church, Philadelphia, deto that of David, Isaiah, Paul, Christ. of evening gayeties. The church hos- scribing the eight bells in its tower, sevThe work of the ministry to-day is not to pitals are overfull of this class of ema- eral of which are memorials of diceased
ciated professors.
defend their ereeds,not to re-model them,
members of the congregation.
3. You also need exercise. Never will
but to develop in men that experience
The American Bible Union (Baptist) has
out of which creeds grow. The time has you 1ecover your appetite for God's work been placed in the hands of a4 receiver, to
not yet come for a new creed. Minds and ordinances—never will the flush of prevent the sale at auction advertised by
are hot settled, and they can not be set- spiritual joy mantle your countenance the sheriffof its library, The receiver is to
tled by a Council—National ‘or Vati- until you have laid hold of hard, self-de- dispose of the property of the Union at
nying work. An hour by the bedside of private sale.
can.
.
Christ's example is in this, as in every- some poor sufferer in a garret—another
The New Orleans (La.) Christian Advothipg, well worth study.
He, too, lived hour or two in a mission-school every cate says that since the war over 200,000
or colored people have been gathered into
at a time of transition.
Pharisaism had week—a pull at temperance work
lost its hold on the common people. It some other uphill enterprise of benevo- the Methodist church, over 1,000 churches
was divided into as many sects as ‘it had lence, will give tone to your piety, and have been built and over 3,000 colored
independent thinkers.
The old creeds muscle to your prayers. Such Christians young men are in their, Freedmen’s Aid

. vitality ; they were like girdled trees,
that have lost their leaf but are not yet
rottedat the root. The Sadducees, the

thou

¥

a new

until
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@ He knoweth the way that I take.”

1ave

is, not

and

HOSPITAL CHRISTIANS.

«

This truth shall my joy-anthem make,

iS u

faith;

Union.

The Lord is my strong tower of refuge,

To

| bered 24 ministers;in 1801, it numbered { |
67; 1826, 180 ministers, 800 ‘congrega- | .
tions,
75,000 communicants; 1851, 760 |

sin, redemption.

or new, are needed.
What the church
now needs is
new
wine.—Christian

The Spirit all present to guide me,
Whatever the future shall be.
So let me have hope and take courage,

0W
enand

needs

It is true that I can not perceive Him;
If backward or forward I go,

‘Who knoweth ? the Father who loves me,
The Shviour who suffered for me,

and

own

faith is given to it a new creed would be
worse than useless. The vintage has not
yet come to the point. where bottles, old

hideth Himself; bit He trigs me,
That more of His love I may know,
And oh, that the gold may be purer,
Joor the trouble that comes for love’s sake!
1 am not afraid of life’s sorrow,
« He knoweth the way that I take.”

and
de-

their

‘Whatever the darkness about me,

He

ef.”

the church

creed, but new

« Je knoweth the way that I take.”

feel

frame

to know—God,

What

By wilderness, mountain, or lake;

uld

to

opinions out of their faiths at their leisure.
i
The time of heart-hunger, of wistful,
restless discontent, when old formulas
cease to satisfy and new ones are yet unformed, is the very time of all others to
preach to the heart what the heart most

1 stand where the cross-roads are meeting,
‘And know not the right from the wrong ;
No beckoning fingers direct me,
No welcome floats to me in song;
But my Guide will soon give me a token

me

them

WEE,

Perhaps no one ever
secured so wide a repu
tation, or maintained it
80 long a8 AYER'S CHERRY PECTORAL.
It has
‘been known to the public
about forty years, by a
ng-continued series of

(Germans, Scandinavians, and their descendants) in the United States und Canada has been as follows: In 1786, it nom-

BAe

COLLEGE

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information address the President, 0. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JORN FUl=
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maige.
i
\

. A. HOWE,

Seé.

EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best colleges.
J. W, HUTCHINS, A. B, Principal. For further
particulazs, address the principal, or ELIHU
YES, Sec, Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

auathor,—Prot.J. J. Butler,

con-

tains” two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent. help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents.
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
ministers and their posi-ofiice addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of cur

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
isters, &c., &c.
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellent book for ail who would ‘search the Scrip-tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9:
cts.

Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few: :
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
:
Denominational,
.

which contaius

a historical statement,

and

a brief notice of our doctrinal bagis,charch polity and institutions,
:
|
The Nacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns amd several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. 30
oto
2 cents.
cents; postage,

Bia
EW

Certificate
re? Certificates,
r. Mi

hurch Members’ Certificates,

Engravings

10 cts. doz. .
8 “

6“.

Bes
ots.

Of Dr. G. 1,

25 and 35 cls.

« «J. L. Phillips,

Printing Kstablishmenté
.is a brief historical statement, &o. Publish:
ed by order of the General/ Conference, and | for
tuitous distrib ution.
The above named books are gold by the dozen,
the order;
at 20 per cent. digcount for cash with
the books.’
or on receiving
orders to
Send your

I. D. STEWART,

Dover, N, H.

For sale also by

FAIRBANKS & C0., 46 Ma tison St., Chicago, lil.
:
| PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.”

»

D. LoterOP

ass,

3

& C0,

L.

ties, and left

The growth ef the Luthbran communion

|

i

The joys or the griefs it shall bring, .
‘What elouds are o’erhanging the future,
‘What flowers by the roadside shall spring;
But there’s One who will journey beside me,
Nor in weal nor in woe will forsake;
And this is my solace und comfort— .
« He knoweth the way that I take.

sits
ng
"m-

through

INSTITUTE.

Muscatine Co., oly
LL
a
year,
’
For particulars
the Secretary,
A.
MupGE, Wilton June tion,
iy Iowa.
iA.
OQ,

32 Franklin St, Boston,

a

i

1 know not—the way is so misly

and

experience,

JILTON
COLLEGIATE
Won,

TVIIAVD

wn into human

four centuries, was it formulated into the
Apostles’ Creed. He anchored
men’s
faith on the eternal and ‘indefinable veri-

« He knoweth the way that I take.” ~Job 23:8 -10.

|

*000°000°1S HJIOLS

LIGHT IN DARKNESS.

ndoned,
bethe missions have been
)
cause it had not the means to reinforce
them. Fifteenor tweaty [applications to
engage, in the work hav¢ been declined
from the same cause.”
:
J

giants Christian courage has Roping fo
ear; though tall, stalwart and defiant,

INCORPORATED JANUARY, 1879.
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“THE MORNING STAR. JULY 3, 1879.
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The Horning Star.
JULY 2, 1879.

the

All communications designed for publication
a
«should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
«on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

mote the prosperity of
success of the ministry,
God. Though itis a’
legal force exerted, yet
ity in those affairs that
moral and spiritual.

Christ came into the world to save men

from despair as they look into the future;
from

yielding

“temptation ; to save
-selves.

All systems

them
of

to

present

from

them-

belief

sink

into

to

be

content

and

the

right

of

pro-

the churches, the
and the glory of
moral and not a
it is of great utilare pre-eminently

The benevolent causes, such as missions, education, temperance, and Sabbath-

insignificance as they lose sight of this beliefin divine help strengthening human
weakness ; giving man a new life which
is strong to bear,

has

measures that are well-calculated to

«addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

them

it

appeal to the next higher body for advice ;
aud the instruction that is kindly given is
often felt for good. The ‘combined wisdom and piety assembled from time to
time can make suggestions and adopt

G. F. MOSHER, Editor,
¢
|

#0 save

majority,

schools may bg discussed and fostered in
these conferences, plans devised, interest

to

There is a magnetic nobility about those
who risk all in doing good; who forget
money and fame and reputation in saying
the needéd word or giving the needed
dollar. The man or the woman whose
aets are always bounded by worldly pru«dence will never reach the highlands
of Christian manhood or “womanhood.
Did Christ compromise his character by
talking with the woman of Samaria ?

of New England, as advocated more than
thirty years ago by Dr.
course of lectures.

L.

This

Wood,
we

in

have,

a
and

why should we give it up, or say to any
man or body of men, ‘by your leave”
we exist ? Our ground of independence

Profitable meditation may be had over
this sentence from the Sunday Afternoon : is valid, our theories right,and why should
~«* Speaking reverently, we may say that we not take hold wunitedly and sustain
-the great religious teachers, Christ includ- them. We should practice and improve
-ed, have given the world very little infor- what we have, so that our enemies will
"mation ; their power has been the power have no ground to taunt us because our
20 produce convictions.” And yet how growth is not as rapid as it’ ought to be.
anany there are who are practically insist- The deficiency is not in our system but in
ing that information is the emphatic ourselves. We fail to come up to our sys-

thing in a religious life.
heart.

tem. - Let us see to it that this

and we

human

One has made up his own way

slow lesson is taught, if we will but learn

it, that blessedness must in some form
«creep into our lives as the happiness goes
out of them. It is not necessary that we
:should be told beforehand how, “bat we
may be at peace with the assurance that
Such is the law of our beings if we will
but give up our own wills, and accept the
‘mere preaching.

This

It is the living

is no
fact;

it

is embodied in characters which in themselves were in no way above the ordinary

of poor, frail, sinful and blundering
-and women ; but which

have

men

received

a

«quickening from outside of themselves
which to-day makes them the noble and
the sweet representatives of the Christ
spirit on earth.
Sia:
te tn

am—

DOCTRINE AND POLITY.
"We claim that as a denomination we
‘have as good a theory in doctrine and

church polity as any other denomination

of Christians. To our mind, there is less:
«objectionable in it, and we have at least
-a3 good reason for adhering to it as any
others have. Where we fail most is in

our practice—in our unity of effort or in
denominationalism

ove.

based

on : brotherly

Our theory is good enough,

our

*~dottrines appeal to the consciences and
- common sense of men generally. Their
- freeness, simplicity, and adaptation to the

wants of humanity commend them to all,
~as%in harmony with the letter and spirit of

the gospel, and deserving of their acceptance. We have no ground
ashamed of our doctrines, call
minianism, or what you please.
and his coadjutors were not a

for being
them ArArminius
whit infe-

«rior to Calvin and his associates, either in

«heir knowledge of literature or of theolo-

is done,

THE OLD AND THE NEW.

To some minds the old has peculiar
charms, while to other minds the new is
especially fascinating. Both are valuable,
and, when properly used, they may subserve

good

ends.

When

each

is

take their forms from monarchiesor aris-

toeracies. It récognizes the independence
of the churches; and at the same time the
churches are formed into associations

“Quarterly Conferences, and

or

Quarterly

“Conferences into Yearly Conferefices and
Yearly Conferences into a General Trien-

and

ascertainment

removal

of the underlying causes of bitterness
would be. much more practicable.
There ave several signs which will be
thought worthy of consideration by

those

who put the welfare of the country above
the partisan clamors of any one section,
signs which show that the fire-eating Congressman from the South does not promise to exert the influence in the future that
he has done in the past.
One of these signs is the education of
the freedmen. In the last number of the
North American Review, Mrs.

Stowe

de-

eral missionary societies in behalf of the
colored people. The American Missionary Society has planted one college or
university for the colored people in each
of the Southern States, besides seventeen
institutions of a lower grade and eight
It is calculated that 60,-

men, with six professors,

the

best

but when one reigns

results

follow;

to the exclusion

of

These principles, thus abstractly stated,

find special application in the realm of
Biblical doctrineand interpretation. There
is manifest on the part of some a slavish

tendency to cling to the theories and opinions of the past. The love for the old
is excessive. The primitive and medieval periods in the history

of the

church

are especially grand, and the highest veneration is entertained for them. The
doctrines held in those times are correct,
and the form of their statement can not be
improved. Thé eye is ever cast backward, and never forward.

of her

son;

but

in

France

the uir is clearer and the people's

safety

a little surer.”

BRIEF
The column

of

NOTES.

‘ The

)

Religious

will be found on the first page

Outlook”

of this issue.

The Prairie Farmer is one of the very best
agricultural papers in the country. It is a
large eight-page weekly, and its information

on

the

topics

of

agriculture,

horticulture,

stock raising, markets, &c., is well worth its
subscription price, $2.00.
Published in Chicago, il.
;
The Century, to which we called attention
some littlé time ago, as a new eclectic of foreign literature, still keeps on its way, giving
‘“ the best thoughts of thd best minds of 4
Europe;” selecting matter for its pages from
over ,three hundred foreign magazines and
publications.

>

three

assistant

professors, 905 pupils and $40,050 of pro~perty. The Baptists have $716,273 invested in this work and its endowed institutions contain 795 pupils. The Methodist
Episcopal church has fourteen endowed
educational institutions. The report of
the Episcopal Commission of Home Missions to the colored people gives a list of
37 missionary stations among these people, each supporting a missionary, a
church, a parochial school and a Sundayschool. And, we are glad to be able to
add, the Free Baptists are not without a
representative in thig, great and good

work.

Then the Howard

University

in

chines, and to come mere into contact with
them as guides and teachers, and less as taskmasters, would, in our opinion, make better

students out of them

secret from this cause alone could be gathered
together, they would make a sea. A train of

social and moral evils accompanies
from it, the magnitude
measure.”

fess to do.

beaten way, while the other is new and
untrodden.. . If either the old or the new
is to be followed blindly, the former is the
safer.

public schools of the

South .are

something towards the

education of the

colored people.

doing
:

_ Knowledge is power.

As the freed-

men become educated (and there eagerness for learning is remarkable), they
will exert a wider and wider influence,
recognized and the time will come when no tissue
allowance paper ballots will keep from them the
let its er- right to make that acquired influence felt
one hand in the polities of the country. Thisleaven

There is, however, a middle course in
which it is safe to walk. Let the old be
studied, and let its spirit be comprehend-

ed.

Let the good in it be

and cherished. Let also due
be made for its difficulties and
rors be fully noted. With

grasping firmly the old, the other may be

together

by indissoluble

of education, and

largely

Christian

edu-

cation, now at work among the freedmen,
is a fact which will bear much more emphasis,.even in considering the political
prospects of the South, than we are apt to

give it.

;

:

The sanatariums and winter resorts
springing up in Florida and other parts
of the South have already increased the
travel and intercourse between thé sections of our common country; manufacturies are being established and will engendera different population ; the negro
exodus has given a warning to the

planters which. they will notsoon forget,
and a distrust already manifested in some
quarters against the ** chivalry” of carrying weapons on the person, and the legislation already talked up, if not already
enacted, in. regard

to. its

prohibition—

these, among other signs, all go to prove
that different motives

are

to rule

the

South from what are manifested in the
rancorous speeches of ex-rebels now in
Congress.
Let us have the national laws executed
in every State of the Union.
Upon this
as'a foundation, placing the welfare of the
whole country above petty, strifes, with
mutual consideration of each others’ interests; and above all, the political decap-

itation of the mere office-seekers who have

of which

and
no man

husband and wife, who ean not be divore-

lying causes of bitterness.

Weare well aware that this

will suit

neither

class

of

sentiment

extremists.

There are those who contend that the
South is reprobate, and on the other hand
those who claim that the Rebellion was
caused by the fanaticism of the North and
that the confederate forces were guilty of

Speaking of the misfortunes of Bonapartism, the latest of which is the

death

of the Prince Imperial, the Independent
remarks:
¢ France cares much less for
the idea the old Empire represented than
she did, and does

much as she

Cassagnae

not

want

war

now so

wants peace. 'Rouher

may

and

gather at Chiselhurst,

COMMENCEMENT

yuk

WEEK.

Durgin among our profound and brilliant denominational writings of recent
years. We have room for but a single
extract, the homely and pointed farewell

advice to the graduating class.
¢¢ Class of 78, the course

:

prescribed in

our curriculum of study having been completed you are about to enter the larger
school of the world. If during your stay
here you have learned the alphabet of
your future

course,

you

have done well.

In many respects, your future will be
widely different from your past. If your
past has been a holiday, your future will
be stern business. If your profussors
have been provokingly exact, and profuse in the distribution of. zeros, the
world will distribute them with quite
as unerring and liberal a hand. If your
Alma Mater,

in

her

large charity,

and

fondness for weighty children has given
you falsesweight, the world will correct
the mistake in her even balance with no

before a twelve-month no one of you
should be heard despairingly to exelaim,
‘Lord, bow I have fallen away.’ The
world will take you for what you are, not

port,

even

face.

upon matters, and upon the trustees

on the

first

day,

put

a

new

dollars, al-

by an extract from one of their adopted

sible by the Faculty and this Board, and
the country,to raise the remaining indebtedness and to add not less than {fifty
per cent. to the endowment.”
That the Faculty appreciate the neces-

sity for action

and

are

ready

to say

the last year, there has been an increas- ** Come” and not ** Go" to the denominaed attendance, excellent undergraduate | tion has been apparent from their gener-

deportment and health, continued thor-

ous donation of 85,150,

which,

consider-

oughness of work, and a *‘ deepening of ing the small salaries, and the years of
the general tone of pisty.” Financially, self-denying economy implied by such a
the day is breaking for Hillsdale College. | gift, speaks more eloquently than words,
The five years of darkness following iis ¢ Hillsdale college can be trusted, and
great calamity have not wholly brighten- shall not be left to die.”

ed, but the dawn is surely coming, and if | The only changes made on the Board
our denomination will do this year for the. | of Trustees were the election of Rev. B.
college as it easily may, and ought, the F. McKinney, of Wisconsin, Hon; David
next Commencement may see the sun of Emery, of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Elon G.
prosperity fully risen, under the blessing
teynolds; of Hillsdale, in place of Hon.
of God, not soon to set.
J. P. Cook, Hon. Daniel L. Pratt and Rev.
The anniversariesof the five literary Geo. S. Bradley, retiring.” There were
societies were of usual excellence.
The
no changes in the college Faculty for the
audiences were large and the speaking coming year save the appointment of Rev.
quite up to the standard of former years. Chas. B. Mills, A. M.,as Marks Professor
The examinations of college classes on of Ecclesiastical History, and of Rev. Geo.
Saturday, Tuesday and Wednesday were R. Holt, B. D., as Instructor in the Theocreditable in a high degree. It is no logical department. .
longer an open question whether HillsProf. John H. Butler, A. M., also redale College does thorough work or
sumes
his duties in the chair of Latin
not.
The annual sermon before the Theolog- Language and Literature. And an outside
ical School

ing

was

preached Sunday morn-

by Rev. Silas Curtis.

We

wonder

if the ¢ denominational fathers? of fifty
or seventy years ago inspired ‘in th

young men of that day a deeper

respect

or more unaffected love than do the aged
and honored pillars of the church to-day.
in “the hearts of the rising generation?

and shelved in the esteem of the coming
man. Possibly, but the earnest attention

given by

the students to Bro.

Curtis's

observer may add, a more interested, sacrificing, noble, heroic board of instruction

can not be found ‘in any college in our
land. Those men have stood up unflinchingly. to their work,and allowed the Trustees to cut down their salaries year after

scholarly sermon

from

was

the

a

text:

sound,

¢ In

Essay : Play the Sweet Sey
e,

Prompts M
H. Scribner,
N., Bronson ; ration
Impulse to Err, Beveficial—H, T. Smith, pp.
Pleasant Unity, Pa.; Oration: International Law
—J. C, Taner, Ph. Hillsdale ; Essay: Heroes and
Half Heroes—Agnes E. Van Valkenburg, pj.
Hillsdale; Oration: The Teutonic Races—V, K.
Van De Venter, Ph.. Dundee; *Oration: What

Makes Manhood—J. . Williams, A, Litchfield
Presentation of Diplomas; Benediction,

TC ios:

* Excused from

?

hs yhhlosophdcat;. So Solentif:;
speaking.

The honorary degtee of Doctor of Divin-

ity was conferred on Rev. J. M. W. Farnham,

A. M., of Shanghai,

China,

and oy,

Rev. Alexander Stewart Walsh.A, M., of
New York city. The degree of Doctor of
Laws was conferred on Hon. Zacharial
Chandler, of Detroit.
-

+o

>

COMMENCEMENT WEEK AT BATES.
LEWISTON, ME., June, 27, 1879.
Another college year has passed and
we are once more amidst its annual fes.
tivities of Commencerfient.
Many friends

of the college and members
of the Alumni
arrived in town as early as Saturday last,

sermons we were sure to have from Pro.
fessors Hayes and Fullonton on the fo).
lowing day. It has seemed: strange
enough to attend a Bates Commencement
and’ see nothing of Dr. Cheney, But
though so far away from these scenes we
all know he has been with us in spirit,
and his name has often been mentioned
during the work in a way that shows how
close and vital is his relation tos the college. These spontaneous and earnest expressions have been very gratifying not.
merely to his personal friends, bat to all
who know with what rave self-sacrifice and
courageous effort he has devoted his - life
to Bates College, Prof. Hayes chose as
the text of his baccalaureate sermon the
words of John4: 22: “We know what
we worship.” An abstract of this dis-

course, as well as an outline of Prof.

Ful-

lonton's sermon in the evening before the

Theological School, was
week's Star.
seldom

given

Commencement

called

forth

two

in last
week

has

abler sermons

than these.

On Monday evening occurred the annual

Junior Exhjbition. Nine students participated in the exercises, which were of
an unusually high order of merit. One
or two of the speakers gave evidence of

| very superior

power

as

writers

= and

speakers,
Tuesday afternoon 6ccurred the Anniversary exercises of the Theological
School,

There

were

seven

speakers

in

all, with the following programme: The
t Effect of a Decline of Religion on Morals,
by N.A. Avery; War as Related to Christianity, by G. A. Burgess; The Direct
Cognition of God, by R. D. Frost; Chris-

tian Faith and successful Life F.D.George ;
Christianity and Mohammedamism, by C.
L. Pinkham ; Conscience,its Nature and

Office, by A. T.Salley; Pulpit Oratory,by
T. H. Stacy. Messrs. Pinkham,Salley and
Stacy are members of the graduating
class. Want of space will prevent me
from giving abstracts of these parts, but
this should be said of them all: the maturity of thought and earnest Christian
purpose displayed in the treatment and
delivery of these parts indicate that genuine
work is being done in the Bates Theological School, and that its graduates are
well fitted for the high calling of the
Christian ministry.
;
The Commencement concert was given
this year by the Mendelssohn Quintette

Club, assisted by several distinguished

artists, It was a brilliant success in
every sense except the important one of
finance.

Miss Cary, who has graced

our

concerts so long, was in Europe, and the

boys had not the

magic

help them.
Wednesday,

of her name to

A. M., the annual

meeting

of the boards of Fellows and Overseers
was held at Hathorn Hall.
President
Cheney's sixteenth annual address, dated
London, June 7, contained many interesting statements in reference to the condition and prospects of the college. In
connection with the President's address
were printed the reports of the various
teachers, showing the work that has been
doue during the year, the annual report
of the examining committee,
and the

report of a special

committee

to inquire into the

condition of the estate

appointed

of the late Mr. Bates,and the prospects of
the college in relation thereto. From
this report I learn that the commissioners
having charge of the estate will not
render their report until April, 1880, but
it is believed by all that by that time
the value of the estate will be such as to
enable the executors to meet all liabilities,
and that the college will in due

time

re-

ceive its full claims, which, I understand,

is some

$150,000.

The Committee

on

Finance and Oversight reported in detail

there is a limit to their forbearance,though

it does not yet appear.
~The exercises of the twenty-third Com-

The committee urge immediate measures
to raise funds to eancel the floating debt

But

which

is’

now

upwards’ of : $75,000.

mencement
occurred on. Thursday, ab 10, Lops ident Cheney ih his ‘address called
A.M.
The day was perfeet, cool, breezy
but sunny. The vast audience was in the attention to the fiict that Mr. Bates’ subbest of spirits and the speaking was com- scriptions when paid. over to the college

mendably good. The programme,
with the
exception of the-music, which was furnishman just entering the-battle,looks strong. ed by the Beethoven Society of the col‘| lege, and was of excellent eharacter, was
ly in the opposite direction.
The fifth baccalaureate of President as follows :
*Oration: The Kantian Phllosophy~A. Aikin,
Durgin was attentively listened to by an
and

Literature the Index of Governmen

the condition. of the college. ' With the
present tuition and income there is an
annual deficit of several thousand dollars.

year, till we wonder how they live.

paternal words of advice and the feeling
of reverence for him felt by many a young

audience

tion of the U
A
Goodrich, §.. Hillsdale;
Oration: The World;
University—H. M. Ford,
y

charity thrown in to tip the scale; and it in
anticipation, no doubt, of the excellent
would be a marvelous circumstance if

of every friend of the college throughout

We gather from the annual faculty report to the Board of Trustees that,during

nivorsal—Clars ”

sermons of Pres.

account of its work or literary festivities
will be complete that does not tell of its
efforts to make men better as well, as
L
wiser.
v

wear tife violet badge ; but

do

baccalaureate

deniably, * religiously inclined,” and no

immense

can

Pulpit of To-day, it will wisely remember
the five

“While recognizing the favorHillsdale College possesses that ex- reports:
cellent trait demanded of the ministerial able showing of the past year and the encandidate who was asked to be ‘if not couraging condition of the investments,
pious, at least favorably inclined toward we urge the immediate and imperative
religion.” As a college, Hillsdale is, un- necessity of putting forth every effort pos-

with all the other chiefs of the cabal that
they

Establishment is looking

and it did not die, now shall it be fed?
That the Trustees were keenly alive to
the answer of this question will be seen

and that all old men dre dubbed ¢ fossils”

/

Printing

about for Vol. 1I of the Free Baptist

flows | as well.
The expensesof the year have
can |
been kept within the income, with a

by magnifying their real or supposed -got into power; we may. expect, better It is often said that the age is irreverent,
grievances, and doing little or nothing to days in store for these. United States of
that young auen think only of themselves,
mitigate them, as it is for an ill-assorted America.
ed, to'each concentrate their attention upon the defects and shortcomings of a
hated life-companicn, ‘instead of striving
to ascertain and remove any of the under-

the

margin of some five hundred

HILLSDALE COLLEGE.

C.,Con-

small stage aside to remark that when

News
just received from Mr. and, Mrs.
though this has been attained by an
Mosher report their safe arrival at Moville.
economy that becomes absolutely suicidal
We quote from a private note: “ We are well
Still, it may
and have been so during the Voyage, excepting | if it must be persisted in.
a few hours the Tuesday after sailing when I | authoritatively be said, in viewlof all the
was sick® Butit was nothing serious.” The | facts brought out by the present meeting,
voyage has been a tedious
one. Tha first | if Hillsdale College now has from the detwo days from New
York were sunuoy, but
nominational and local friends that stand
every hour since then we have had head winds,
behind it, just and reasonable relief, it
thick weather, a black, cloudy sky, fog, heavy
will have seen its darkest days. The colseas going over the deck every day, and all the
equipments of a rough passage.”
A letter to lege has proved
itself able to stand, it
the Star from Mr. Mosher will be published
has passed the crisis. The fever is over

stances, even less confidence can, be reposed in it. Indeed, one is an old and

fact remains that the

better

understanding be men.” 1 Cor. 14: 20.
The Star will allow its correspondent a

for what your anticipated parchment may
represent you to be. Your Alma Mater
will watch with anxious solicitude your
The Fourth of July makes its annual visit
struggles and triumphs: and none will
this week.’ He would be a benefactor and a
rejoice half so heartily as she at every step
philanthropist who should invent, and prevail
you take toward the goal of a perfected
upon Young America to adopt, some harmless
manhood and womanhood.”
method of making a great and thundering
At the invitation of many aiumni prenoise. Vain wish.
Young America
must
have a hand blown off, or an eye put out, or
sent, Professor Dunn preached in the
life itself extinguished to give. zest to his ‘evening.
Despite a succession of drenchpatriotism.
ing showers he was complimented by a
A correspondent sends us the following ex- fair audience, whd gladly revived the
tract of a letter writfen by a Congregationalist
pleasant remembrances of other ®years
, minister to a Free Baptist minister, both rewhen they listened to his familiar voice.
siding in one of the Western States:
The Board meeting was fairly attended,
DEAR BROTHER: Can you come and spend
Sabbath —— with us.
We have the Sacraand its work was dispatched with a vigor
ment administered on that day, and there may
and harmony that speak well for both
be two or three to be baptized....The candidates have got it into their heads that imumer- the young blood: and the experienced
sion is the only mode.
Now then, as you have
wisdom-#hat now make up that body. We
helped to inculcate that doctrine, will you
come and help me out?
suspect if the whole truth had been conMarriages between professors of religion and
fessed, that the individual trustees came
non-professors and their results engages the {o-their ‘work with some grounds of dis=
attention of the Ii. Christian
Weekly:
“If
couragement in the light of the probable
all the broken hearts that have resulted from
outcome
of the vear, but the favorable
mixed marriages could be collected together,
showing of Treasurer Mill's financial rethey would be an army; if the tears shed in

rection, or because they evade doing con-

The

exceedingly

The Commencement number of the Bates
Student is very neat and attractiveas well as
thoroughly valuable for the historical matter
it contains. The present managers have been
highly successful in the enterprise which gives
the friends of the college a magazine
in the
midst of Commencement week, one which is
worthy of Commencement week, too.

Washington must not be overlooked.
The Southern States themselves are doing something for the education of the
colored people in the public schools.
There is no profit in deriding this last
fact, and entirely throwing it out of the ‘in next number.
I
question because the Southern people do
not do as much as they should in this disiderable even of what they publicly pro-

and

men.”

In contrast with this spirit, is one of
iconoclasm which sees nothing to be admired in the products of the eminent piety
and devoted study which have been bequeathed to us, and are no insignificant
part of our rich, spiritual inheritance.
The old is despised and discarded. The
new is sought and embraced. Novelty
becomes a tyrant quite as stern and un‘relenting as antiqueness, and,in many in-

links, to habitually increase their miseries

‘from the episcopacy and presbytery which

less complex

and that the

tion and disaster.

with the other,

in connection

people bound

“swe extol 50” highly. It is distinguished

situation would lodk much

the other, there will, inevitably,be distor-

ployed, in due proportion,

and reap their full benefit in triumphant

ponding to. our civil government, which

the

000 freedmen are annually instructed in
these institutions. Besides their parochial schools the Pre-byterians maintain
five endowed institutions for the freed-

success ?

. son why other denominations should come
~ to us, themselves being witnesses, than
~ithut we should dissolve and go to them ?
Our church polity is republican_corres-

a hearing, we have no doubt but that

em- | common schools.

employed in search of the new, and there
:gy. The latter could not overcome the
‘will be times when the old and worthless
‘former by argument, but were obliged to may be properly cast out, and the new
resort to persecution after the manner of
and valuable may safely take its place.
the age, that they might, by brute force, With the spirit of conservatism and progaccomplish what they eeuld not do by
ress commingled, a structure symmetriZogic or mental acumen,
cal and enduring may be reared. "We
Although the Arminians were outnum{ shall be neither Romanists nor skeptics,
bered, their doctrines could not b: supneither bigots nor fanatics. Other things
povessed any more than the gospel itself.
being equal, he will be the best expound“eng ago it was said of the English church
er of the Word of truth who has a due
“that they had a Calvinistic creed with an
regard for both the old and the new, who
Arminian clergy; and to-day the great judges of both upon their own intrinsic
Methodist denomination is built on the
merits, and who gives to each ils proper:
Arminian theology, and is very successplace. It isin the power of the Spirit of
fully promulgating its tenets. Nay, more God to suggest new interpretations to pasthan three-fourths of the members of Cal- sages in the old Scriptures, and the skill~Vinistic churches are nearer the faith of ful preacher will present and enforce old
Arminius than of Calvin ; and their minis- truths by the aid of new illustrations.
try, especially in times of revival, preach Let all study to show themselves workfree salvation as if they were entirely de- men * rightly dividing the word
of
itivered from the power of unconditional truth.”
«eleetion and reprobation. For the time
rrr
tp tp Appr
Eoeing, at least, they entirely ignore them ;
THE POLITICAL SITUATION.
<and shall we be ashamed of our principles
There are different stand-points from
~wed net stick to them? Shall we not which the present political situation may
wither seek to become better acquainted be viewed.
The most sensible words,
awvith our system of doctrine and of church however, which we have seen of late on
zoverament
that we may appreciate them,
this subject are these from Progress :
apply them in practice, advocate them,
Itis as unwise and unfortunate for a
Is there not.actually more rea-

crease of that class of politicians who
neither regard man nor fear God, but
whose sole aim is to keep in office and
find fat pickings and stealings; who
would array brother against brother if
they might hope for a recompense from
the winning man; who would excite partisan hatred if by so-doing they could
share the spoils in the gift of the victori-

are all right,—we are sure of tails the schools established by the sev-

to | Prosperity.

be happy; that taken away, or the fear
of its being taken away, and he sees
naught but misery in store for him. We
are not willing to receive the promise of
another comforter.
In our human childishness we would have our own way in
«our own time. ‘But the good Lord may
see what is better for us, -and ther tlie

Father's will concerning us.

in the death

unanimity and system promoted among ommendations” in their pockets from the
elected Senator or Congressman.
It is to
the churches.
The Congregationalists have often felt | this class that we are largely indebted for
the want of something like this combina- the general disgust with which WashingDr. Holland in the last Scribner takes exis regarded. If Congress ception to the marking system in college intion of churches in the absolute independ- ton news
ence of their church—something more would but go home, and let the people struction: * To treat students like gentlemen,” he says, * and less like children or mathan the Associations and Con-associations themselves, both North and South, have

hope.

Dark forebodings come to the

ry over their wasted strength to support
or distract some other hopeless candidate for a lost throne. For the poor
Empress Eugenie every hope is crushed

growing curse of the country is in its in-

ous President or Governor, or carry *‘rec-

created, the people aroused to action, and

little more than bury their hopes and car-

pr

WEDNESDAY,

nfel Conference. When
a minority in a
church, Quarterly or Yearly
Conference
is aggrieved
with
the action
of

nothing more than a mistake in taking up
arms against the Union. To the one
class we would offer the example of a
forgwving Christ,and to the other class the
conditions of that forgiveness. Treason
is a terrible word, and woe unto that nation that would mitigate the just punishment of traitors; but revenge is none the
less hateful in’ the sight of the Lord.
There are many who see that the fast-

C. Riverton, Neb; Oration: Art Means of History—R. M. Barrus, C., Pike, N.Y; Oration:
Strauss’ Confession—I. E. Blake, Ph, Mantna, O;

Oration : National Ingtitutions—C. Carmichael, C.,
L]

must be kept intact as a permanent endowment, and makes the same recom

mendation

ds the» fiflancial ‘committee

with reference to the floating debt. He
believes that an appeal made.to the many
friends of the college would meet with a
generous response, and shows his faith

by himself subscribing $1,000 for
(Continued on the eighth page.)

.
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.
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here, and seal the means

Denominational
:
New

Hampshire

ow

Yearly

pshire

Meetis

early

—

LS

put forth to secure

rw

Tusket.

Meeulng.

N.

ters

Hlinist

[
of his people, and to him shall
Heo 8, | bethe allsalvation
8.
the praise.

and

8

dodboadiy

congregation,

'

«couraging.

After preaching, the ordinanc-

HOME AND RETREAT

Ohio.

FOR INVALIDS,

:

June| | Recelpts,
| A Er

©

| cy, pa irwater Wis

Mary L Marston Efing=

brain and nervous diseases in all their forms,is | yho® NH

church, June 14, 15, had

“800

"
| class institution, and occupies a foremost place | Miss Lydia FH
xg 2 ht
| among the medicdl establishments of America,and on orn
and wite Wolt| for twelve years has been under the charge of Dr. | D C Wheeler
.
| George W. Rhodes, who, contemplates a visit to | ("ON Ko 1owa

time. Two were added to the church by baptism and onc by experience. Elder Riley,
former pastor, has been lying very low for
some time as to health....Rev. Joseph ' Mas-

The farmers | and profitalde.

The churches are very general- | ip useful and domestic animals.

to the front.”

thrifty ; and well compensated : for | tized, : The church is encouraged. .
jmaregl, Tho meetings of business | independent,
toi.
were conducted
Rev. G. M. Park, pastor of the
Bi
L D. St by its genial and | their
Rev, dispatch
derator, with

of deep

able moderator,

Kiev, L

D.

Stewart,

N.

College,

Bates

with

connected

of | H., formerly

church

Baptist

The first Freewill

years,

. An exenllent opening sermon was delivered

hi

the
the

Merrimac

The town bas been settled less than ninety | street Free Baptist church, Manchester,

year

:

BD

by the committee were well

by the speakers appointed

for

to
during
score of years, by
Elders Stinchfield, Chandler, Phinney, Leach,
Jordan and others.
Some half century ago,

presented

that

purpose.

A larger number of social meetings than usual
were enjoyed, which was an encouraging
ure, giving the whole session a. tone of

spiritual

worship.

But

few of the

Eld. James Libby became its

featlive,

the New York City Free Baptist church,
a candidate for its pastorate, hut declines

settled

pastor—

invitation.— Lewiston Journal,

and without interruption for . thirty

consecu-

New Hampshire.

corres-

be lay members was answered in. the affirmaAppropriate and elaborate

passed

on

resolutions were

Temperance,

Subbath-schools,

Printing Establishment and

close of the

Memorial

Missions.

Service

At

the following

house, in the midst of

ministers ofthe gospel, that we may” be also
ready to be called home.
Rev. Hugh Bedee a

devoted Christian. and an
able
minister.
Those who knew him best honored and loved

him most.
Rev. Wm. Rogers, a true man of
God and friend of all. Rev. George W. Whitney, & true, humble, devoted Christian minister, who came to hisgrave in full age as a
shock of corn cometh in its season fully ripe
for the harvest. Rev. Hosea Quimby, D. D., a
kind friend, a wise counselor, a devoted Christian and a faithful and efficient minister, who
«lied at his post with his armor on. And in
his death the denomination has lost one of its
most faithful watchmen, who did mach to
mold its character, an earnest worker for its

past.
was

also

passed

extending

thanks to the church

and

Iriends of Laconia

for their very bountiful entertainment
the R. R. Co.'s for reduced fares.

:

and

May

30—June

————.

Ministers’ Conference commencing Wednesday

Lee, from the Ill. Southern
:added much to the interest

church.

The

meetings

of

worship

flargely attended and quite a number

The June

were

sought the Saviour and some were made happy
in his love. Owing to the small attendance,

‘but little business was done, some
on the benevolent and moral

day were passed, and all present were in
hearty sympathy with all the moral and benev-

olent enterprises of the day.
people

as

they

come

to

also iron

understand

the

them.

LQ. M.

lpm

Eddyville

mes eee

The New Plan in Nova Scotia.
“The Free Baptists of Nova Scotia decided at
‘their last Conference to change the method of
working the churches.
A request was made
that churches adjacent te each other, unable to

maintain ‘pastoral

care

singly,

should

coni-

‘bine together and form a circuit.
This they
have dome.
Three and four
churches combining together, one minister taking the over-

sight.

Thus

far

the

change

has

worked

wvell for all concerned.
:
The people have more care and attention,and
the ministers less travel to do. Previously

ministers used to hire where they coulda quarter of their time
perhaps twenty
two quarters in
The prosperous
interest in the

in one place, another quarter
miles away, and ‘the other
some widely divergent places.
church appeared to have no
weak and poor church.
The

minister having to live, looked out for the
best ‘* green spots.” ‘The people who could
pay best, looked out for the strongest minister. Altogether. the ‘ scramble” method of
maintaining our interest was indeed a bad
one. Now, all the churches in a circuit get
attention dnd interest, the strong ones help

the weak, and a spirit. of natural interest and
cohesion is secured.

grating from * Dan
and weary

The minister

is not

mi-

to Beersheba,” futigued

by traveling thirty

and forty miles.

He is nigh to his work,on hand toattend to the
«dlls of his office. He hus time and leisure. for

talking with his silent. friends

in his study.

He is able to visit those committed to his care,

and in general foster plans for the social,moral
und spiritual weal of his people. The new plan
everyway, fs superior to ‘the one forsaken,

and must

be productive

of enlarged success

and blessing. The * wandering” minister undef’the new plan largely comes to an end.

He must settle somewhere. * If he continiies to
«course the globe, he “will continually french
upon his brothers’ rights. It is high time
that each and all our ministers should go to
work wherever the Master calls them and
stick
to it. Steady, earnest, well directed
effort.
‘ Something attempted something
done,” will and must produce blessed results.

“ Learn to labor
truth,

instinct

and’ to wait,”

with

wisdom and

Fervently it is prayed that God

is a homely
good

sense.

will bless

and

ping paper.

J. 8. MANNING.
miele

’72) has just returned home after a three

Rhode

Brewster,

bap-

The

late

revival

Ap

—

of the

Q.

ing at Salem,

it was given

his

us

pulpit

New

of

BT

and

moderator

did

it

be.

the

Pr

N. Parsonsfield,Me., Bro. T\ F. Millett, prineipal of the Seminary, was ordained,after a pub-

the following

exercises:

Reading Scriptures and prayer by Rev, P.
Burbank ; Hymn and sermon’ by. Rev. F.
Chase, of West Buxton; Ordaining prayer

8.
R.
by

Rev. C. H. Smith, of Brownfield; Charge by
Rev. F. C. Bradeen, of South Parsonsfield;
Haud of fellowship by Rev. Moses Folsom, of
Effingham; Address to the church by P.
Burbank,and benediction by the candiilate.

large

re-

!

the

:

Rev. A. H. Clayton is supplying the Brockway, Lynn and
Burnside
churches.
The
church at Lynn
is engaged in building a
house of worship, and is vigorously pushing
the worl forward... .Rev. J. S. Warren baptized three, Sunday, 1549, and received five as
members of the
Lexington church....The,
session of the Michigun Y. M., held with the
Capac church four weeks ago, has proved ‘a
great blessing to the church and given it new
life.» «Three days meeting was held with the
Lexington church in the village of Davisville,
June 12--15. Saturday afternoon, a: couaeil
called by the church, cunsisting of Revs. J. R.
Spencer, J. S. Warren and E. J. Doyle, examined Rev. L, C. Kerr, who presented papers from the Advent church asking admission

into the F.

Baptist

church.

Council

tinding

him sound in the faith, he was received as a
member of the Lexington church.
Bro. Kerr
invites correspondence.
Address Rev.
IL. C.

Kerr, Bell River, St. Clair Co., Mich.

Cross Chromos.

curious
taken,

8.

ized by the Fort Scott Q.M., proceeded to | organize a Q. M., to be known as’ the

Q.M.
A Ministerial conference was
ganized.
Three ‘ministers were
Brethren McGuire,
Qur next Q. M. will
school-house,
near

Sonscreek

also obreceived,

Cavner and Geerhard.
be held at, the Ducket
Cedarville, commencing

Friday night before the 3d Sunday in

August,

On Sunday,two members were received at the

water’s edge, and eight were baptized, . Bro.
Holman preached Sunday, at eleven, to a large

HOURS,

by

send-

articles

sent to all; 1c. and

Address J. L. PATTEN

3

of Manhood,

Loss

brouglh

on

&

78 Nassau
1y24

Anv druggist

DAVIDSON

by

in-

has the ingre-

CO.,

--

West’s Liver Pills cures Dyspepsia.
le

3)

LAME

|

BACK.

WEAK

BACK:

aslectrical appliances, and to all external reme-

lies whatever.

Itcontains

entirely

new

ele-

ments which cause it to relieve pain at once,
strengthen and cure, where other plasters

Meet-

will not even relieve.

For T.ameness
and

interests

The

preaching

was

earnest and

instructive, and well attended on the

Sabbath evening.
Next session with

Sabbath

ME. F,B.

the

Windsor

church,

held at Chenango Forks, commencing

to be

Aug. 29, at 7

122 p. M. Rev. C. E. Brockway,of Norwich,to preach
the opening sermon.

Bro.

Aug.

HOME

MISS,

80C,

~

;

represented

by

gate or letter. We all felt the session to be one of
reat profit and to encourage us in the divine life,

ated by an attentive and iateresting
Saturday evening was occupied by the

audience.
sisters of

- Post-Office

REV.

with

glorious

results,

Collection

the evening of some six dollars.

in

Next session with the Bloom & Scipio church,
Aug. 3, Sabbath.
Commencing on Saturday at
101-2 A.M.
I. B. STINEBAUGH, Clerk.

OTSEGO

(N.Y.) 9 M.—Held its May session with

the Franklin church, commencing
the 23d and held
over the Sabbath.
A blessed spiritual refreshing

was

enjoyed.

There was a delegation

from

eac

E.N.FERNALD

The

Hague

church,

having

secured

the

services of Rev. E. Smith, will now have preaching

every

Sabbath, and

by-:and-by.

Our

we

believe

Saturday

P.

will

M.

be

stronger

full

covenant

gave evidence of faithin

meet-

church.

:

WAYNE
with the

*

W.H.

with

God as

well

the Hadley

H. DAVIS,

Clerk.

Co. (IIL) Q. M.—Held its last session
Bone Gap church, commencing May 31.

Owing to the rain on the Sabbath the congregation
was small, but the Tneeling was very interesting.
The

labors

of Elder

Gilliland

and

Rogers

from

Ashley were thankfully received,
Next session with the Jeffersonville church,Sept.

13, heing Saturday before 2d Sabbath, owing to the

Yearly

Meeting being on the first.

;

J.8. HAWK, Clerk,
4

Business Hotuees.
Consumption

Cured.

An old physician, retired from practice, hay=
ing had placed in his hands by an Kast India
missionary the formula

remedy

Consumption,

and all

of a simple

vegetable

for the speedy and permanent cure for
Bronchitis,

Catarrh,

Throat and Lung Affections,

Asthma,

also a pos-

itive and radical cure for Neryous
Debility and
all Nervous Complaints, after having tested
its wonderful curative powers in thousands of
cases, has felt it his duty to make it knownto

his suffering fellows.

Actuated by

this motive

and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will
send free of charge to all who desire it, this re-

cipe, with full directions for
ing, in German, French or
mail by addressing with
aper, W. W. SHERAR
Rochester, N. Y.

preparing and usEnglish. ~ Sent By

stamp, naming
this
149 Powers’ - Block,
13eowd

HOME

INVALIDS.

hs

:

2.50

2.00
1.00

4.75

S50
42

1.75

2.00
1.50
1.25
iy

2.50

5.00

2.50

18.00
|

1.50

1.74

2.4

12
H0

87

1.95

28

1
3.00
4

I
130.65
See.

.

FUND,

Con.

P.on N,
25.00

Int.
1.50
50
359

2.00
1.00

5.00

20
7.00

3.00
30.00
12.80
E. N. FERNALD, F. Sec.

AND

RETREAT

FOR

A private, first class institution for

&c., 208 Shawmut

Ave.,

Boston, Mass.

DR. THOMAS B. SANBORN,
cian. Send stamp for circulars.

Resident

Physi1yl6

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT
FREE
Complete History of Wall Street Finance, convaluable information for investors.
AdBaxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,

HEY

E Allen—E Butterfield—C J
E Bacon—J Baker—A SD

AH

CKing—D Libby—Mrs

Mission

.

Aux Otisfield Me for Myrtle Hall

3.00

1.25

Children’s Band St Jolmsbiry Vit

.
Aux do
Mission Band Whitefield N H
HM
Col 2nd F B eh Corinth Vt for
{
Aux Bristol N H
S H Remick Ea Lamoine Me for Myrtle Hall
J
Aux Limerick Me for Fv
Children’s Miss Soc Bristol N H
.
Aux Grarde Prairie Wis
.
do Highgate Vit
Mrs EJ Jenness Wolfboro NH
2F BS SStrafford N H for Myrtle Hall
Helping Hands Park St ch Prov R I tor Miss
;
is
Ida Phillips’ssalary
Children’s Miss and'W Oneonta NY ford or

Miss hannah Johnson No Berwick Me for do
Busy Bees Ea Corinth Me fordo

i
;
Aux do
TW N H
HS and A M Runnels Tamworth
ea 1.
»
Aux 2nd 2h orinth Vt
Aux Topsham Me
Mrs M PF Bttertield Et Madison To FM
Young People’s Migs Soc Pascoag R 1 for
Storer College
Milo ch Me 1,06 La Grange ch do .78 S8ebec ch
do 8.10 Aux Abbox do 5.46 1st Sangerville ch
do 2.95 Aux Dover & Foxcroft Ao 3.25 Aux
South Doverdo 10,00 Mrs Sam’) ‘Warren Abbot do 1.00 Mrs Elbridge Morrill Sebec do
1,00 Mrs J J Banks
Kenduskeag do 1.00 col at
quarterly Miss meeting 11.50

TL. A. DEMERITTE,

I

:

Three

10,00
4.00
L192
13.19
L00
3.00
3.00
8.00
300
1.40
2.00

1y42

numbers

of

41,07

&

are

SAN-

pre-emi-

3

GOSPEL

HYMNS

Are issued in 3 vols., designated as No. 1,
No.2, No. 3. Price for each:
MUSIC EDITION, IN BOARDS,
$30 per100;.
35 Cents by Mail.
WORDS ONLY, PAPER COVERS,
$5 per100;
6 Cents by Mail.
Sold

by

Booksellers

BIGLOW

Street;

Publishers.

| 76 East Ninth St.,
NEW YORK 4

CHICAGO.

24tf

everywhere.

& MAIN

73 Randolph

CLERGYMEN WANTED
r

To supply City, Country and Seaside pulpits
ing

vacation.

Exchanfes

negotiated.

durManu-

scripts placed, if available to any publisher. AdWILLETT J.
dress PULPIT
EXCHANGE,
2A26
HYATT, Manager, 37 Park Row, New York.
Casewll’s

Melinda

Pills

a Sure

Cure

for

CONSTIPATION.
These pills are purely vegetable, being made of
the resinoids, or active principles of those
plants which investigation has
proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the
Liver and Biliary organs. For family use they are
unsurpassed; safe
»
and
sure
in
their

work,

with

hy:

pain or uneasiness
or interfering with

diet.

tance to every

out

~~

==

They are of

causing

in the

bowels,

* X travel, labor or

8

”

in.

sache,
subject to
Headh
2
ness, Piles, Rheu3
matic and Neuralgic Pains, Disagreeable Breath, Pains and Soreness in all parts of the body, Sallow and Eruptive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Biliousness, Colds,

Suppressions, ete.

a box.

Send 25 cents by mail and get

For saleby all druggists.

CASWELL

Co., Boston, Proprietors.

GENTS

1yi

WANTED

&

™%,.

INDUSTRIAL HISTORY
OF

THE

STATES

DNITED

Being a complete history of all the imporural,
tant industries of America,including Agricult
Mechanical, Manufacturing, Mining, Commercial

and other enterprises.

About

1000

and three hundred fine engravings.
The New York Era says:
such work exists.”
For descriptive

25.11
Treat.

MOODY

Meetings,

millions more.

1.00
2.50

15.00

Messrs.

néntly popular. Millions are already in
use, and they can be profitably used by

2.00
5.0

7,950
ib
2.0
fin
0.
3.00

by

at Religious

Society.

Try Class 25.00 for finishing room and balance
hii
tor furnishing same
47.68
(In addition Ihave already sent to the Treas
of Myrtle Hall 1.70 making a total credit for
¥
Try Classroom 0149.38)
Aug Cornishville Me for F M
5.30
Busy Bees Milton Mills N H tor M iss Ida Phillips’s salary
© 10,00
ux
“for Miss Crawford's work *
10.00
Miss Hattie Phillips’s pledge for India Rooni
5.00
Myrtle Hall,
5.00
West Buxten Me for Myrtle Hall
8 8

H.

2.51
5.00

COSPEL HYMNS,

mings—\W R Dewit—C N Dodge—Mrs M Denton—S R
Evans 2—H L Ellsworth—A W Eaton—J Erskine—J
W Eyver—W E Emmons—Mrs 8 Farnham—Mrs M:
Prazier—C C Foster—E W Fox—T M
Findley—R P
Fuller <H Gilpetrick—W 8 Gregory—S8 G Glines—L
Gripman—C W Greenleaf—M P 6 ilmore—T J Horne—
N Horn—A S Hiltrm—A E L Hobbs- 6G Haviland—H A
Hollis—E H HishegHor%: Fogg & Dunbam—B F

Dover, N.

1.00
IL

the treatment of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and
Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,

The

Bates—Mrs A Chamberlin—B G Chattield-8 F Cums

F. B. Woman’s

1.00

.

all contributions

Money Letters Received.

Jefferson—L Knight—W

©

3.15
5,00
500
3.00

New York.

Y.oom is—A Leet—J P Longley=J B Logan—J J McDonald—R K Moorhead—E Marsh—G_ G Morse—F A
church
(except Exeter)
and
the brethren
all
Maxwell—J
Nickersou--l,
Phelns=df Phillips—J P
seemed to feel the presence of the spiritual leader,
C Richimyer—Mrs
Prickett—D Parker—Z C Pooler—C
and ‘ready to work in the Master’s vineyard.
N Roberts
E Rogers—A TStratton—J L Reynolds—J
There were present with us ministers of the Meth—G W Rogers—W Randle—J K Rogers—L W Rayodist, Christian and Baptist denominations, who | mond-—=W E C Rich—M H Smith-=8 8 Schnell-SA
took an active part. How pleasant it is for ChrisG Sturgis—L L Sweet—Wm H Stone—A M
Staght—N
tians of different names to mingle together to work
Simonton—=8 Smnmerlin—W B Smith—J
F Smith—D
LTussing—Mrs
WC
Tourtellotte—D A Tucker—I
in so great & cause.
Pro. Stevens took up the subject of missions, and measures were: taken to ac- Smatl—J Vaughan—F Vary—J Word—H F Wood-GW
Way—M A Young.
complish more for the Master in this direction.
The Franklin church, which has been without a
pastor the past year, has now a pastor, and has
Books Forwarded.
commenced
work again with new vigor,
BY MAIL.
Next session with the church at West Oneonta,
Oct. 3d.
| JAMES ROWE, Clerk.
Rev W Fuller Stephentown Cen NY.
A HB Drew Sutten N H.
LAKE GEORGE (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its last sesIsaiah Prickett Lewiston Ill.
sion with the Hague church, June 6—8.
Most of
the churches were represented by letter and del-

egate.

MEDICAL

Introduced

D Albee—M Atwood—M
Brown—dJ S Busi—Mrs A

2.50
2,00

~ ADVERTISEMENTS.

taining
dress

Addresses.

(to whom

1.20

2.50
2.00
10.01

SCHOOL

Lewiston, Me., Juue 28,

Benevolent Societies should
from the churches for our
5
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
Rev C © Foster Garland Me.
Revd A Sutton Green Camp O.

the Woman’s F, Mission cause, which we trust did
much to encourage in the minds and hearts of

many a more earnest zeal in this noble enterprise.
May their labors in time to come as in time. past

0, PITTS, See.

PE

dele-

5.00
5.00
2.80

1.50

TUESDAY.

2, P. M., Social meeting led by Rev. E. Harding.2 1-2,
Organization and business conference.
71-2, Social
service, led by Rev. M. H. Tarbox. 8, Sermon by Rev.
egates. Most of the churches report additions the
S.C. Whitcomb,
past year. Sabbath-school and prayer-meetings in
WEDNESDAY.
all the churches. We had no help outside of the
812, A.M. Prayer, meeting,
led by Rev, F. H. PeckQ. M., attendance very good, and prayer-meetings
ham.
91-2,
Business
session. 10 1-2, Reports of corand conference were seasons of rejoicing, especial
delegates. 11, Sermon. 2, P.M. Memoriresponding
ly when we saw joung and old Inquiring the way
al service fed by Rev.J.Boyd. 3,Main State Mission.
to Jesus. May the good Lord prosper his work in
Addresses by Rev. R, L. Howard. and a collection for
Presque Isle and its surroundings, that much good
EVENING, Sabbath-schools. Addresses by
thesame.
may result from the present Q. M.
Sermons
Rev.
D. Boyd and E.G, Eastizan, and singing by the
preached during the session by Tasker, Huson,
children.
arr and Bryant. Next session with the church at
THURSDAY.
y
Blaine, commencing Friday, at2 P. M., before the
8 1 2, A.M., Prayer meeting led by Rev. J. W. Carr.
fourth Sabbath in Sept.
9 1-2, Business Conference. 10 1-2, Mission interests by
. L. V. TOWLE, Clerk.
‘I F. H. Peckham, and Educational interest,by G.C. Jordan. 2, P.M.
Womau’s Mission meeting. 3, Sermon.
EVENING.
Social meeting and communion service,
SENECA & HURON (Ohio) Q. M.—Held its 2d sesconducted by the pastor of the Bangor church.
sion with the New
Haven church, May 17—18.
A

2t26

1.00
11.85

Hiram Canfield
A Losee
Mrs Lana Smith Middlesex
NY 4
Anna Bacon Pultney NY
Stephen Sisson do
Mrs M Hanlon Downington O
R P Perry NY
city,

All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
5250
Per order of Ex. Com.

AROOSTOOK (Me.) Q. M.—Held its session with
the Presque Isle church, June 20—22.
Eight of the
nine churches were represented by letters and del-

1.00

601.10 142.10
E.N.FERNALD, F.
Jnne 28, 1879

19,

PROC IRAMME of the Penobscot Y. M., to beheld with
the Essex St.chureh, Bangor, commencing Avg. 19. .

Clerk.

2.50
2.50
2 30
3.00
5.00

5.00
1.00

BIBLE

Worden, of Columbus,

to deliver S. 8, address, Saturday, P. M.
. G. R. FOSTER,

1.00

:

15.00
2.50

Ch Bean's Corner
Mrs R Taylor
i
Ch Bulwer P Q
¢
Mrs Anna Boots Le Bouef Pa
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Association

were introduced, and there was evident a determination to.assistit in its work in all the ways we
can as a Q. M. The social meetings seemed to be

enjoyed by all.
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This article is one which really possesses ex-|
traordinary merit...
By consulting reliable
physicians in your own locality, you will find
that the above is true. It is far superior to
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tor.
It has a beautiful Rouse of worship and a
comfortable parsonage; also good brethren and
sisters.
The attendance at this session was not as
large as at some previous, yet delegates were pres.
ent from every church, and the most of them re.

mony.

1.00

A P J.amb Auburn Me *
Woman's Miss Soc Prairie
City 111
,

local aches and pains, it is simply the best
remedy ever devised. Sold by all druggists.
Price 25 Cents.
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CHENANGO (N.Y.) Q. M.—Held its last "session : i,
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with the Oxford church. This church has no pas- Tl

ported favorably for their churches.
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These crosses are entwined with

Street, New York.
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as love for Jesus, Next session

church,near Greenfield, Dade Co.; whereupon,
brethren Holman and Geerhard, being author-

and all

calla lilies, ferns,
grasses, &.
We shall feel fully repaid for this gift if the articles are shown to
your friends.
Catalogue of 1,000 desirable and

ing was of unusual spirit, as nearly every one in a

A correspondent writes from Greenfield, in
Dade Co. : Our little church is in the advauce,
We organized a little over a year ago, with
four members; we now have twenty-two, and
good prospects for more.
Our last meeting
was held the fourth Sunday in May.
We
commenced meeting Friday night. Preaching
by Bro. Holman,
Saturday, at ten, we had ‘a
covenant meeting, conducted by Bro. MeGuire,
Preaching at 11 o’clock by Bro. Morgan.
Preaching at four,by Bro. McGuire.
After
the sermon church business was transacted,

Chemist, Boston,

ing Eleven cents to pay for mailing

@uarterly IMleetings.

chureh

Missouri.
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that goes with the magazine, viz. : a pair of Easter
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Yearly
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of choice literature, LEISURE
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be attended
:

and after a general discussion it was decided
| to organize a Quarter]y Meeting at Victory

At the Parsonsfield Q. M., held last week at
by

after

churches were only partially

Michigan.

Low ville, June 25.

lic examination,

Geo.

ba

ii

2.50
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do _ do tor FM LM

lll

very pleasant season was enjoyed by those of our
brethren and sisters who were present.
The

sults will attend his ministry.

WALDRON.

4-0
4-0

EE

Bro. G. as a tried worker, and hope

preaching, which was, in my judgment, orthodox, and which I hope did good.
The Draper
Glee Club, from Keenville, supplied us with
excellent singing, which added much to the interest of the meeting,
My prayer is that kind
providéhce may help that good people to a nice
comfortable church-house, which they so much
want, and of which they wre worthy. But
that consummation so desirable has been deferred by the imprudences of former pastors.
The society at Keenville, also,very much needs
a new church, and, fortunately, they are abundantly able to build one.
But for some cause,
the subseription js not quite full, and they delay, meaning to avoid a church debt;
and in
the meantime worship in the old sober-looking
house, much to the regret of their ambitious
pastor, Bro. Merriman, and little to the advantage of church or society, as I can see.
In
due time they will arise and build, I am sure. |

:

OU

Gifford. He accepts,and being a man of more
than ordinary activity he takes the church at
Bradford under his care. We gladly welcome

But evidently the doctrine that all punishment
must be endured in this world had much to do
with the constructing and finishing of those

clerk

Es
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450450
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¥

Mrs M A K Hammond Tamworth
IW NH
5.00
do
for Myrtle Hall
Mrs H B Hutchinson Saco Me
5.00
3 friend
nel
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Every reader of this paper can have free one
month’s subscription to our Illustrated Magazine

to obtain Rey. R. W, Bryant for its pastor.... fe much enjoyed the labors of Bro.C.A. Gleason,a
man who has been in the ministry but a
The church at Johnstown has called Rev. — | young
short time, but whose efforts were highly abpreci-

been

to

York.

The church at Evansville is making an effort

a narrow box, with careful doors. The pews,
objecting to the vanity of modern improvements, continue as square and upright as

ought

Grafton,

Wisconsin.

a com-

humbled, not a little, from the lofty position

at

Western.

farm.

had

at his ordination

On June 8, four happy converts followed
Christ in baptism at Columbus, the right-hand
of fellowship being extended to them and to
three others by their former pastor, Rev. J.
M. Langworthy,
who is now preaching at
Ames.

had honored in ye olden time, but still remains

The

to

Mass., thirty-nine years ago. The field at
Auburn, formerly Mashapong, is a promising
one, and
a warm welcome is extended to the
new pastor.
!

pany who propose to take out this season 2000
tons, for which they pay fifty cents a ton,
which will put $1000 into an honest
man’s
pocket.
The meeting was really a good one,
All the churches, but one, were represented,
and a goed spirit prevailed. The church at
L. Y. has no pastor, and no pulpit. Our meeting was holden in a venerable structure owned
and occupied by the Universalists, who kindly

pews.

of

Barney,of Watchemoket, F. E. Davison and
Dea. W. H. Chase, of Pawtucket, convened
with the Auburn church, June 20th, at 2
o'clock, pr. M., for the examination of Rev. B.
D. Peck, with a view to his installation as
pastor of the church.
An organization was
effected by the choice of Rev. J. M. Brewster,
as chairman, and Rey. F. E. Davison, as
clerk.
The examination was extended and
thorough.
It being regarded as satisfactory,
the installation services were held in the evening, as follows: Introductory by Rev. F. E.
Davison; Sermon
by Rev. A. L. Gerrish;
Prayer of Installation by Rev. S. 8. Barney;
Charge to the pastor by Rev. Benj. Phelon;
Hand of Fellowship by Rev. Lewis Dexter;
Address to the church by Rev. J. T. Wurd;
Benediction by the pastor.
These
services
were
interesting
throughout,
A
marked

M.,

portions

that crosses

character

Gerrish,

chose

ter churches, and is to be a camp-meeting,

curring the Sunday

These miles

and talc in

every man’s life and

L.

and

testimonials of its effica-

druggists.

of the

be held in the bounds of the Liberty and

J. M.

the pastor was given by the same one by whom

Jefferson

of it. * The

A.

Sold*by A.

Thompson, Wm. Marks and Ives Marks, as a
council
to organize
a Quarterly Meeting.
After duly considering the situation and prospects of the three churches with four ordained
ministers, it was the unanimous opinion that
a Q. M. should be organized, and with appropriate exercises the Scandia Q. M. came into
being.
Resolutions were adopted concerning
the duties and needs of the churches towards
the Q. M., and in which they expect to keep
a traveling minister.
The next session is to

years

feature of the occasion was that the charge

This quarry is worked by

gave us the use

meeting-house

Remarkable

cy can be shown to those who desire to see them.

Sunday, June 8, the Liberty and Center
churches, elected each two delegates, and on
June 14, the Scandia church elected two, and
in the evening these delegates me in the new

Olneyyville, J. T. Ward,of Georgiaville,S. S.

the town of Fowler, St. LawYork.
Little York bas less
New York, but better morals.
town, containing miles of
a foundation for a vast city,

léad

of Providence,

efficacious.

posts for a bell frame in the future.

Island.

and

dimensions

very nauseating flavor of the article as heretofore
used, is endowed by the Phosphate of Lime with
a healing property which renders the oil doubly

high; good paneled pulpit desk and five good
chairs; 4 side reflector lamps, 20 temporary
pine benches; good cornice and four standing

A council, consisting of Revs. Benj. Phelon,

Lewis Dexter, D. R. Whittemore

The

baw
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To Consumptives.—Wilber’s Compound
COoDp-LIVER OIL AND LIME, without possessing the

and the best of locks and door trimmings;
platform for the pulpit 6x7 feet and 8 inches

the

residence in Germany.
During his absence
he has written occasional letters
for
the
Star.

Talc is a white mineral of a semi-fibrous nature which may be ground as*fine as flour, and
utilized. They principally work it into wrap-

Hillsdale, June 19.
"

session

that part of the ledge

On the Sabbath the ordinance of baptism was
administered to a number of happy converts.
Our meeting on the Sabbath was spoiled by
the rain, as but few could get out.
The next session was given to the

of

this extended rock.
Considerable quantities
of iron bave already been taken out.
And
mine host, Mr. A. Wright, hus struck tale in

There is a grow-

ing interest in all these questions among

and

kindest

which storms could never move.

of the

than

children

of ledges are principally
limestone,
from
which,if it is of good quality, enough of lime
may be burned to supply the world.
Thereare

resolutions

questions

~All

York, a place in
rence Co., Little
population than
Fowler is a solid
rock, furnishing

of souls

weeks,

The Mt. Vernon meeting-house,
Lowell,
was struck by lightning Sunday afternoon.
The fire was promptly extinguished and the
whole damage will probably be less than fifty
dollars. . . . Mr. Geo. H. Stockbridge, (Bates

just closed, was held with the church at Littlé

Some questions in theology were discussed
and plans talked over for building up the

more

six

will find a hearty welcome.—J. D. WALDRON.

New York-Notes.

Yearly Meeting,
of the occasion.

have
or

the meeting-

Fifteen have during the time been

1.

before. Only one Q. M. reported. The delegation small. Brethren Ricks, Rice, Carr and

Our congregations

Neb.

life,

pa
at

house are 24x40, and 12 feet posted, built of
Norway pine, good lumber; 10 windows, glass
12x18; the frameg finished in the city.
Double
door in the end, 4 feet 8 inches in width, 7 1-2
feet high, round top panels 13-4 inehes thick,

village, will not forget to seek a home with the

promise well for the future of Poland.
J. 8. BURGESS.

The Kentucky Y. M. held its second session
church,

excellent

Elder

commenced mostly in connection with
the
| Club, heartily seconded by Bros. R. and L.,
resulting in numerous conversions to Christ,
as well as to temperance. Religion and reform

Kentucky Yearly Meeting.
with the Paducah

near

good work for three years.

E. H. PrEScorr, Clerk.

to close

Sabbath-school grown in numbers and interest.

tized and added to the church.
An active
Temperance Reform Club, has been doing a

to

best

doubled in the last month

Bro. Remick, of Bates Theo. School, has
very acceptably supplied the church the year

tation.

resolution

more,”

Me. W. Y. M.

of edu-

cation among us, and has left behind him an
example of consecration to God worthy of imiA

the
old
not

neighbors and indulgent friends—both serene
and happyas well
as young even in old age.
Bro. Libby is a constant attendant at meeting,
frequently preaches and attends funerals, especially of the aged—now
aggregating in all
some 1500.
About eight years ago, his useful
and very faithful wife was gathered home
with the fathers, and now peacefully sleeps in
a beautiful cemetery of fresh and fragrant
flowers, waiting the voice of her dear Saviour,
“ Come forth.” Bro. Libby's intelligence and
lung power seem unabated, his poetic words
and silvery tones are still quickening, hearty
and heavenly with an influence over young
and old, loved and honored by all, for his long
and very useful life,—as one of the truest of
God's true ministers, and the oldest in the

impressed with the importance of a faithful
performance of the work committed to us as

prosperity and a pioneer in the cause

up

house, others thought a supply from some
minister
the best way, others could

bear the thought, and said, “ We wil try onge

somewhat

grandchildren, surrounded by the

resolution was adopted :
Resolved.
That the ministry and churches of this Y. M. have sustiined a great loss in
the death of four of our aged and honored
ministers the past year, and we feel solemnly

thought

of

Friend Street Free Baptist church, where they

cated on a beautiful farm

the

of Fairbury,

Many

by has now reached 85 years, and been ordained more than fifty years,
He is pleasantly lo-

attentive hearers on the Sabbath.

:

in a very low and discouraged state.

Lib-

was

Kansas,

Many of the readers of the Star will no
doubt be glad to hear a word from our church
in Amesbury. We commenced our Jabors
with the church, May 1, and found the church
the brethren

cast down, ‘but not destroyed,” and still
holds on its way, occupies a Louse, venerable
with years, and pleasant and well filled with

to a change in the censtitutidn giving a larger
number of delegates, one-third of which shall
*

The old church

wish to preserve health and thus prolong
should use Adamson’s Balsam.

tees, and was incorporated in accordance with
the State law, Ives Marks being the general

Massachusetts.

who |

Al

chest.

and

throat

the

in | sy, affections of

appear

will

An obituary

agent.
On April 15, work wus begun on a
meeting-house.
Lumber was drawn, and sixteen hands went to work quarrying stone and
framing the building.
On the 26th of the same
month (huving lost one day by rain),the house
was rendy for plastering and inside
casing.
On the next day (Sunday, April 27), the house
of worship was dedicated by Rev. 8. ¥'. Smith,

Our prayer-meetings are larger in numbers,
and a few have started anew in the Master's
work.
We have a debt on our church, which
we hope to remove soon by the help of our
friends.
We hope people from our churches
in the country, coming to seek work in our

of the time.

relative

5,

May

85!
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tution; hence it is used with the most signal suc-

On March 12, of the present year, the church
in Scandia, in Republic Co., elected five trus-

in Tamworth.

State. During this long pastorate, Eld, Libby
passed through many very precious and exlows: To attend the Me. Western Y. M., C. | tensive revivals of religion, baptizing and
A. Bickford; Me, Central Y. M., E. Owen;
adding to the church three or more hundred
Penobscot Y. M., D. Waterman; Vermont Y.
persons, till the church became one of the
M., F. L. Wiley; Mass & R. I. Y. M., D, H.
largest and most influential of the denominaAdams; Cong. Gen. Asso, G. M. Park; Meth,
tion in the State. Some years since, a portion
ipis. Conf, E. H. Prescott; Baptist State Conof its members who lived on * Oak
hill”
vention, Joel Baker; Christian N. E. Conf., about two miles away, were organized into a
I. D. Stewart.
sepurate church, where they
now have a
A committee was appointed in each Q. M. to
pleasant house of worship, built largely by the
“ook after the interests of ‘Missions, viz., E. efficient services of Eld John Pinkbara. Some
years ago, twenty-five other members withP. Moulton, C. E. Blake, B. Minard, J, A.
drew, and formed un Advent church, building
Lowell, C. W. Griflin,C. W.
Nelson, D. (.
a meeting-house,and sustaining meetings a part”
Wheeler and E. W. Ricker.

tive,”

as
the

tive years filled the pastoral office, with Chris- |
Five were recently baptized and were, with
tian purity, moral courage, ability, and dignity
two previously baptized, added to the church
of ministerial character, rarely equaled in the

ponding
messengers appointed last year to
attend other bodies were present to report.
‘The list appointed for this year was as fol-
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to let him have

all

that

the

law

would

give him. And what's a buffalo robe,
John? What if it was our Harry? And it

may be if things go on in this way."
«« Well,” was the reply, ‘‘ these men
are good fellows, if they wouldn't sell
liquor. There's Tom Smith, one of the
best fellows in the world. It seems kind
of hard to put the law on a good neighbor
like Tom.”
:

Are they looking down upon us,

Loved ones who have gone before?
In a world of light and glory
Do they love us as of yore?
. Are the bright eyes closed in slumber

Oped and gazing from on high,
Beaming with a clearer vision,
‘Watching o’er us, yea, for aye?

« What kind of a neighbor was he to

Molly

Do they know our thoughts and feelings,
Know our inmost hearts to read?
Do they mourn when we are tempted ?
Are they watching, are they waiting
For the coming of our feet?

‘Will the same fond hearts receive us?
Will the same sweet voices greet?
‘Who shall say they are not with us? |
Men of science and of lore,
Can you tell us, with your wisdom,
As you o'er your volumes pore,

If’ the heavens are far beyond us—

Are uplifting human creatures,
Helping them, each day and hour,
Better to sustain their burdens,
Better yet to know his power?
Or is it a world of glory,

All divided from our own,
Waere no influence can mingle
With the trials earth hath known?
Oh, for hope that comes to gladden,
Oh, for faith that doth assure
That our loved ones have not left us,
Though immortal now, and pure,
They are still béside us walking,—
Though unseen by mortal eye,—

They are working in his vineyard,
They are with the Father, nigh.
—Lydia M. Favor.

‘Why does the bud that is near to its breaking
Wake sweeter smiles than the fully-blown

:

‘Why does the dream on the verge of awaking
Stir deeper truths than a deeper repose!
‘Why does the love that is broken

ing

with

part-

vi

Lift itself higher by the fullness of pain?

‘Why is the incomplete rapture of starting
Close on completion we never attain?
‘Why? For a boundless, unsatisfied longing
Lies deepest down
in the warm human
heart;
Ever with this are the sympathies thronging,
Ever by this do the heaven-flowers start.
Grow

with our Spring: we can follow
wholly
Only as far as its instincts are sent;
«

—Elaine

you

Her eyes, I'm told, are bright and blue,

Her smile is kind and sweet;
The errands she is asked to do
Are done with willing feet.
’Tis said that when she goes to school
She ’s just the sweetest lass!

So quick to mind the slightest rule,

as we drive along, for we

Folks will do about

* "If you should ever dee her smile,
As o’er the world you rove,
Just hold her little hand a while,
And give her my best love.

—=8t. Nicholas.

MY BROTHER'S KEEPER?"
I declare!”

he wouldn't.

home,

It’s a dreadful

cold night

for a man to be out, if his head

«dled with whiskey.
signed

You

the pledge

when

but

is

mud-

know

Fred

Murphy

was

‘here, and he’s.been keeping it,

too,

like

a man ; but I suppose’ the devil got the
upper hand, this time.”

« Well, I think it’s too bad,” said Aunt
Mary, appearing from the pantry. «If
‘you temperance men did half your duty,

there’d be some chance for men like
~Fred. What's'the use in getting them tb
sign the pledge, and leaving them to be
tempted at ev ry
street corner? You

might
as well

tiea man hand and foot,

‘and make him promiseto run. Fred was
‘born’ with an ‘appetite for liquor. If

you'd shut up these horrible dram-shops,

he might be saved.

He never will be,

unless you do.”
“ Well, wife, I dont see as any good

~ ‘has ever.come from any

‘means.

of those hash

We don’t'want to be too hard’

was a

an

it when-

pay

for it.

answer,

she

upon him, and told him he'd
¢« If my husband,’ said she,

One
turned

better
¢ ever

not.
comes

flew at her like a tiger, but

the

half-

¢ Now,’

said

the

woman,

| starting for home,

“sell

my

husband

drunk, or crazy, or something, letting

cows were soon milked,

the

cattle

fed,

:

I’m not sick,

but I don’t

Fred. A man would
freeze to-night in a couple of hours, and
Fred has a lonely road to travel. ‘I believe,” said he, rising suddenly, * I'd
better go and look after him. I guess
this is one of the ¢ doings’ I'd better look
after, anyway ;” and he smiled ut his
wife.
“ Well, if you think best, father,” said
Aunt Mary, rising, too, and hurrying to

the closet for mufflers and coats.
‘¢ Willie, get the horse ready for father. Harry
will
go with you, of
course.”

“ 'Tain't worth while

go.

It's a dreadful

for the

boy

to

cold night,” said

Uncle John, putting on his coat.
““ The ‘boy’ is as tall as you are, father, and it is certainly worth while for
him to go. You may need help,” said
his wife, helping her son into his overcoat.
“Take geod care of yourselves,” she
called after them, with a quiver in her

voice and a pang at her heart,
““ We will drive to the

village

first,”

right kind to have.”
of another.

‘When your new buffalo was

stolen, last Winter, you was fast enough
- for getting
the constable after the thief,
and put him through smart.’ I never
- heard a word but what you was willing
l

*

*

*

*

much

*

*

more respectable and well-dressed, but
all more
or less intoxicated. A sudden.

stillness fell upon

the noisy

crowd

as

Farmer Ladd stepped in. «I called io
inquire about Fred Fisher,” said he,
stepping up to the bar. ¢ Is he here?”

“No,” said

Stone

respectfully;

* he

trees,

white

as

the

winter's

snow.

He

had almost reached home.
The light in
the window there was shining ful upon
him. He had stumbled and fallen, probably, and had been stunned, perhaps,
though his poor, confused brain needed
no ciuel

blow.

Under

the

silent

stars,

out in the bitter cold, he was sleeping
quietly. Only the trump of God can wake
such sleepers.
¢ Mary,” said Uncle John, as, late in
the night, he stood once more in his own

kitchen, ‘I've been asking, all along,
‘Am I my brother’skeeper ? and to-night
I've answered it. Yes,
listed for the war, wife,

I am!
DI've enand rum selling

has gotto be stopped in this town, if I
fight it out single-handed and alone.”
“Amen!” was the earnest answer.
And it was not alone that the battle was
. fought ; earnest Christian men, strong in
character and social position, banded to-

gether, and the victory was won.
New

England

village, at

least,

In one
can

re-

formed men, struggling back to health,
honor and manly purpose, safely walk
the streets.— Selected.

them.

did

not

attempt

Then she went

to read

into the sitting

room ; but her mother was not there,

she had gone out, also.

for

Kit returned

the study, feeling a trifle lonesome;

to
and,

for lack of better employment, she built a
large fire on the hearth. She placed the

back-log and fore-log in their places,and,

this done, she sat down in a big chair to
epjoy the blaze. She had not sat there
long when she heard a queer rustle, and,
turning toward the door, she saw enter a

half-dozen

crash

towels.

They

were

sighing at a tremendous rate ; and finally
one of them said, quite plainly :—
*¢ She promised she'd hem us the first
day she could ; and she hasn’t thought of
us once.”

i

Kit's conscience reproached her. She
was just going to excuse herself, when a
pair of thick-soled walking-boots shuffled
in.

“Seven buttons off!” they groaned,
dismally; *‘ and she declared she would
sew them on the first day she had time.”
Kit felt very

much

ashamed;

but

she

could think of nothing to say, so she sat
very still,

blushing,

however,

a

good

deal ; for the crash towels and walkingboots were staring at her most unpleasant
ly.
©
The silence was growing oppressive.
The towels and shoes stared, until poor
Kit felt very much like crying; and she

would have doné so, had not her atten-

tion been attractedby a funny scraping

the gutter; his hands and face were black;

moment to stop and enquire if he were
really hurt. Boys halted a minute to jeer
and load him with their insults. Poor
boy! he had not a friend in the world
that he knew of, certainly he did not deserve one. Yel,if none but the deserving
had friends, how many would
less!
=

be

frienda

A lady is passing. Her kindness of
heart prompts her to stay and say a word
to the boys who are joking their companion, and laughing at his sorrow. Then
she looks fixedly at the dirty, crouching
lad against the wall.
:
*“ Why, John, is it you?”
He removes one black fist from his eye,

and looks up. He recognizes her. She
has taught him at the Sunday-school.
“0 ma'am, I'm so bad I”
She has him examined, and then
to the hospital.
Afterward, she

taken
visits

him kindly and frequently.
A year passes by.
There is a fire one night. A dwellinghouse in flames. The engine has not yet
arrived. The inmates can not be rescued.
A boy has looked on. Suddenly
he

nut-shells,

handkerchiefs,

gloves,

some

uary,” and all Dr. Robinson’s other works,

recent |

of the

Discon-

wide attention

some

article un-

Revolution

in Russia.”
occupied

with 1he history of the Russian Nihilists, deals
also with their programme,

which

the author

enunciates with an unmistakable, not to say
startling, precision and boldness.
The future
of the movement, though foretold by a parti-

books for the past sixteen years has been given
buck to the churches in various ways for the
cause of Christianity

san, can not fail to,command the deep thought

Ei

of all who are concerned in the destinies of civilization, Thomas Hughes presents next the
second

and concluding

portion

of his

article

on “ The Public Schools of England.”

The

MUSICAL

vaturalizing the English
school system in
America, and the re-organization, which to
him seems imminent, of our present scheme of

He

predicts the influence

which the development of a
country must have in creating

* An

Indian’s

View

of Indian Affairs,” in which the blame for
murders recently committed by the Indians

was charged against Gen.

Howard.

of Dr.

George

M. Beard, devoted

DAY.

facilities for

perficial formation and fluctuation

of musical

taste, All who wish to hear music
bear anything, or almost anything,

can
that

remained quite

now
they

every

indifferent on the

subject, acquire so much acquaintance

with

it

as enables them to discuss it with an apparent

the pen

to ‘‘ The

fumiliarity and knowledge, such us would

Psychology of Spiritism.
The peculiar methods of Spiritualism,
the modes of judging it nd
the reasons why America has fostered it, are a
few of the important tepics discussed by the
author.
The causes that lead intelligent, and
even highly educated, men occasionally to full
victims to the delusion are also given.
The
next paper is the conclusion of Mrs. Harriet B.
Stowe’s article on‘ The Education of Freedmen,” and is concerned with the permanent
institutions which have-grown out of the religious enthusiasm tbat since the close of the

war has united all Christian churches

for the

intellectual deliverance of the

The is-

negro.

THE

very

bearing music of every style and cluss have
something to do with the promotion of the su-

might bave

Immedi-

ately following is a contribution from

OF

the

one’s door; and the constant attendance upon
musical performances gives to every one a ¢értain knowledge of what is going on in the
world of musical production, & certain opportunity of acquiring the materials for an spparently critical view of the art, so that even
those who, by natural temperament and taste,

like those in England,shall have a social grade.

entitled

that

wish; classical music is now brought'to

gentry in this
schools which,

The fourth paper is by Gen. O. O. Howard,and
aims to tell ** The True Story of the Wallowa
Campaign.”
It isa reply to the article in the

April number

i

OULTURE

It is probable

ground taken by the writer is the feasibility of

public education.

have been purchased by this house from A.S,
Barnes & Co.
By this transfer, the works of
the most successful compiler of hymn and tune

books are consolidated in the hands of a firm
which has ample facilities for bringing them
out in the very best form at the lowest possible prices. Dr. Robinson’s earlier works, especially:the popular * Songs for the Sanctuary,” in its various editions, are used in more
churches than all other similar collections put
together, and yet it is said that the entire income received by Dr. Robinson from his hymn

Nibilist,”

This essay, while in a lurge measure

attracted such

der the title of * The

sue conclades with a characteristic article from
the pen of Thomas Wentworth Higginson, entitled * Recent Essays,” in which the late
works of the Right Honorable Mr. Gladstone,
Matthew Arnold, and Abraham Hayward are
reviewed.

for-

merly have been only expected frofi those
who had the musical faculty specially develop-

ed.

In short, music has

become

the fashiov,

and it is not permitted to be ignorant of it, or
to have no opinion about it, on pain of being
regarded as below the general level of culture;
and those who have no musical feeling or preference feel bound to** sham a little.”
This is
not a healthy state of things, but it is perhaps
a more or less inevitable condition of a transition stage from a state of ignorance or uneritical superficiality to the state of more cultured
and critical knowledge, which the rising generation will, all events, have ha: considerable

opportunities of acquiring.
questioned that there
telligent appreciation
class in this country,
ate what is due to real
ful culture from what

For jit can not be

is an advance in the inof music of the highest
diffieult as it is to separsympathy and thoughtis due to merge social

habit and tradition. Musical instruction has
Sunday Afternoon ($3.00 a year, Springin some quarters become a very different thing
field, Mass.) for July has, in the way of fiction,
¢ A Sorrowful Guest,”by the author of **Deep- “from the perfunctory business which it formerhaven; Miss 8.0: Jewett;
* The Monkey's ly was; and forthe initistion- of a change for
the better, in this respect, we are probably
Story,” by Mrs.L. W.
Champney, and two
chapters of ** Calvin the Sinner.”
In‘ One much indebted tosome of the German professors of the art, who have taken up their abode
Sunday Morning” Mr. E. C. Gsrduer, the
architect, gives expression to some ideas as to among us and have inaugurated a system of
the modern Sunday-school and church. in the
form of a sketch.
* Sunday-school Songs” is
another article in a similar vein.
There are
also the following: ¢ Max,” u sketch of a real
life ; another of the Miss Help articles, entitled
¢ Some of Miss Help’s Proteges;” * Oriental

Laws and Courts

of Justice,” in which are

several illustrative
sketches;
** Standbys,”
¢ Hebrew Women,” and coutributions from
Prof. B. P. Bowne and Arthur Gilman. There
are
a couple of poems, and the editor talks

about * The Problem of Revision,” * Dickinson’s English,” ¢* The Good Old Times,” *‘Les-

sous from the Life of Garrison.”
The July

Wide

Awake,

is a“ thick number,”

sion.
The existence of a better class of musical
criticism and literature than we at present find
in this country, is much to be desired, and
would no'doubt have its effect in promoting a
more broad and comprehensive judgment in
regard to musical art than at present exists in
English society. As it is, our musical litera-

ture is very

which, by the way,

having

instruction, which will grddually, if takeo up

more widely, have its results in transforming
the study of music in general society from a
mere show accomplishment (as it almost universally was till recently) to the intelligent
pursuit of a sodrce of intellectual refreshing
and a powerful medium of emotional expres-

defective.

Musicians are seldom

a sixteen-page

She has fainted—is dying, perhaps. No!
he will save her. Five minutes of ago-

good writers; and what is included under the
Natural History Supplement,
celebrates the
head of musical criticism must, for the most
national holiday with a frontispiece full of batpart,be classed under one of three heads; mere
tle-smoke, and two capital patriotic stories, newspaper notices, in which the prejudices of
“ Bunker Hill Revived,” by J. H. Woodbury,
the writer for or against certain artists give
and * General Washington and the Ragamuf- «he only pointto his writing (and this kind of
fins,” by Annie E. Preston.
The two articles thing unhappily subserves the needs of other
of permanent value, however, are No. V II. of journals than mere daily papers) : extravagant
¢ Our American Artists” series, relative to J.
effusions of the set of scribes whose business it

nizing suspense, and she

J. Enueking, with a portrait and studio,drawn

shouts, ‘“ Oh!

she lives here.”

Then

he

climbs up the heated, fallen stairs.
fights against the suffocating smoke.

He
He

hunts about until he finds what he sought.
is

safe

in

the’

is comfort.

After carrying a burden of

responsibility on their shoulders all day
they look forward with the keenest pleasure to those hours when they can settle
down in quiet ease at their own fireside.
They want their dinners good and without the bitter sauce of knowing (if such
has been the casg) that there has been a
domestic broil over it. They want to feel
and see, rather than hear of it, that. there

has been a deal of consideration for them ;
that their slippers are in the right place,
papers undisturbed, shirts, collars and
cuffs starched and shining, buttons on,
stockings darned, in short they want their
homelife to be in joyous contrast with their

life across the threshold.

And all these

little things are matters of such serious
import that without them the haven of
home is transformed into an abode ot discord. Iknow the argument on the other
side, about grumbling husbands expectingto scowl their careworn wives into
smiling angels. ‘We are not thinking of
such men; their lives are what they
make them,

as

are

all

our

lives

to

a

certain extent. But experience all the
world over proves that good men are dependent upon good homes, good dinners
and good women for their “happiness.— |
Progress.
FaAsHIONS, STYLES, ETC.
worn very high.—Deep

skirts are still in favor.—The
cottage bonnet is still worn -in Paris.—Canoeing is
e/latest pastime for English ladies.—
e of the new
, vests are oval

in out-

nd stop at the belt.—The side gores
overskirts are laid in eight length-

aits,—Long, round waists, with
Its, are ‘worn by some French
—Black and white lace over colforms the vest worn with black
lka basque,

as

it is

with a laundry list printed on the

under

side, are the latest invention.—dmerican
Cultivator.

in pen-and-ink

beautiful

by

the artist

engraving

himself,

from

Mr.

and

a

Enneking’s

is to recommend
Wagner and the * pew
school” and occasionally painstaking and honest judgments expressed in technical or con-

charcoal drawing of his painting, *‘ Winter
Twilight at Hyde Park;” and No. XXIV. of

justly) by the ordinary reader as simply

the * Poets’ Homes”

The system

papers, about

O'Reilly, the Irish poet and the

Pilot.

Altogether,

this

J. Boyle

editor

number

of the

of Wide

Awake, taking in the three serials, “ The Dog-

berry Bunch,”
“St. Olave’s” and * Don
Quixote, Jr.,” isone of the best yet issued.
Only $2.00 a year, D. Lothrop& Co.
The Phrenological Journal aud Science of
Health

opens

its

sixty-minth

velume

with

a variety of themes which must please every
reader. A sketch and excellent portrait. of
Dean

Stanley;

¢ Fire-Flies.””

a seasonable

article

entitled

Two supposed organs of Tem-

perature and Respirativeness

are discussed

by

a critical phrenologist.’ ‘¢ Making a Home” is
an article which fathers and

ly should read with care.

mothers

Place

general-

is given

to

Mrs. Lockwood, the Washington lawyer; the
portrait certainly indicates a woman of marked intellectual ability. The admirable articles

entitled ‘ Brain and Mind” are continued.
The departments headed Science and Agriculture Mentorial, Editorial, ete., appear to be
more

crowded than usual, and

treat

of

their

several themes in a very direct and instructive
manner.

The number blossoms

with

numer-

ous poems, some exhibiting genuine wmetit.
The magazine is now published at $2.00 a year
or 20 cents a single number, by mail, post
paid. Address 8. R. Wells & Co., publishers,

787 Broadway, N. Y.

La

The numbers of Littell’s Living Age for the
weeks ending June 14 and 21,respectively, contain the following articles: Origen and the Be-

ginnings of Christian Philosophy, and
porary Life and Thought in France,
porary; The Secret Correspondence
XV., Quarterly; William Kingdon

ContemContemof Louis
Clifford,

Bonnets are Fortnightly; Mrs. Craven and her Work,
apron
over- * Nineteenth Century; On Chinese Fans, Fras

noise in the hall. The towels bent their made this year, is the old-fashioned ghateheads forward to look, and the shoes laine waist.—Miss Tucker, the author of
“Signor Monaldini’s Nieces,” is lying
turned themselves squarely around to sick,at Rome.—A variety of belts are comlook, as there entered Kit’s upper bureau- ing into vogue, leather, linen, and of
drawer. Such a looking thing as it was! other materials.—Lustreless blue turquoise
It was crammed full with ribbons, pins, is thought to be exceedingly becoming to
fair complexions.~~Laundry pin-cushions,
bits of jewelry, collars, cuffs, morsels of
very sticky taffy-candy, fancy-work,chest-

Russian

York by the Dutch, in 1610.

Kit had taken a slight cold, and so she
did not have to go to school. Although away, muttering:
glad enough to stay at home, she could | *¢ She didn’t turn away from me when
think of nothing in particular to do, and I was hurt.”
after breakfast she wandered around the
O friends, the stone looks very rough,
house, aimlessly for awhile. She finally but it may be a diamond !
strayed into her father’s study. No one
HOME TOPICS.
was there. On the table was the unfinWHAT GENTLEMEN EXPECT AT HOME.
ished sermon, just where her father had
left it. Kit glanced over the neatly-writ- What men expect to find. in their homes
ten pages, but

“ A

months since, contributes a second.

cool air.
The bystanders are struck with the intrepidity of the boy. He only walks

- NOTHING TO DO.

readers.

tented”

:

plates and copyrights of “ Songs for ‘the Sanct-

French Exposition. The article is very elaborate, and includes all that is likely to interest

it landed on the floor, its leaves opened
at the account of the settlenfent of New

passed laughed at him, not caring for a

*

at the

a fat history of the United States, and, as

his mouth wide open, and sending forth
sounds not the most musical. A rough
hand lifted him against the wall. There
he stood, his tears making little gutters
down his begrimmed cheeks. Men as they

Father and son looked at each other

folks, nowa-

cults
with great energy. I don't see
any sen in making fish of one and flesh

comes

*

Her husband

‘said Uncle John. *‘ He may be at some
days, think the spirit of love is about the of the saloons still.”
. Jim Stone's was soon reached. It was
- “ Love and law make a good span, 1 well filled with mea, some young, some
think,” saidhis wife, kneading her bis- old, some ragged and tattered, others
ou any one. Temperance

He always

story of a woman.

« Well, just as I was coming by Jim Are you sick?”
Stone’s rum-hole at the corner, Fred | ¢¢ No, mother,
Fisher came out; and he was so drunk he feel easy about
him

might lose his way.

across through the woods, it is so

said Uncle John, in a thoughtful man- and the sheep looked after. Indoors
ner, as he warmed his chilled hands over there was light, and warmth, and a
tempting supper-table spread.
the glowing kitchen stove.
_ “What's too bad, father?” called his | © ¢ Why, father,” said Aunt Mary, suddenly, ¢ you ain’t eating any supper.
wife from the pantry close at hand.

I tried to have him

home, I know,” was the answer, * but he

Commissioner-General

whose paper on the “ Empire

She looked sadly at the unhemmed towels,
the grinning shoes, the disordered bureaudrawer, and the history; and they looked
at her in such a disagreeable way that Kit
put her hands up before her face and be-

find him

nearer.”
‘“ Where shall we strike the - path
through the woods ?”
‘Right straight through the pasture
bars,” said the trembling woman.
*“ Can you give us a lantern ?” said the
farmer; ‘it will be dark in the’woods.”

him stand in the cold in this way;” and
Uncle John beat a retreat before the
blazing battery of his wife’s temperance
zeal.
:
It was a bitter winter night. The

family Crick.

get in and let me carry

may

States

met.

with uaiversal commendation from the critics..
—And now comes the announcement that the

Paris in 1878,”
and appears over the signature of the Hon. R. C. McCormick, United

American

whole morning in tryingto amuse herself.

us

‘¢ but some one is responsible for some of
the doing.
Anyway, if talking is all
that's left for me, I shall certainly talk.
If it was my husband, or my boys, I am
afraid I should take some of the doing
into my own hands, and not wait for anybody. I heard Mr. Gough once tell a

liquor again, and I'll clean you out
again.’ Iam afraid,” said Auant Mary
with a dangerous look in her eye, “I
should do something like that if I was
driven to it.”
:
«Well,
boys, we'd better do the
chores. I guess old Bill thinks I am

Although for many a weary day
T’ve sought her near and far.

could hardly stand.

take

as they're a mind to, after all.”
¢ Yes, father,” said his wife earnestly,

destroyed.

- Where lives this child, I can not say,
Nor who her parents are,

bad,

“Well,
well, mother, don’t let us
quarrel about it! That won't do no kind
of good. Why, the children look fairly
scart.”
¢“ And only last week,” Aunt Mary

drunken men there seized him, and he
had to look on and see his whole stock

Is ¢ perfect” every day.

too

the better for knowing it. Look out for
your ears, and look out with your eyes,

He

And prompt in every class.

To girls and boys she’s never rude
‘When all are at their play;
*Her * conduct”—Dbe it understood—

«It's too bad!

If he is, 'twon't

he's

kindness as that,” said Aunt Mary, indignantly.

such

from your saloon drunk again, I will
clean you out.’ In just a few days her
husband came staggering home again.
She put her things right on, and marched
straight for that saloon. There were
some loafers there, but the owner was
down cellar when his new caller arrived.
The noise of breaking bottles made kim
hurry up-stairs. There was the woman,
smashing right and left, and a costly
stream flowing across the dirty floor.

Bedeck her pretty head.

“ AMI

Perhaps

From off the top shelf dropped

Kit's cheek grew redder vet: She had
promised her father to read that some
time when she had nothing else to do;
and here she had dawdled away nearly a

with pale faces. Both knew what was
lying under the shadow of the solemn

Goodale. ¢ :
x:

r—————

{

house.

long to get home, and we shall sleep all

any

time, after such

‘Whose cheeks are rosy red,
‘While golden tresses, curl on curl,

¥

his

there all right.

want

ever he had money to

A WONDERFUL CHILD.

-

to

neighborly

Idon’t

Bang!

were visited, without success.
** Now, Harry, "said Uncle John, ‘we'll

drive fast

in heautiful style, at very moderate prices,

The leading article in the North American
Review for July is entitled ** Our Success at

the drawer, meaningly.

one

world, the world is worse than I thought

told her he should let him have

I’ve read somewhere abouta girl

-

hiccoughed

“ Spiritual Songs,” (for Baptist. churches) by
Dr. Robinson and Rev. Robert 8. MacArthur,

all to-

squeaked in disdain.
‘She was going to put me in order as
soon as she had time,” said the knob of

alone if he saw it, or even smelled it.
He was going down very fast, and her
little children were suffering.
Time
{after tite, she had begged the saloon
keeper not to sell her husband any. more
liquor; but he only swore at her, and

We bave not seen it—wé are not content.
te

her

Squire,”

stirred them

gether like a pudding. The crash towels
laughed disagreeably, and ‘the boots

real nice man, but he could not let liquor

Summer’s a fact that is hidden and holy;

——

When

so,

as though Kit had

poor fellow, who could hardly stand.
** Dreadful poor time for getting drunk.
Told my wife so this morning,” and he
gave his companions what was intended
for a knowing wink.
All the other saloons and bar-rooms

it.

| ing for us to talk.

f———

WHY?
“ rose?

Summer?

‘That's

The WMagmyines,

little of everything, in fact; and it seemed

anywhere.”
Many a shady spot by the roadside gan to sob. Straightway, the shoes hopseemed to take the shape of a prostrate ped up and began to kick her, the crash
towelsslapped her face, the bureau-drawer
figure.
“I guess he’s safe at home,” said Uncle flung apples at her, and the fat history
went on, not heeding the interruption,
« Jimmy Saxton was sentenced for three . John, with a sigh of relief, as they" drove climbed up on top of her head, and began
to push her in the fire.
With a great ef.
months because, in a drunken frenzy, he into the yard.
fort
Kit
tried
to
get
away;
and at last
In answer to their knock, a frightened,
hart old Mr. Miles. I suppose that is all
she succeeded in rolling off her chair to
right. At any rate, it will give the boy a pale-faced woman opened the door.
chance to get the liquor out of him,
“0 Mr. Ladd,” said she, witliout wait- the floor. Then she woke up. She movand be sober once more; and if a man
ing for a question, * do: you know any- ed her eyes and stared around the room
puts himself in a condition to commit
thing about my husband? He left home Land after a second she realized that she
Straightway she
crime, I don’t see but he’s got to be pun-- early this morning, and hasn't returned had been dreaming.
rose
and
went
to
her
own
room, took the
ished for the crime.
The trouble is, they
yet, and I've been so frightened;” and
six crash towels out of the basket, and
shouldn't stop theré. Why not find out she burst into tears.
where the boy bought his liquor, and
‘‘1 drove up to see if he had got home hemmed them till dinner-time.—Indemake the seller suffer for breaking the all right,” said Uncle John.
‘‘Has he pendent.
law? That would be my way.”
any friend, where he'd be likely to go
LOVE FOR LOVE.
* Well, well, Mary, ’twon’t help noth“Oh, no!
He would try to come
Ragged, dirty, ugly. He had fallen in

If those realms are high above?
Or a region all around us,
Where God's messengers of love

eiffel

last

children lay dead in the house, Tom
Smith kept her husband too drunk to be
of any use, and I know Molly wrote and
begged him not to sell any liquor to Jim
while they were in such trouble. If that
is beingone of the best fellows in the

‘When we fail to sow good seed?

memes

Fritz,

apples, notes from the school-girls,—a

left here about four o'clock. What's the
matter ?"
I only felt anxious to know if he got
safely home,” said Uncle John. *‘It's too
cold a night for a man to sleep in the
ditch. Boys,” said he,turning
to the men,
‘you'd better go home this bitter night,
while you can get there safely.”

#

we

ser; Junnina—Greek or Turkish? Macmillan;

Truth of Intercourse, Cornhill; Necessity of a
Financial Viceroy for India, Economist; with

instalments of ¢“ Sara de Berenger,” by Jean
Iugelow, and ‘ Doubting Heart” by Miss

Keary, and the concludion

of “ The Romance

of Mrs. Frances Kendrick ;” and the usual poetical selections. For fifty-two such numbers of
sixty-four large pages each (or more than
8,000 pages a year), the subscription price ($8)
is low; while for $10.50 the publishers offer to
send any one of the American $4 monthlies or

weeklies with The Living Age for a year,both
postpaid.

Littell & Co., publishers, Boston,

Messrs. Scribner & Co., having,

businéss management of Mr.
brought the

publishing

under the

Roswel Smith,

of magazines

from

doubtful experiment to an unparalleled success,
have now entered a new field with charactecistic enerzy in the publication of hymn and tune
books for churches,
Their recent issue of

ventional] phraseology, and regarded
lately

adopted

of

(not un-

dull.

appending

an

analysis of the music to the programmes of
classical concerts has been the occasion of the
production of some very good critical writing
accompanied often

by-too much

effusion

(the

besetting sin of musical writers), but it may be
questioned whether these have influenced general calture much, Those who go to concerts
witha head and heart capable of following and
appreciating the composer’s aim, do not need
literary finger-posts, and 1hose who are less
enlightened are usually also less in earnest in

their pursuit of the art, and do not careto take
the trouble to read a book about
the time, or to file nnd

study

the music at
their

analytical

programmes afterwards.
A difficulty, perhaps, in the way of influencing opinion by musical criticism lies in the fact

that music is such a difficult
about intelligibly to those who
know a good deal, This
the
the question addressed to the
the other

day,

“ Why

thing to write
do not already
real answer

to-

present writer

are musical

criticisms

always so uninteresting?”
It is certain that
they are seldom written in good literary style,
and yet so absorbing and entrancing an art is
music, that to the lovers of it almost any piece
of criticism is more or Jess interesting, which
gives them any new fact or suggests any new
idea, in however jejune a form.
On the other

hand, those wha have no practical acquaintance with the art are repelled and annoyed by
what seems to them an unmeaning and cabalis- -

tic phraseology,

a phraseology

which

has

grown up insensibly around the art, and can,
not now be dispensed with or altered, any

more than the accepted form of notation, also
a growth of time and circumstance.
If we
say of » particular composition that ‘in the Allegretto

a beautiful and

mysterious

effect

is

produced by the entry in the major key of the
second subject of the movement—a

broad

and

simple melody played by. the elarionets and
bassoons in octaves, and supported by an undulating arpeggio accompanimentin triplets
by the violins, while at the same time the
characteristic rhythm of the first subject is
restlessly kept up by the heavy pulsation of °
the pizzicato of the violoncelli and basses,”
we should be saying what to the unmusical
reader would] probably be mere jargon.
But
the sentence, as a general description of the character and effect of the passage, would be
quite intelligible to any one who knew musical
phraseology, and any one well acquainted with .

Beethoven’s symphonies will
what passage is described. It
‘there i3 so much that

must

be

know at once
is a pity that
called

jargon.

connected with the art, but it must be accepted as an existing fact, and if musical and unmusical people wish to understand each other,
the latter must study the language of the former.— Fortnightly Review.
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“THE MORNING |
the satisfaction of those who

introduced suddenly into scenes far different from their life at’ home. Mrs.
James K. Polk, however, like the charm-

a

sought

:

mother,

my

-

She has

been

sponsor in person.

advice, and with good reason, for nothin

:

al

:

AB JULY,
2, 1813.
i

asked

€

PASS
CN

to stand

@bitwaries,

My. Eugene Schuyler is writing a life
that I could do prevented them from tellof
Peter the Great of Russia, which will
ing
me,
although
[
asked
them
no
‘quesing Mrs. Johnston (afterwards Mrs. Henry
take
avery different view of that potentions
;
unintentionally
and
unconsciously,
D. Gilpin), had a long preparatory:
resiREMEMBER.
THINGS TQ
they would guide me at every stage of tate’s work from any hitherto presented.
dence
in
Washington
city.
She
wus
the
dis“the
is
ofa” birthduy
Every anniversary
William Lloyd Garrison left $500 to
daughter of Captain Joel Childress, of the interview. Ry a little practice any
pelling ofa dream.—#Zehokke. =
and
art;
the
Woman's Journal
and a similar
this
acquire
easily
could
one
Tennessee,
where
she
was
born,
and
marpreserve a
It often seems more difficult to
ried Mr. Polk when she was only nine- long study, such as professional clairvoy- ‘amount to Berea College, which is espeblessing than to obtain it.—Demosthenes.
teen, and he was a young member of the ants bestow upon this subject, develops cially open to colored students, and does
We should praise what we can, and blame Tennessee Legislature.
After that he great skill in thus managing and delud- not exclude women.
what we must.—48, 8. Times.
The queen of England presented to the
was
elected
to
Congress,
and
spent four- ing the unwary and non-expert.— Scribner
.
Whatever below God is the object of .our teen sessions at Washington, accompanied Jor July.
king of Siam, last year, the order of ‘St.
matter.
the
be
other,
or
time
some
at
love, will,
Michhel, and the cross of St. George.
always,by, his wife, with the exception of
of our sorrow.—QCecil.
An embassy is now onthe way to Engone
winter.
Educated
a3
a
Moravian
InREMINISOENOES
OF
GRANT,
‘before
it
for
If you would relish food, labor
stitute,
Mrs.
Polk
was
imbued
with
strict
before
it
for
Mr. Carney, who conducts the hotel at land, from the king, to invest the queen
you take it; if enjoy clothing, pay
though not narrow principles. She held West Point, relates that a few years ago with the order ofthe White Elephant in
soundly, take
vou wear it; if you would sleep
i clear conscience to bed with you.—Frank- aloof from cards and dancing, and never General Grant came up bere from Wash- return for her compliment.
allowed these prejudices to a overruled ington, and one morning seated himself
lin,
During a debate in the United State Senduring her many years’ sojourn at Wash- alone on the rear balcony of the hotel, ate,a few years ago,while Charles Sumner
one
every
what
out
find
to
is
want
we
What
ington.
That city was her social school.
left his
is fit for, and put them to that work which
looking north, up the river, which pre- was speaking, Mr. Carpenter
seat and went to that of Mr. Conkling,
they naturally lean toward. There is a niche As my old friend recollected her she must
sents
a
rarely
imposing
picture
at
that
with
dealing
in
for every one; the trouble is,
have been very beautiful. She was un- particular point. General Ruger’ was his with whom he was chatting, when Mr.
drive them into lines and
to t
eople,we wan
conscious
of her high destiny, and, in this traveling companion, and he felt anxious Sumner stopped speaking, paused for a
for
finding
of
instead
,
wholesale
by
yattulions
again, unlike the female
nobility of that the President should not lose the moment, and then, pointing to the senaeverybody his natural place.— Sunday After
Europe, who live in anticipation of the steamer Mary Powell, which was due at tors from New York and Wisconsin, said
NOON.
power they think is theirs, as the wives a certain time in the morning. ¢¢ General,” in an angry tone: ‘ When that conferTo explain in words takes time and a just
of princes or dukes.
said he, ‘‘you have only a couple of min- ence committee before me has agreed, will
and patient hearing; and in the critical epochs
Irs. Polk mingled with the gay life at utes to spare, you'd better hurry up.” it please make its report, that 1 may proof a close relation(patience and justice are not
But the look
the Nation's Capitol, and saw aud heard The General shook his head and said, ceed?” There was a roar of laughter in the
qualities on which we can rely.
¢xplains things in a breath;
or the gesture
afd
treasured
what was transpiring « It's all right,” but never made a motion galleries, and Mr, Carpenter returnedto
they tell their m¢ssage without ambiguity ; unaround her. Nothing educates an Amer- to stir, his gaze being intently fixed on his seat.
like speech, they can not stumble,by the way,
Lord Beaconsfield over-exerted himself
the scene
before him. General Ruger
on & reproach or an allusion that should steel ican woman so rapidly as observation.
vour friend against the truth; and then they The rare gifts of adaptation, imitation in went away and paced the balcony in a in his speech in reply to the Duke of
direct
the
are
they
for
,
authority
its
highest
sense,
are
all
hers.
She
achave a higher
Argyll, He commenced with his accusstate of angry nervousness.
expression of the heart, not yet transmitted
quires manners from others, even if her
“ You go, Carney,” he cried,impatient- tomed vigor, but that vigor was not mainthrough the unfaithful and sophisticating brain.
— Cornhill Magazine.

own home, as

1t should be pointed out with continual earnestness that the essence of lying is in deception, not in words; a lie may be told by silence, by equivocation, by the accent on a sylluble, by a glance of the eye attaching a peculisr significance to a sentence; and all these
kinds of lies are worse and baser by many de-

graceful mother, or a polished father. All

taking

following, in his
being

circle.

will be in’a

the changes

but

changed,

the

same set,

The

effects

yeunger.

he died in |

ementin it which

Such
from it in all the old goyernments.
a prolonged hold on office makes women
as wellas men arrogant, haughty, exconsequently repulsive.
und’
clusive,
The royal family and followers in St.
Vienna have
Petersburg, Berlin, and
done much to promote bad blood among
the people, and to look out over the Old
World makes one fear that that which is
making every one tremble for society in
these cities is only the bad beginning of
a very bloody sequel. And again 1 find.
reason to thank Ged for our republican
We should without doubt fall
example.
into serious trouble if, like other governments, we were forced to support the
same extravagant set of women from generation to generation in the White House
great
at Washington. Grandpa talks a
Iam
deal about ** civil service.” Now
not quite sure that 1 know exactly what
it means, but if it infers that the same
~ politicians are to be kept in office all the
time, then why do you elect a President
every four years? And why, if you have
with every new executive anew lady,
and she selects her new ladies, why
should not the same rule apply to the
men? If Mr. Hayes goes out at the end of his
term and takes his wife with him,and his
successor comes in with his wife and fam-

ed, as I have said, at a Moravian

to the

The valuation of New Hampshireis $169,958,517; the total number of polls, 87,411.
Horatio Seymour

A very

has to deal

timentalist

with,—only

will deny that.

hand, however,—and

On the .other
not mere sen-

this is

timent, but sober fact,—of
all the evidences of God's goodness tobe found in
this lower world, all the proofs that he
cares for us not only with the wisdom of
a Creator but with the interest and love
of a Father, there is none quite equal to his
sending human beings into, the arena of

life, not to fight its battlés, win its vie-

tories and endure its sorrows alone, but
giving them, as they go forth out of their
childhood’s

home,

a

relation

in

which

each two of them are bound together with
the closest of all ties, live together under

who

the same roof,
bave their
labors, their
their parental
property, their interests,
affections all in common, and are moved to

position

fresh and youthful complexion,
Mrs.
Adams, elegant and lady-like, and Mrs.
Polk in her dazzling Creole beauty." An

to

hand and

heart to heart,in every sorrow,

misfortune,

Singlish lady, Mrs. Maury,
eniitled An Englishwoman

fall, which is tasted

stand by each

other hind

even

now,

Polk’s faultless manners, her natural ease,
her literary taste, and her brilliant repartee.
;

In (he ten years ending

A correspondent

The

rough all these quarrels, Harriet Lane
preserved her stanch womanhood, and as

far as she could kept the peace at least
with her own sex. She isliving in elegant

ease at Baltimore, the mother of a happy
family, the wife of a devoted husband.

A

good deal of comment has been made by
foreigners

ladies.

about the

Much

has

American society
said . for

been

much has been hinted against them,

it is pleasant fo know
women ° in‘

general

been

called,

that our
have

and

still

counpry-

been. fully

qualified for the positions to; whichthey.
have

or ‘high’
dificult
must
again, we

no
the
bear

matter

how

Here,
order.
in mind that

they have not the benefit of the training
of the foreign nobility (and .it is well
known that no woman gets into high
society abroad, who is not previously
trained to the duties that she knows will
in time fall to her lot), but are generally.

victim,

entirely

oftentimes

says

the

Boston

is the politician of the
is ever itching

for

world.

creates

He

no

end

of disturbance, and you never know where
to find him.
Of 94,842 non-commissioned officers and

men of the British army, 62,860 belong to
the church of England, 20,872 are Roman
Catholics, 7125 Presbyterians and 3985 are
Protestants of other denominations.

The civil list of Prince Alexander of
Bulgaria isto be 600,000 francs, a year.
Vice-President Wheeler has 1no nearer
relative than a cousin.
The will of the late Baron Lionel de

our

largest telescopes.

If,

for instance,

we

(sf. L. Odell), and one sister

loss.

found some

curious

of

to

mourn* their

J. W. BCRIBNER.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PROVERBS.

« No one can be sick when the stomach,

blood, liver and kidneys are healthy, and

Hop Bitters keep them so.”
«The greatest nourishing tonic, appetizer, strengthener and curative on earth,

—Hop Bitters.”
« Tt is impossible to remain long sick
or out of health, where Hop Bitters are
”

much
so e
“Why do Hop Bitters cur
« Because they give good digestion, rich
healthy action of all the organs.”
blood, and

“No matter what your feelings or ailment is, Hop Bitters will do you good.”
« Remember, Hop Bitters never does

harm, but good, alwaysand continually.”
« Purify the blood, cleanse the stomach

and sweeten the breath with Hop Bitters.” §
« Quiet nerves and balmy sleep in Hop
Bitters.”

«No

:

health with inactive liver and

urinary organs without Hop Bitters.”
Try Hop Cough Cure and- Pain Relief.
FOR

SALE

(DR.

BY

ALL

DRUGGISTS.

N. 6, WHITE'S

PULMONARY

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

bap-

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

tism until seven years since, when she followed her Saviour in that blessed ordinance,
and united with the Richmond Corner F. B.

its superiority over all other remedies of the

ber until death.

She was a dutiful daughteran

flicted husband,

the

heart-stricken

parents,

who, while pressed down with the infirmities
of age, are left with but one remaining child,
three having passed to the better land before
them, the lonely sister who with her compan-

ion and numerous.

their loss,

facts

The bill of fare
Beston as a coachman.
has about 800 articles upon it daily. The

Stevens be-

gan the great carer he followed to wealth
and fame, now rents for $10,000 instead of
It is able therefore,
$30,000, as formerly.

to furnish a better table at Stevens’s old,
prices before the war. The Tremont rents
for $30,000, though scarcely larger, being

unconsciously, responds by word or look Rothschild disposes of $13,500,000 of
ch
or gesture, or perhaps by all three; and, personal property.
in a more modern location.
The Brunsowners
the
at a later stage of ‘the interview, these | James Gordon Bennett is expected home
so profitable that
wiek is
secret facts are artfully given back to the in afew days, and will make Newport his want to get theproprietors out and charge
victim, who has no recollection of having hom
: more lease«—Gath in Graphic.
forethe summer.
reviously imparted them, and will not
'twenty
d
receive
s
Dorenu
or
Profess
Pave thathe has done so, but prefers
hundred dollars for his analysis of
to believe that he is in the presence of eightCobb
poisoning case in Connectithe
:
divinity.
cut:
:
a
for
easy
1t is not only possible but
Robert Collyer announced to his peopractical adept to draw out in this way
at Chicago, recently, his determinute and elaborate details of secret ple
while
n to accept the call to'the . Church
ago,
minatio
years
few
A
history.
family
v atjudy
, N. Y.
instituMessiah
the
public
of
the
of
connected with one
tions of this-eity, I made a number of exMr. Alvin Clark, of Cambridge, the
periments in this line. I told the patients leader of the telescope makers of ‘the
affiicted with various forms of nervous world, is now seventy-six years old, ‘and
and allied disorders, not to tell me about still full of energy and skill.
their symptoms, nor give me hny facts in
Cardinal Newman is fond of the violin

other

friends,

deeply

May they all be prepared

her in heaven.

to

feel

meet

E. G. PAGE.

RACHEL S. BROWN died at Raymond, March
27, in the 72d year of her age. Sister Brown

was converted in her youth, and baptized by
the Rev. Clement Phinney, joining the East
Raymond F. B. church, of which she was a
worthy member at the time of her death.
During her last sickness, her mind
rested
much vn the beauties of heaven, and she often
called her friends to rejoice with her, in the

prospect of home, and though hearts ache

for

their loss, vet we ean trust the assurance" that
absent from the body she is present with the
Lord. Four children and grandchildren and
a large circle of friends will miss her lovipg
words yet hope to meet her in that beautiful
home on high.

Lung and Throat Affection

WOMAN

World's DispenBy an immense prices #t- thetreated
many thou-

gary
sand
have
tive
To

and tle

only

son

of his

on of
term, however, is hut a feeble expressi
perappreciation of its value, based upon
its posi=
g
witnessin
while
have,
1
on.
sonal observati
the
to
mcident
diseases
tive results in the special it out as the climax or
organism of woman, singled
its merits,
On
career.
cal
my
of
gem
crowning
remedy for this class
as a positive, safe, and effectual
times and under
of diseases, and one that will, at1 all
am willing to stake
kindly,
act
ances,
all circumst
so confident am
and
:
my reputation as a physician the most sanguine ex1 that it will not disappoint lady who uses it for any
invalid
single
a
pectationsof
nd it, that 1 offer
of the ailments for which 1 recomme
(For
RANTE
SITIVE ¢.
and sell it under A Poo!
The

my high

pal
conditions,S, see p pamp!

Sei

x

their cases, but to let me

tell

them;

and

then I would proceed to indicate, after the
manner of a clairvoyant, the locality of
thair maladies, and

‘the history

of

their

troubles. - In the majority of cases 1 was
successful, and made out the diagnosis to

and the violoncello, and

is said

them both with rare skill and

to

play

feeling.

fo
Queen Victoria.naw talks of going
Germany to see the little stranger whose

appearance

has niade her a

great-grand-

A. KIMBALL,

Gen’l Supt.

X
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mpotency,
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A smation and Ulceration of the
in
Female
‘ Barrenness, or Sterill
e as a * cure-all,” but it
Threatened

parents.

do not extol this medicin
of
chronic
specific in
perfect
most
system of woman. 1t will not disappoint, nor
na
will 1t do harm, In any state or condition.on these sub=
Those who desire further information
bool
a
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paid, on receipt of $1.50. It ,treats
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k
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those affections.
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owing,
Excessive
Leucorrheea,
Cc
onthly Perfods, Suppreselons when from

He was universally loved for his respectful
manner and unblemished character.
ee

Hotel, having
and Invalids®
cases of those diseases peculiar to woman,
been enabled to perfect a most potent and posi
remedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named 1t

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

WILLIE H. NAsox died in Raymond, March
27, aged14 years.
Willie was a lad of unusuyal'promise

!

|

kind, for

church, of which she remained a worthy mem-

known Parker House,
worth
$2,500,000.
He is a native of Maine, and began life in

at which Paran

J

of 21

ligion; but she did not put on Christ bv

about hotels. The wealthiest hotel man
in the country now is Parker of the well-

Revere House,

in

Mrs. HANNAH W., wife of Horace Piper,
and daughter of George and Sully Moore, died
in North Newfield, Me., May 30, aged 34 years
and 6 months.
About eighteen years since,
she had a severe sickness, from which she
never fully recovered—during all these years
she has been in feeble health.
The last six
momths of her life she was confined to the
house and most of the time to her bed.
Though suffering intensely, she was patient,
expressing a willingness to bear it, if only her
life could be spared,
She made her peace with
Christ during these last months, but being
very strongly
attached to ber home and
friends, life was very desirable to her, yet she
was enabled to triumph through the grace
given at the needed hour,
She made arrungements for her burial, and died trusting in the
Saviour.
She leaves a husband, father, mother, and two sisters who deeply. mourn their
loss. May they remember her request, ** Meet
me in heaven.”
F.C. B.

years, and ever after lived a life of prayer, and
ore testimony in public to the benefits of re-

magnitude remains precisely the same.
I

For

health,

M. A, QUIMBY.

gave her heart to the Saviour at the age

but if we
fied to the size of the moon;
point the same telescope to a star we find
its brilliancy only is increased, while its
Boston,

feeble

GEORGIE A., wife of Bro. Marshall H,
White, and daughter of Dea. William and
Bernice Wilson, died in Bowdoinhain, Me.,
March 22, aged nearly 34 years, Sister W.

point.a large instrument to a planet, which
appears like a star, that planet is magni.

In

in

sanctuary
privileges, In her lust sickoess, of
seven weeks duration, she suffered much, but
enjoyed the comforting
influence of the religion of Christ,
At
first somewhat gloomy,
religiously, and desirous to recover, but she
soon passed into the most joyful, rapturous
state that I bave ever witnessed on the dying
bed. She seemed to have a foretaste
of
heaven, and while resigned to the Kather’s
will, she was eager, anxious to go and be with
Christ.
She leaves a husband, one brother,

strang-

with

of this

consequence wus deprived most of the time of

affectionate sister, and a devoted wife.
She
possessed those interesting traits of character
of Troy’s
drew around her a large circle of ac
est'in America, cousidering its size. By which
quaintances and friends to whom she was
complexion I don’t mean shades of color, strongly attached, and by whom she was
There are more greatly beloved. Her last sickness was of but
but shades of character.
very wealthy people,” very poor people, three months duration. At times, her suffervery aristocratic people, very ignorant mgs were great, but she bore them all with
people, very cultured people, very deprav- patience and Christian resignation. To use
her own words, ** I feel that Jesus is with me
ed people, than in any other city of its size
in the Republic. The visitor here finds bet- all the time.” Three years ago last Oect,, she
became the happy bride, commencing
in life
| ter and worse treatment than he gets any- with pleasing prospects, and bright and enwhere else.
couraging hopes, but how soon those nuptial
The distance of the stars is proved by robes ehanged for the hubiliments of the
‘the startling fact that we can not in the tomb. May the Lord sustain the deeply af-

least degree magnify thern, even

member

fome yeurs she has been

mysterious death of several
She expressed much comfort

mourn their loss.

writing
A pewspaper correspondent,
from Troy, N. Y., says: The complexion
populace is probably the

a worthy

in reading the Bible and the Star. She leaves
a daughter with her husband, and two grandchildren, with a large circle of friends to

Transcript.

insect

place,

till death.

THoMAS CLARK died in Belmont, June 4,
aged 8) years,
Bro,C. dated his change of
heart in early youth, but did not identify himself with the church till later in life. But
when he did respond to the call of the Spirit,
und put on Christ in baptism, the baptism of
the Holy Spirit rested upon him in remarkable
power.
This gave him a great interest in the
salvation of souls, and God permitted him: 10
see many conversions in answer to his prayers.
He was sometimes impressed by the Spirit to
go to certain places to save souls. Once, a
number of years ago, he was impressed to go
to Wolfboro’.
He found the people holding
special meetings, but with no apparent prospect of success.
When he left bis home, he
knew nothing of this. He took a brother with
him and they went to work for God and souls.
He predicted success, and a
glorious revival
followed.
He had other experiences of the
same kind. His spiritual ear caught the sound
of the coming of his Master’s footsteps, and
he was never known to be mistaken when he
was impressed that Jesus was coming bv his
Spirit to save. He was eminently a spiritual
Christian.
He
was
honest.
The unsaved
speak of him as a good man.
He was very
composed and cheerful in his last sickness,
though his physical sufferings were great.
He
leaves a widow and one daughter with her
husband and children, and other friends to
mourn.
Mary T. BROWN. widow of Newell Brown,
died in Epsom, June 13, aged 68. Sister
Brown for some months had been in feeble
health. On the day of her death she arose in
the morning, combed her hair, and was reclining on her sofa, when the Lord suddenly
called ber home,
She was already ** waiting
and watching.”
She was converted at the age
of seventeen, in a revival under the labors of
Rev. A. Caverno.
She was baptized with her
husband, by Rev. D. P. Cilley,and with others
constituted the original members of the church
at Pittsfield. On moving into Epsom, some
years after, she with her husband joined the
church there. Her praise was in the church,
and she was highly esteemed by all who knew
her. She being dead yet speaketh.
Some
years past she has been greatly afflicted in the
her
of
death of their only son, sudden death

husband, and
grandchildren.

°

baptiz-

remained

|

his

to which the

Ga-

of Uriah

8. church

omy,

with

is living

his eighty-first year. But
randchildren,in

statements with an implied interrogation,

flea,

Sleeping purposes

millionaire

the aged

or

of the Pall Mall

Ro

village by Elder John Pinkbam, of which she

for

daughter and her husband are gone, and

In drawing out the facts of personal

family history, clairvoyants do not always
ask direct questions, but rather make

the

zette calls attention to the fact that in
Lord Beaconstield’s cabinet there are six
Oxford men and only two educated at
Cambridge.
It is one of the physiological mysteries
why a boy's hands will blister so much
sooner on a hoe handle than they will on a
base ball bat.— Steubenville Herald.

PERSONAL.

.

A TRICK OF THE OLAIRVOYANTS.

1861,

wife

Cars

from the White House, and of course his
wife remained away as well. Mr. Corcoran, the great banker, still living, had
difference with the
also a personal
President, which kept his daughter, after‘wards Mrs. Eustis, away. Now both the

June,

chief English railroads had to pay $1,655,000 compensation for injuries received by
railroad accidents.

-

soon separated her husband, at that time, -

the Grandin
with wheat

An exchange tells of an Alabama lady
who cries nearly all the time and ‘yet
grows fat. . The fat is laid on in tiers.—
Philadelphia Bulletin.
:

0-0-0
hgh
Sn gn oo

A Boston
WeNDELL PriLLIP's HOME.
Scenes of gayety, however, were ended correspondent of the Cincinnati
Times
with Mr. Polk's death.
His
widow,
says:
though yet in the prime of her life, beThe neighborhood where Phillips now
venerable friend in Washington thought took herself to her peaceful Nashville
Mrs. James K. Polk the most perfect home, hallowed by sweet memories, lives is about as disagreeable a place for
lady, after Harriet Lane, that ever ruled where she was surrounded by allshe held the residenge of a gentleman as there is
in the White House. ‘Bat you 'know,” most dear on earth. Within view of in Boston. Street railways have a juncshe would add, with a wise shake of her her library windows is a plain monument tion just in front of it, and the rumble of
gray curls, ‘Harriet ‘was not a wife, she that marks the resting-place of one who cars is constant. It is surrounded by
was only d niece.” And yet, Miss Lane, served his country well. ‘James K. third-class shops, restaurants and saloons.
Elliott Johnson, of Polk,” is the simple inscription. The ex- | What few dwelling houses, once abodes
now Mrs. Henry
Baltimore, is deserving of an exalted President's study remains another sacred | of persons of social consideration, yet reposition in the annals of Washington memento. There still is the chair he oc- mained unchanged into shops are lodging
houses, and a good many of them could
She came in with her uncle, cupied, the desk he wrote at over thirty
society.
Mr. Buchanan, in 1857, at a stormy pe- years ago. Nor has the public exhausted
not get a character from the police. Yet
She was its sympathy and affection for the lonely Phillips lives on undisturbed, in apparent
riod of our national affairs..
described then, as * a stately, high-bred inmate of this mansion. For many years protest against tae taste and .proceedings
in her the Legislature of Tennessee was in the of those who have removed to more fashwoman, composed and elegant
manners, courtly and graceful in receiv- habit of calling upon Mrs. Polk in a body jonable sections. Hisis a plain, threeing, in vonyersation self-possessed, and on the first of every year, the highest
story brick house, no way noticeable exvery cordial. Rather above the medium compliment ever paid by State authorities cept that it is a dwelling house with ‘an
hight, with finely molded person, comair of respectability seeming out of place.
to a lady. Various military companies
plexion fair, with delicate color, blue- have at odd times paid her marked re- On the green door is painted in another
gray eyes, and fine brown hair.” She spect, and during the Centennial she was shade of green and in large letters the
came into the White House ata time of one of the distinguished few favored with name of Phillips. In the garch of imThere werd many painful a special official invitation to attend the provement the time has come when it is
differences.
separations between old friends. Mrs. Exhibition, an honor, on account of her desired to run a street over the ground
Stephen A. Douglass (now Mrs. General advanced years, the lady was obliged to where this house stands, and the old agher decline.— Progress.
was in the zenith of
itator promptly files a remonstrance.
Williams)
ob
O-O-0-0
beauty and her fame ; but party disputes
++

That's the sort of * civil service ” that
makes * rotation in office,” a very natural
My
result of republican institutions.

op-

girl, has
Lulu Palmer, a Charlestown
been probably fatally poisoned by sucking
cheap colored balloons, which are sold on
the street.

that is said about marriage, misery more
widely perhaps than any other happiness,
— Sunday-Afternoon.

speaks in the most flattering terms of Mrs.

TLand-

classes.

all

amid

cold season is predicted.

. of it.
standing on 40, 1:
The Ragged School Union of London
expends about $130,000 a‘year in endeavoring to elevate the lowest and poorest

trial and stormy day that earth can bring.
1t is an ideal, if not always realized in

in her book
in America,

Y., the

In the Red river country
farm contains 68,000 acres,

sen-

blindest

N.

Auburn,

lords say hotels registers wlll be kept
en all summer.— Utica Observer.

children

it gives those
other and
the

the

is to address the State-

at

prison convicts
Fourth,

injustice, blight and down-dragging,one of
the most perplexing institutions society

in the White House,and it was a wonderful triumvirate.
Mrs. Madison, with her

ily,and her friends,nobody will complain.

to

its aspects is doubtless the source of an
immense amount of unhappiness, crime,

receptions, when her beauty was almost
regal. But, richly or plainly attired, she
was always modest and commanding.
Surrounded generally by home and foreign
celebrities in their costly costumes, their
wives gorgeous in silks and satin, and
blazing with jewels, and by" officers of
the army and navy, she stood during"
their many levees by the side of her husband, in his iron-gray hair, welcoming
with a charming grace and cordiality to
the gay and brilliant reception. *“ Once,”
said my old lady friend, ‘I saw Mrs.
Madison at eighty-six, Mrs. John Quincy
at different times filled the same

in
el-

. MORRISON,

ed und received into the F.

its members who loved it and had labored for
its welfare through prosperity and adversity
for many years.
May their mantle fall on
others.
E. W. RICKER.

Union

Western

of the

SARAH

ede

heart to God at the age of 14, and was

for

months, the Chas. St. church Has Tost four

3,285,000 barrels of beer annually.

The net profits

through all scenes and changes, a near and
Marriage in some of
blessed stand-by.

school,

Mrs. Polk, three ladies

character;

himself.

vul-

Morrison, died in Luke Village, N. H., June
8, aged 50 years and 10 months. = She gave her

(sister of the
failing

i

MRS.

of shadows.

She had been

the

Our brother leaves a

088.

several years, and for months had been belpless, and her departure hourly expected.
She
was
a faithful Christian, and for about forty
years a most worthy member of the Chas, St.
church.
She often expressed herself as * only
waiting, all ready to go.”
A son and two
daughters mourn the loss of one of the best
of mothers.
Her great desire was that they
might meet her in heaven.
Thus, in nine

Telegraph Company last year were $4,238,¥
;
988.

perhaps

the

even

not

panionship; the fact that
who enter in it, each in

She dressed plainly, save at her

Adams. and

meant

vears and 1 month,

bis long and painful

to cast his burdens

wife and four children, together with a large
Glrele of friends and relatives, to mourn their

above),
and
widow of the late Benjamin
Hoitt, died in Dover, N. H., May" 14, aged T4'

PARAGRAPHS.

No,
who are gathered around its ¢shrine.
but the intimacy and reliability of its com-

and reared in the Presbyterian church,
Mrs. Polk's discipline was considered
rather severe, especially for a Southern
woman.

was

Mgs. Batusaena S: Hr

and

found. rest to: his soul,

ley of shadow of death.

vesrs und 8 months,
She had been u great
sufferer for more than two years. Converted
in early life, grace made her naturally amiable
disposition still more attractive. She won and
retained a warm place iu the hearts of all who
were blessed with her society. For nearly
thirty years a beluved sister of the Chas. St.
church, ever ready to do what she could.
Her
pure life and sweet testimonies will long linger in our memories.
** Blessed are the dead
which die in the Lord from
henceforth; vea,
saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their
labors and their works do follow them,”
_ MRS. NANCY REED died in Dover, N. H.,
Feb. 8, aged 78 years.
Sister Reed had attended the Chas. St. church for many years, and
at the age of 76 years was baptized by the
writer.
When called very suddenly and unexpectedly she was found ready, She rests
from her labors,

ora-

carried

finding him an ever present friend in

arfd wife of Marcellus Morgan, died of cancer,
in Dover, N. H., March 22, 1879, aged 51

Columbus, Ga., has $3,000,000 ivvested
!
in cotton manufacturing.
Frou 1864, to 1877 Connecticut averaged
;
448 (divorces annually.
Ice factories are being built in many of
the Southern cities.
New York has 405 breweries, and turns
out

upon the Lord, and

For many years she was a faithfal and worthy member of the Chas, St. church, and always interested for its welfare,
ever ready
with labor and means as of her ability.
Mrs. ANN P. MORGAN, sister of the above,

notes, mud-

believe,

valley

was

During

sickness. he was enabled

tr.

the

ome, where i

generous friend,
'

Mgs. MARY TUTTLE died in Dover, N. H.,
Sept. 1st, 1878, aged 61 years. Sister Tuttle,
had been failing for several months, but was
not thought to be so near her end. She passed
quietly away inthe night, with no one
by her
side save
Him who has promised to be with

O-0-O-0-0
4-409

be supreme above all others. What is the
sweetest charm of all true marriage, what
the greatest advantage, what the most
priceless happiness, take life through,
whichit brings tothe human heart? Not
the flush and splendor of its early love;
not the richer development which it brings

it was felt that a new mistress had taken
command; und a new era begun. Educat-

followed

have

ten years

pleasure, whatever else may be said
After | their favor, strike a deadly blow at an

year, his wife

ers, and when General Jackson's
Tennessee successor,
Mr. Polk,and his stately
wife, came into the White House, in 1845,

same house, will of necessity run through
generations. We have all been told and
understand how this sort of thing -goes
on, and what sad

some

fiftieth

I

for his old

laid to rest with his friends. ' He was a loving
husband, a kind and indul on father,
and a

the eopy

VERSES are inadmissible.

his disciples through

just

and some years ago he moved to GorMe. Jet he ever cherished a warm love

ue dof siud syns) asff-£)uasog

to say,

hold have become fixtures, that is

were

words.

dates and names in a truly dismanner. In his own interests, as
those of the country, it is desirahe should be relieved of his
duties at the next general elec-

He feels this,

accompany

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINEof eight

The other day he said: There was a
time when I looked forward with pleasure to making a speech; now I find the
same pleasure in not making one.—London Truth.

waited, as Carney relates, until the Mary
Powell came abreast of old Cro’ Nest, and
then he went down leisurely to the landing and was in ample time to board her,
illustrating once more the incomparable
coolness and calculation of the hero of
Appomattox'—Letter to N. Y . Herald.

June, 1849, and she still lives in sheir old
home at Nashville, far over seventy,
white-haired, universally beloved, and a
zealous Christian. It is of Mrs. Polk's
life in the presidential mansion. that 1
now wish to speak. Both General Jackson and Mr.
Van Buren had been widow-

where Queen Victoria has been reigning
housesince 1837, the ladies of the royal
they may be

tion.

thing as I can, for I don’t believe there is
any scene in the world like it,” and he

the news came that

four years in the Presidency,

instance,

for

England,

In

(poihting to the

yonder

spot where the shoulder of Cro’ Nest
Mountain dips in the river) “Ill start,
but now I want to take in as much-of this

his

mond,
ham,

sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
8 but just that CARH should

business: relations with

him, all uniting in deelaring him to be a
and honest man, Ile was a‘ native of

be’

TY (2)OI) ¥ HIM Sau) SIU) pun

in

foreign courts ; as wide a difference, indeed, as that between arepublic and a

monarchy.

taking his eyes off the river, slowly unswered: ** When the Mary Powell pass-

‘es that point

although

should

“RIN Muy

whether

arrangement

dled up
tressing
well as
ble that
arduous

eral, there is hardly a moment to spare;
you had better hurry up.”
Grant, never

the

soon,

Obituaries

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per:

had been evidently prepared and he

had frequent recourse to his

said, “Gen-

went up and saluting Grant,

Mr. Polk had been nominated for President of the United States at Baltimore by
the Democrats. He was not an active
ob
bn
20 B--b
on gn g
candidate, but the struggle for the high
THE
CHARM
OF
TRUE
MARRIAGE.
office was so animated etween the lead- |
Our advanced theories of divorce and
ing aspirants,that they finally compromised on the husband of the handsome lady, | free love making the matrimonial relation
and Mr. Polk was elected the November | merely a partnership to be «dissolved at

or aunts.” The
«+ sisters, or cousin,
domestic or social system in the Presi.
dent's family is; of course, different in
the

life, in 1844,

tion

Carney

So

boat®

that

wants to catch

what looked like a rest after an

exciting

tained, and he

NOTICE.

Gen’l Tkt.

=009 JOU 0

While on a short visit to Washington, a
few months ago, I met an old lady who
had seen a great deal of Washington
society, and who was always pleased
when called upon to speak of the wiyes
of the Presidents, or rather the ladies of
the White House, whether wives, or

** and insist with

the General that he must go at once if he

than

did

in Nashville ; and there, while they

daughters, or daughters-in-law ;

ly, to the hotel manager,

refined,

like a Spanish donna,” look forward to
her husband's election as Speaker of the
House at Washington, and afterwards as
the Governor'of
Tennessee. After these
nonors, they retired to their lovely home

of lies.”— Rus-

MRS. JAMESX. POLK.

from

of a

any other in the world. = Little

Joy
Se
+e

respect

is not

beautiful southern woman, with her raven
hair, black eyes,and dlive skin, ¢* so much

kin.

every

case,

advantages to intelligent females

form of blinded conscience is so fur sunk as
that which comforts itself for having deceived,
because the deception was by gesture or silence
instead of utterance, and, finally, according to
Tennyson's trenchant line, “ A lie which is.

halfa truth is ever the worst

by the presence

the

the American girl wants from the start is
opportunity ; give her that,and she carves
out her own fame. And let it be said to
the credit of our country, it offers more

no

so that

worded;

plainly

grees than a lie

blessed

is often

and those who held

ag

PARTICULAR

E

purposes.

2

8

—

HuGH PLUMMER died at Middle Jam,
o
ham, Me., May 22 aged 66 years. Bro, a
mer was aniversallt
lovedby his employes,
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ANNIVERSARIES AT NEW

to President Cheney

Y. M. C. A., by Rev. F. J. Fielden, of Franklin Falls, combatting the heresy of the old

and to the

memory

of Mr. Bates met with hearty response
from all present,
* Not the least pleasant feature of Commencement week had been the annual exercises of the Alumni, which occurred on
Wednesday, and the business
meeting
which followed. The literary exercises
consisted of an oration on the History of
the Christian church by Rev.

C.

A.

Bick-

HAMPTON.

At this quiet village, nestling among the
hills, far beyond the reach of the shrillest
steam-whistle,
‘‘ Anniversary week” is an
event of no small importance.
It opened this
year on Sunday, June 22, when an appropriate
sermon was preached to the graduating class
by Rev. C. E. Blake, pastor of the village

church, from the ¥ékt, * Silver and gold bave
I none, but such as I have give I thee.”
The
lesson of personal consecration to high and
noble purposes was clearly and impressively
enforced.
On Monday evening an able and

maxim, “ The world owes me

Those

fully occupied by these examinations and in
almost every instance it

was

felt

that

ism and Catholicism.

At the business meeting which followed
between one and two thousand dollars
were raised for the college, and a determination was expressed by all present to
continue their work so far and so fast as
possible, until their Alma Mater "was re-

lieved of every
spirit manifested
and daughters is
for the future of

embarrassment. Such a
on the part of her sons
certainly a good omen
the college, and ought to

~encourage others to laboron

and

not to

despair,. This evening, oceurs the usual
“reteption givenby the - President to the

Senior class and their

friends,

and this

will ielose the exercises of the ‘week.

The

Jong vacation then begins. _ The prospects
~for the coming year are excellent. Four.

teen students have been admitted to the
Freshman
class from the Latin School,and
enough more ‘are expected from other
schools to'swell the number-to forty, and
perhaps, fifty.
This shows that Bates
College has a mission, and that she is
. performing it with a constant increase of
patrenage and public appreciation.
;
YOKUN.

much

devoted to

the

anniversary

of

the Literary Societies, at which Hon. J. W.
Patterson, of Hanover, delivereda very able

address on “ Manhood,” and

that portion

of

it which dealt with his subject, was admirable
in thought and elegant in expression; the
orator had, however, woven
into his ad-

dress a large amount of matter evidently inspired by his peculiar personal experiences in
public life, which,

rially from

its

to many,

value,

detracted

and

so

mate-

increased

its

length as to make it positively wearisome.

During the week, thus far, former students,
and friends of those now in school, had been

arriving by every stage and by private conveyance;

so

that,

when

¢ Anniversary

Day”

dawned on Thursday morning, this little hamlet was pretty well filled with visitors. The
exercises of the graduating class occupied the

long morning session, at which nineteen

parts

were performed, one speaker being excused.
The orations and essays;were fully up to the
average of such productions, showing a good
degree of clearness und strength of thought,

combined with force and elegance

of expres-

Test, recreation, and a good time generally.
To the student
it has quite another signifi
cance. To the average college student, it

sion. Both parts of the discussion on the
Restriction of Immigration,” were excellent
specimens of forensic ability, and the * Society Addresses,” were noticeably good; the Salutatory and Valedictory were evidently well
bestowed, and the Poem was above the usual
standard of such productions.
We give below
the names of those who received diplomas in

means teaching, waiting at summer

the Literary Department:

Vacation and
Tothe

pastor

and

Work.

teacher,

;

vacation

means

hotels,

or

. perbaps a moist brow and a blistered hand on
the hay field.
To the

theological student,

if

he

narrowly

escapes the hay field, and the tramping in
book agency, it means constant preaching,
and other church work.
This will appear
from the statement below with respect to the
employment of the Bates theological students,
for the vacation now upon us.
Mr. Pinkham, of the graduating class, com-

mences, the first Sabbath in July, his labors

with the Northwoed, N. H., church, as its
pastor, Mr. Salley, of the same class, commencing at the same time, will supply the
church at Lawrence, Mass., during the three

months absence of Rev. Mr. Houghtou,its pastor. Mr. Stacy, also of the same class, has received & pressing

invitation to visit one of our

leading ¢hurches in the State of N. Y., with a
“view to settlement.

He has the subject

under

advisement. Mr. Avery,of the Middle class,will
continue to supply at Sabattus. Mr. Frost, of
the

same

class, will

. during the vacation.

supply

at

Lisbon

Falls

Mr. Remick, also of the

same class, will continue his labors at Mechanic

«Falls. Mr, Adams, of the Junior class, is engaged to supply the church at 80. Montville for
the vacation.

Mr. Burgess, of the

same class,

is expected to supply somewhat in the vicini‘ty of his home, Providence, R. I. Mr. George,

*

evening was

Misses G. O.

Boynton,

Berry,

Milton; L.

New

E.

Durham;

Dixon,

C.

M.

So. Elliot,

Me.; A. P. Dickerman, New Hampton; N, F.
Eastman, Laconia; F. T. Hill, Lyman, Me.;
E. J. Huckens, Farmington; Alice Saunders,

Alexandria; and Messrs.

E.M.

Blodget,

No.

Weare; F. E. Briggs, Alexandria; R. W.
Cheney, Ashland; A. W. Drew, Ashland; B.
F. Lane, Sanbornton; G. C.
Evans, New

Hampton; C. F.

Flanders,

Wilmot Flat;

D.

‘W. Merrow, No. Shapleigh, Me. ; E. K. Smith,
New Hampton; H. W. Felker,
Rochester; C.
H. Little, Sutton; J. H. Quincy, Rumney;
and W. L. Fernald, Kittery, Me.
In addition to these twenty-three received
diplomas in the Commercial Department, and
sevenin Telegraphy.’” One diploma, shrouded

in black, and left upon

the table

told the

sad

story of the death of one, Miss Clare B. Perkins, of Bristol, who. would have stood with
her classmates onthis pleasant occasion, but

whose recent death had cast a shadow over
their hearts.
:

all
;

At
fonr
o'clock,
Thursday
afternoon,
a meeting of the Alumni Association was held,
at which J. M. Pollard, Esq., of Boston presided, and Prof. J. W. Chadwick, also of Bos

ton, acted as secretary. An address was given by Dr. J. F. Cogswell, of Warner, and
speeches were made by Prof. Meservey,

J.W. Patterson and Hon.

Geo.

Hon.

Bingham,

|

June 26, 1879.

and in the vicinity of the custom house, the Maryland Institute, a large number of buildings, be-

tween forty and fifty, including warehouses and
stores, in Lombard, Pratt, Second, South, Calvert,
Dight,

Exchange

streets were

Place.

unroofed.

of roofs, large

plate

President

Besides

glass

and

other

the destructien

widnows

were

blown

out and destroyed. The damage will probably
reach $25,000. The track of the storm was not
more than a’quarter mile wide, and its fury was
spent before it reached the eastern confines of the
city.
It has been discovered within the past few days

of

But little business of importance was transacted in either branch of Congress, Monday.
In the Senate the appropriation committee reported a resolution fixing Wednesday at five
o'clock, P. M., as the date for a final adjournment of the present session, but under objec-.
tions its consideration was postponed.
The
President’s message vetoing the judicial bill
was read in the House, and by a vote of 104 to
78 the measure failed to become a law vver his
objections.
In
the Senate, Tuesday, an
amendment embracing the provisions of the
judicial expenses bill vetoed by the President
on Monday, was offered to the bill providing
extra compensation for Senate and House em-

ploves, and adopted. The House rejected the
conference resolution for a sine die adjournment, Tuesday, by a vote of 103 to 81, nineteen

Democrats uniting with the Republicans in the
negative.——In the Senate, Wednesday, Mr.
Burnside, of R. 1., introduced ‘a joint resolution declaring that Congress would regard the
construction of an inter-oceanic canal across
the Isthmus of Darien under
the protection
of the European powers as an infringement of

the Monroe doctrine. Mr. Windom,of Minnesota, spoke at length on the record of the Re-

for the past

twenty years, a spirited debate following, parHeipated in by Messrs. Saulisbury, Ingalls, Davis, Conkling and others.
A resolution was
adopted in the House authorizing the commit-

tee on rules to sit during the recess for the purpose of effecting a complete revision of the
rules governing that body.
A protracted debate ocurred on a bill exempting from license

and other fees vessels not propelled

wholly by

sail or by external motive power of their own.
No action,however, was taken on the subject.
——The conference report on the letter-carri-

ery deficiency bill was concurred

in

by the

‘Senate, Thursday, and the judicial bill read a
second time and referred to the SpDIopHiationy

committee. In the House, after debate, the judicial expenses appropriation bill No. 1 was
‘passed by a vote of 99 to 67, all the greenbackers with one exception

voting in

the

affirma-

tive.——The Vest resolution for the remonetization of silver

was

further

the box, I

strained brine, as strong
would make it.
Over the

Congressional.

publican and Degpoeratic parties

of

discussed

in the

as
jar

AN INTRAOTABLE DISEASE.

In this way the butter

wholly exclaed from

the

air,

and

cool and hard, even in a common

kept

cellar.

So perfectly had the butter kept that after
all brine had been poured off, when the

tryer was drawn from it the back of the
tryer was wholly free from butter, and

only covered with a * dew sweat.”

The

butter had lost none of its original flavor.
There was the natural fragrant aroma
which it originally possessed, and it was
so hard
as to crumble when cut with a
knife.
For family use during the summer season, small jars or crocks of a size
that will hold ouly a few pounds, are

ejinarow in

a long box

plac-

of sufficient’

depth that the salt will sufficiently cover
all ap inch or two, commencing at one
end to place the crocks, and surround each
one on all sides with salt.
In this way
the butter is kept hard, sweet and ready
for the table, or to sell.— Country Gentle~
man.
ne

Stell

THE ONION MAGGOT AND FLY.
Several years ago, writes a correspondent of Vick’s Magazine, I noticed that my
onions looked sickly and drooping, early
in

June,

cause,
young

and,

found
bulbs.

after

searching

for

the

maggots at work
inthe
Since then I have been

more or less troubled with this onion destroyer. The trouble is, I suppose,
with our onion seed, or something

we have imported a foreigné®, and
becoming

goed.

naturalized

too

The fly, the originatdr

fast

that,
else,

he
for

is
our

of the mis-

chief, makes its appearance early in the
spring, and the female deposits its eggs
at the bottom of the stem,near the ground.
propriations committee.
The House joint res- In three or four days the egg hatches out
olution for closing the present session on Monday next, was also referred to the same com- a little worm that eats its way dowa inmittee. Considerable discussion occurred ovto the bulb, which soon turns yellow and
er a resolution providing that all testimony
dies. I believe the depredations of this
taken by the select committee investigating the
insect will not become very serious—I cerTreasury accounts be printed for the use of the
Senate, but. nothing definite was determined.
tuinly hope so.
They seem to prefer
The House passed the bill making appropriations for the fees of United States marshals white onions to the red, and shallots to
judicial bill No. 2), by a vote of 88 to 69. A either.. I have had whole plantations of
oint resolution was adopted fixing the next the latter entirely destroyed.
A dressing
onday at 4, P. M., as the time for the final adjournment of Congress.——Judicial bill No. 2- of charcoal and lime is thought to be
(making appropriations for the fees of U. 8. the best preventive.

ed alike by the dictates

of justice and

wise

statesmanship.”
This
amendment,
which
would have practically defeated the object of
the resolution, was rejected by one. majority,
vote standing 20 to 21,and the whole subject
went over until Monday’s session. The House

passed, with amendments, the Senate

bill ex-

empting from license and ether fees vessels not
propelled wholly by sail or internal motive
power of their own. A resolution was adopted providing for the conclusion of a further

treaty between the United
co.
;

+ bd&-0-o

LARGE FARMING A PRECARIOUS

=

BUSINESS.

The following figures are’ given by a San
Francisco correspondent of a Philadelphia
paper, as evidence that farming on a gigantic
scale is profitable neither to the country nor
to the farmer.
He says,‘ The largest wheat
producer in California, or in the world, is Dr.
H. J. Glenn.
He was formerly from Monroe
County, Missouri.
He isa man of great enterprise and energy. His ranche lies in Colu-

sa county, and comprises

at 8 o'clock, each morning during Commence‘ment week,

.

:

’

TPR.

courtesy and tact of teachers, the manly

bear-

ing and womanly deportment of pupils.
The Pommercial Department, which has with-

In

tion.

———eetlp

|

He also ig hard pressed, and I am told is pay-

2027

SOLD

BY ALL

Parsons’

Purgative

Volume 1., Idle Hour Series.
By MARY

W. PORTER,

IF YOU WANT

ABBATH-SGHOOL
PINGING BOOK
A GOOD

Don’t fail to send for one from the following superior list:

quite moderate. The sales of Patent Wisconsin
and Minnesota spring wheat extras have been at

GOSPEL SONGS,
SONGS OF LOVE;
EVERY SABBATH,

$6 @ $2¥ bbl, and the latter
figure, with few exceptions.

GOSPEL

same

By LOWRY,

erate demand.
Western common
extras
have
been selling at 3 75 @ $4 25; and Western superSPRING WHEATS.

Western superfine....ccooeveeinens
$300 @ 325
BH

GIB

A400

@575

t0 800d. ceeaeeirnrnssn 600

805 BROADWAY,
New York.

vc csanennnecnnssecnniiaiand75 @ 550

Meal, Western....oveeeseasas

ATHOLICITY
EXPOSED!
face with your eyes. open;
ons showing the

deceit
and

and threatening

1879.
svirnssn «+ 823 281

Flour. bbl...cvsses

1878.
620.392

tus],
TL AT

continues

moderate,

but

a

craft.

1,461,352

CORN MEAL.—There has been a good
of Corn Meal for export to the Provinces
a $2 25 ¥ bbl.
.
CORN.—The market remmins without
The demand from the trade and for
large

in

of

against

14c¢.

So

under 9c
1b. The
and uncertain tone,

market closes
We quote:

to

find

@

12
17
14
12

Fair to

Good. ..cvauneneaens

Common. .eeseses

Fair
to good do

“wd

aise

van

seveerssasavies

Common...... (PE
PP

MEDALS
AWARDED)

4009

dB

@

RE I +6

months

is a

the

gratifying

B. W. HENRY

& CO, L Box 89, Spring-

ENGRAVING

is of two sizes, 9 x 12 inches,

12 X 15 inches, 856 cents.

For Sale at the

MORNING

STAR

allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not discontinued when

the time

expires for which it is paid unless
persons re
quest it; and it is discontinued when
it has
been more than one po in arrears, after due

notice and time shall have been given.
REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and
give both the old and new address when they

NEW BUTTER.

Western—
Creameries,¥ 1b...... EYVT ET 1] weld
@
Choice, dairy packed......... werner l2¥B
Choice ladle packed..v.oeev.ne. wenesll
@

over cighteen

THE

much

17
15
14
14

within

TERMS:
$2.50 per year; or, if paid in advance, $2,20.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payndent on the label of his paper, and not

we

@
@
@
@

little

This fine engraving

with a quiet

New York and Vermont..
Creameries # 1b........... rivavsivens 15
Choice Franklin Co., Vt. dairy.
14
Choice Vermont dairy lois
«+13
Choice New York dairy lot
.13

8 work

MORNING STAR OFFICE,
Any one wishing totake a quantity, to sell at Quarterly and Yearly
Meetings can obtain them at a large discount by
applying to W. O, SAYLES, 10
WALL 81, N. Y.,.
the cash accompanying the order.
21tf

can see, there is certainly nothing here to warrant

difficult

a

25 cents;

buyers in the country paying
any higher rates.
Although we have beer. quoting common down to
6 cents, none of this kind has been on the market
for several weeks and itis

to place

DR. JAMES L. PHILLIPS.

the

far as

iniquity,

| —OF—

at 15¢. An occasional fine selection may
a little more, but for round lots as they ar-

getover

order

STEEL

market the past week, and the tendency of prices
has been slightly in buyers’ favor,
although we
have no material changeto report in quotations.
Strictly choice stock has ruled pretty si
v, but
medium grades have develo
a little weakness,
owing to the falling off in the demand from exporters. Buyers for cold storage have been operating to a moderate extent, but
they move very cautiously and take none but the very finest lots, for
which they do not want to pay over 13 @ l4c. We
notice sales of New York and Vermont dairy lots
at 13 @ 14¢c, and some Franklin County, Vermont,
it is not easy to

of

us on every side

field, Mass,
In writing to us please mention this paper.

16,

on

In

our risk.

945 tubs and 1,748 boxes for the same time last
year. Exports for the week have been 1,643 pack.
azes against 702 for the same tims last year,
There has been a large supply of Butter

bigotry surrounding

guarantee of its ROpularity, and rates it the most
complete and graphic exposition of Romanism in
America. Your nearest book dealer will furnish
it at our price, or you can get it direct of us (postage free) by enclosing one dollar and your address,’
Please give name of town, county and
state plainly. P.O. Otder or registered letter at

our receipts continue to be for
export Great
Britain and the stock offering is small. The sales
of mixed and yellow have been at 46 @ 4S¢ ¥ bu.
OATS. —There is a steady demand and the mar.
ket is quite firm.
RYE. ~The market is quite and the sales have
been confined to small lots at 65 @ 66¢ & bu.
FEED.—There is a moderate demand. Shorts
and Fine Feed have been selling at $13 50; and
Middlings at #14 @ $15¥ ton,
BUTTER.—The receipts - of Butter for the week
have been 20.43% tubs and 2,347 boxes

Under the sur
startling revela

amount

reach of all, we sell it at the nominal price of ene
dollar. The actual sale of hilly thousand copies

demand
at $2 10
.
change.
ex-port

portion

enormous

our most cherished social and political rights.
atholicity Ex
d is a neatly gotten up work of over four hundred pages giving the
true inwardness of clerical supremacy and priest-

@ 550

Oat Meal fancy brands....... vessenesns B75 @ 600
Receipts from Jaouary 1 to June 21.

rive

Of GRANAHAN AND
STEBBINS

66 WEST FOURTH ST.,
Cincinnati, O.

@ 650

THNOIB.ceevsrcssrieanenes senenansassns
300 @ 695
Sb. TOMES ns sevrtrssnst
risus srnsngesanss+ 500 G50
Corn Meal, ¥ bbleu.coerreenienensnnsees
210 @.215
RY FIOUr..cvevuiisiaannsiisnnnsvasins «..300 @ 350

lots,
bring

N 0.3.
No. 3.)

PUBLISHED BY
CHURCH & CO.

JOHN

WHEATS,

INADA
scr sssensssnss censesnnssisans
BED @ 600

Oat

““

““

L550 @ 850

evssesesvenssrrenssensnssarvis svi 35 8 375

Michigab.

“

“

*.* Single Copies bound in boards, sent by mail
npon receiptof 35 cents; $30 per hundred by ex-

Patents, choice..... sessnsannsncensseea
$675 @ 750
common

By GEo. F. Roor.

press.

A400 @ 450

WINTER

and BLISS,

By P. P. Briss.
By H. R, PALMER.
By T. C. O’KANE.

and TEMPERANCE SONGS.
f
By KINZIE and GABRIEL.
GOSPEL HYMNS, No. 1. Br BLISS, SANKEY,

:

fine
at $3 @ $3 25¥ LbL

DOANE

THE PRIZE,

price is the outside
Patent winter wheats

range from $6 @ $7 50 ¥ bbl, and has been in mod-

Minnesota, bakers.....

TIDINGS,

time

ere is no change in
the demand continues

Minnesota and Wiscons

of New Orleans.

Price 50 cents.
PRONOUNCED THE MOST BRILLIANT AND-ENTERTAINING SUMMER BOOK
ISSUED FOR YEARS,
For sale by all Booksellers and Newsdealers, or
sent postpaid on receipt of price by the Publishers ;
D. LOTHROP & CO., Boston,

have been 18,521 bbls.
Flour since our last and

ODIO

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star foce to press Tuesday morning,

and communications
here of Saturday

10

-

ddress,

@ 18

for insertion

ought to be

previous.
ve

Lo

De

D OVER,

STEWART

N.

br.

New Yo

ENDORSED BY OVER THIRTY
SE
MACHINE
EXHIBITORS at PARIS and

PHILADELPHIA

as being '' Very

Strong, Smooth, and Excel=
lent
Thread."

experience of 60 years by
*" our Senior Partner warrants the
claim that our Thread has metit of no
A trial will prove this,

ordinary character.

ATO

BE HAD OF ALL DEALERS."&%
nt, Boston, Mass.

[87 STNDAY SCHOOL MUSIC BOUKS, 1679
0

PEL

ECHOES

4

R.G. STAPLES.

A new and choice collection of sparkling, bright,

«+
(cheerful Hymns and Songs for the Sunday-school Prayer and Praise
«Gives perfect satisfaction wherever used.
:
rice, 30 cts. ; $3.00 per doz. ;.
per 100,
choice collection of S. 8. Music, mostly
:
of the Sunday-Schools, Prayer-meetiug e
very Sunday-School can afford it. Price 25 ots. ; $2.50 per doz: $20 per 100.
0
| G STAR
: {By KNOWLES SHAW.
The last and best work by the late Knowles
fly _( Shaw, the successful revivalist, Author of Sparkling Jewels, Shining
ar.
earls,
Golden Gate, ete. Price 85 cts.; $3.60 per doz. ; $30 per 100.
You will make no mistake in adopting either of these books. aA copy of either sent by mail on receipt of price, or one of each for 75 cts. Specimen pages free. Address
CENTRAT, BOOK CONCERN, Cincinnati, Ohio, or Oskaloosa, Fowa,
1814
and OLIVER DITSON & €o., Boston, Mass.

PEARLY GATES, {ii fiioskcmans,ave
eetings.

1

1y271°

WELCOME

Patents,

H

Bane

have been 36,028 bbis of all kinds against 20,412
bbls for the corresponding week of 18/8, and 12.-

extras. .

Rich

be restore:

Produce Report.
BOSTON, Saturday,June 28.
receipts of Flour for the week

Wisconsin.......

New,

will Sake} pil each night from 1 to 12 weeks may

ill

The exports rfor the

Pills make

Blood, and will completely change the blood in the
entire system in three months.

Boston

847 bbls in 1877.

DRUGGISTS.

NEW RICH BLOOD

All

THE MARKETS.
FLOUBR.—The

Jroperties of the best

mineral waters in the world.

Insure with H.Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

all arable land.
He has this year 45,000 acres
in wheat, which, at a low calculation, will pro-

of which are in wheat, which he thinks will
average
this
year
80 bushels
an ucve.

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

Miserableness.

States and Mexi-

The Republican State Convention in Maine was
held in Bangor on Thursday.
A large gathering
was in attendance. On the third ballot the Hon,

experience,

like rivers, spring from small causes.
river may not be easily diverted from:
nor the neglected di<ease from its
work.
Taken m time, disease, which
Interrupted function, may be averted

It combines the medicinal

The most wonderful und marvelous success,
in cases where persons
are sick or pining
away from a condition of miserableness, that
no one
knows what ails them, (profitable
patients for doctors,) is obtained by the use of
Hop Bitters. They begin to cure from the
first dose and keep it up
until
perfect health
is restored.
Whoever is afilic
in this way
need not suffer, when they can get Hop Bitters.
See “ Truths” And “ Proverbs” in another
column.

Common

jer

by the use of Nature's remedy,

the newer remedies, including those suggested
by the germ-theory
of disease, have been
equally disappointing,
We are thus, for our main dependence, shut
up to complete isolation of the patient,. plenty
of fresh air in ‘the sick-room, and thorough
disinfection.
Grensing the body, and warm
baths during convalescence,
are a help, since
they safely remove much of the scarf-skin,
minute particles of which, inhaled by others,
are a frequent, if not the most common,
source of the infection.— Youth’s Companion.

60,000 acres, nearly

duce 900,000 bushels. His wheat will sell for
Littleton.
of
85 cents per bushel, or $765,000. Dr. Glenn has
yo
~The festivities of the week concluded with
of the same class, will occupy the pulpit of
been farming for ten years, and one would
Rev. Mr. Penney, of Augusta, during the lat~ a Promenade Concert and Re-union, at which
suppose he ought to have. a handsome sum to
Miscellaneous.
ter’s vacation of two months. Mr. Gowen, of everybody seemed to have a good time in
his credit in the bank; but what with failure
There were five sunstrokes in New York, Fri.
Of course it day.
the same class, will continue bis services spite of the fatigue of the week.
of crops—which occurs two years in every
with the church at Greene. Mr. Ufford, also of was hot.and dusty, but that is to be expected,
The Wilder collection of minerals at Troy, N. five—and the enormous interest he pays on
the same class, continues with the Baptist and . those who expect it are seldom dis- | Y., has been purchased for Williams College.
his loans, he is said to owe a round million of
church at East Auburn.
Mr. Hillman, who
appointed.” |
‘Over 400 employees attended the funeral of Al: dollars, Last year his credit was bad, as he |
bert Webber, the piano manufacturer, in New
had no crop. Now, with his splendid crop in
has entered the incoming Junior class, willd
York, Sunday.
Report of Examining Committee.
prospect, he will probably get out.
The Dalsupply the church at Dexter.~J. ¥.
hristopher Southwick, a well-known citizen of
rimples of St. Paul, who, ten . years ago, were
To
the
Trustees’
of
New
Hampton
Litere
Midhetomn,
R.
1,
has
died
from’
the
effects
of
a
9
Commenceme nt Items,
lobster bite.
’
the largest farmers of wheat in Minnesota,
ary and Biblical Institution:
Your Exam?76 had a reunion this year.
:
v ining Committee for the year 1879, has attendraising as much as 400,000 bushels in a single
Two children named Wiswell, were struck by
lightning at New York, Sunday, and killed. They year, wentto the wall. Another large wheat
There are seventeen members in the gradu- ed to its duty and desires to submit the fol- were
sitting in the arbor, r
ng.
raiser is. D. M. Reavis, whose land lies on the
g class.
:
lowing report. We have been present at the,
Six hundred passengers sailed from New York
President's reception oceurrad as usual on examination of the various classes and bave for Europe, Saturday, the largest pumber ever border of Colusa and Butte counties. He is
Friday evening. A large number of alumni seen much to commend and little to criticise. known in one day. The above mumber included also from Monroe county, Missouri, and has an
some {wo hundred tourists of ithe Tourjee expediunpretending little estate of*15,000 acres, 13,000
‘We have noticed with pleasure the general
‘were among the guests.
i
A prayer meeting was hell in Hathorn Hall

proportion to a physieians

Wheat, bu..... svsunvirns

tlt

Diseases,
The roaring
its
course,
destructive
is merely an

* Belladonna bas been longest relied on, but
confidence in its efli-acy is now in inverse:

was

all Druggists.
y

measure at naught.

This dangerous disease has become fixed in
our large cities, and in spite of the bast efforts
of our Boards of Health, readily becomes
epidemic,
Thus, last year, in New York, duaring July, August, September and October,
#it
averaged thirty-nine cases a month.
During
November, it arose to ninety.
During December, January, February and
March, it averaged over one hundred and
ninety-two a month.
Says the Medical Reeord, our chief authority in this article ¢ This
has occurred in spite of sanitary regulations,
and we can only have
the
satisfactions
knowing that it would have been worse without them.

water
all, I

Senate, Friday.
Judicial bill No. 1 (pass‘ed by the House on Thursday) was considered
at length and passed. Bill
No. 2, on the same
: subject was read twice and referred to the a)»-

marshals and their general deputies) was passed in the Senate on Saturday, by a vote of 25
to 15, Mr. Vest’s resolution in favor of free
coinage was taken up, and Mr. Kirkwood, of
Towu, offered an amendment, making it read,
*¢ that the complete remonetization of silver
and its restoration to a perfect equality with
gold, both as coin and bullion, at as early a
date as those objects can be accomplished consistently with the public welfare, are demand-

preventive

placed an earthen plate.
Then over the
plate and all; T filled the box with salt to
the depth of an inch or two, and covered
with a board,

Vegetine is Sold by
2t25e0w

.en for the past year or two to the prevention
of scarlet fever, it ix doubtful whether anything has been discovered of real value in providing immunity against it. It is contagious,
but the contagion disseminates itself,slowly and
fastens itself only on those who ure predisposed
to it. Still, its tenacious vitality often sets all

set the

hot
and

!

Notwithstanding the increased attention giv-

jar in and packed all around it with salt.
On top of the butter had been placed a
cloth, over it I put an inch or more of

CURRENT EVENTS.

was

The Annual Prize Declamation was held on
Tuesday evening, and of the twelve speakers,
not one failed to do himself credit, and the
general-excellence was such as to impose a
task of noe small difficulty upon the judges.
The award was probably as generally satisfactory as such decisions usually are. Every one
acquainted with the history of the school must
be pleased with the marked improvement in
this department, and we earnestly hope that
‘this will continue until the defects now apparent are entirely
removed.
Wednesday

H.

Saturday afternoon, continuing about half an hour,
In the track of the storm the streets are deluged,

After the butter was made in our usual
way, and packed in stone jars, I made a
square box for each of the jars.
After
placing salt to the depth of about two

L
|

wv S F.Quiwesy.
Hampton,

:
Wednesday

know Mr. Bickford do not need to be assured that he gave us a scholarly and eloquent oration. By a series of vivid pen
pictures, he brought before his audience
the various triumphs, corruptions, and
reforms of the church in different ages,
and then turned to discuss its prospects
under the two great forms of Protestant—

N.

G, C. WATERMAN,
S. C. BEANN,
C.D. DubLEY,

Hetos Summary.

the faculty, assisted by a committee, whose reand

A severe storm of wind and rain from the South.
west passed over the central part of Baltimore,

inches at thé bottom

discussing tersely and vigorously the relations
of labor and learning. On Tuesday,the examination of classes began, under the direction of
port we give below.
The time on Tuesday

Natural Science has been done by dif

;

more time could have been filled with interest.

of Farmington,

ics and

wealth, are all well to do.”

ferent teachers, but has been characterized by
the same careful thoroughness shown in other
that the indorsements upon a large number of
departments.
:
promissory notes made and signed by €apt. James
No classes in the modern
languages
have
F. Edmands of Newton, and held by various banks
been presented for. examination, but the es- in Boston and elsewhere are forgeries. The amount
tablished reputation of thé teacher in this de- .of forged paper he has uttered is, so far as can be
partment
leaves no room to doubt the exe
learned, about $76,000, and it is in the form of nofes
for three and four months, all maturing within the
cellence of the instruction given in these imnext four months. It. is held by banks. The
portant studies. We have received evidence
names forged are Sands & Fernald, Capt. Ed.
also that excellent advantages are offered. to ‘mand’s uccessors in this city, and Amasa Crafts,
of Newon Highlands, his brother-in-law.
Besides
those desiring instruction in Drawing, Paintthe notes above, notes of his own, without indorseing, Penmanship, Elocution and Instrumeutment, to the amount of some $19,000, given for private. accounts, are held by various persons and
al Music.
firms in this vicinity,
and in addition to this indebtYour Committee is fully satisfied that most
edness, Capt. Edmands is subject to a contingent
liability of between $40,000 and $50,000. Capt. Edthorough practical instruction is given to stumands received an apopietic shock last week, and
dents here, and that no one willing to do his
is under arrest at his house.
own share of the work need to fail in getting
here a good preparation for collegiate or professional studies, or for the practical duties of
business life and good citizenship.
We desire to commend especiully the System of writfen examinations, and advise that it
KEEPING BUTTER IN SUMMER.
be extended so far as practicable, without
Being
desirous to have butter on my
giving up the oral examinations.
:
table during the heat of summer in a more
We have been highly gratified with
the
successful way than I had ever tried, and
evidences of prosperity in thisthe ge neral work
of the school,and earnestly hope that before Jong
to have my May and
June supply on
its resources may be so increased, that it will
hand for table use duricg dog days, when
be able to enlarge its facilities and increase
it is difficult to have a solid article, and
its usefulness.
.
perhaps to have samples to exhibit at our
Respectfully submitted,
fairs, I adopted the following method :

New

and

who

ford;

the Classical department.
The examinations
have been extended and thorough,and have given abundant evidence of skill'in the one, and
proficiency in the other.
The work in the departments of Mathemat-

the

a living,”

attained, jn

and

consequently the farmers, while not rolling in

’”"

These exercises passed off very successfally, and at their close the precession returned to Gymnasium Hall, where the
usual Commencement dinner was served to
some three hundred ladies and gentlemen.
The speakers were Gov. Garcelon, Ex-Gov.
Perham, Ex-Gov. Dingley, John D. Philbrick, LL.1)., of Boston, Rev. Messrs.
Dickerman and Bowen, Rev. Mr. Ricker of
Lowell, in behalf of the Alumni, and several other gentlemen,
The speaking was
very much enjoyed, and the tributes which
Ex-Gov. Dingley and Mr. Philbrick paid

before

scholarship

there is no failure of the harvest; farming op-

erations are carried on on » smaller scale,

Bural and Domestic,

0-0-0
+04

appropriate address was delivered

tion given, and the

instruc-

The great benefit I have received from the use
of VEGETINE induces me to give my testimony.in
its favor, I believe it to be not only of great value
the health, but a preventive of dis.
eases pecullar to the spring and summer seasons.
I would not be without it for ten times its cost.
.
EDWIN TILDEN,
Attorney and General Agent for Massachusetts
of the Craftsmen’s Life Assurance Company,
No. 49 Sears Building, Boston, Mass.
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the

of excellence, both in the

FOR TEN TIMES ITS COST.

|

cific coast must be considered a failure. North
of this, in Oregon and Wasnington 7'erritories,

van

since

find a very

attends on lar
operations of that kind, farm.
ing on a gigantic scale in this portion of the Pa~

a

been taken

meeting.

Per-

high degree

We

to inquire whatis the use of having 80 much
land? The truth is that from the frequent
failure of crops in California andthe waste that

and

others much damaged..

thou-

If farmers

mT rE

life memberships have

E.

Oratio Valedictoria, Typical American

other departments of study.

calculable, some farmers having been ruined,

hundred

yr er

Tuesday A. M., at 9 o'clock, a meeting of the
Phillips Missionary Society was held for the
purpose of electing officers for the ensuing
year.
The following officers were elected;
President, J. H. Heald, 80; Vice-president,
W. P. Curtis, ’81: Secretary and Treasurer, J.
C. Perkins, ’82; Collectors,J. ¥. Parsons, "80,
B. 8. Rideout, ’81, O. H. Tracey, ’S2; Special
committee, I, L. Imyes, 80. By the payment
of $10, a person becomes a life member. Three

de-

of

money.

a

meet

business features of this

partment.
There seems to be no ground for the fears,
sometimes felt, that the prominence given to
these studies, and the excellence of the instruction in them, would lead toa neglect of

per cent. on a couple

dollars of borrowed

AN ea | Re

.

Declining?

to

A new rule in reference to examinations has
been put in force this year, namely, that every
student that does not answer 70 1-100 of the
questions on his examination papers,must submit to a second examination before receiving a
ticket to a higher class, According to, the report of the examining
committee, this law
pinches a little the Sophomore and Freshman
classes,

Exact Scholarship. in America, W. E. Ranger;
Disquisitio, When Should a Student Choose his
Profession? C. M. Sargent; Oratio, Bayard Taylor,
M. Briggs;

apiece

Among the visitors in attendance upon Commencement were Hon. G. G. Fogg, formerly
U. S. minister to Switzerland.ex-Gov. Cheney,
of New Hampshire, and President Capen, of
Tufts College.
The latter made the opening
prayer at Commencement exercises,

Oratio Salutatoria, R. F. Johomett;
Thesis,
The Future of Labor, W. E. Lane; Thesis, Modern
Journalism, F. N. Kincaid; Thesis, Strength of
the Republic in the People, F. L. Baker; Disquisitio, Conservative Element in America, L. M. Perkins; Disquisitio, Co-operation, E. A. McCollister;
Thesis, Earth’s Battle-Fields, T. M. Lombard;
Disquisitio, The Art of Thinking,
F. P. Otis;
Oratio, Our Free High School System, M. C. Smart;
Thesis, John Brown, T. J. Bollin; Thesis, Liberty
and Government, A. E. Tuttle; Thesis, ‘William
Lloyd Garrison, F. Howard;
Oratio, Demand
of

S. C. Moseley ; Thesis, Is Eloquence

than the actual

the deficiency.

edu-

Characters, E. W. Given; Messrs.
Kincaid,
kins, Sargent, and Smart were excused,

sentiment in regard to the Con-

costs the graduating class $35

excel

large cities and gives them an opportunity to
persue commercial
in connection with other
Nothing can come nearer to real life
‘| studies.

aud called the Nathaniel Bowen Schol:

The general

in most

It affords to students

sand

raising half a million to a million:
hels of
wheat can not get out of debt, it might be well

TL

:

all the advantages of similar institutionsin the

cert seemsto be that it was itself a decided
sudcess,
but pecuniarily it was « failure.
It

cational and religious.
The attendance at the regular graduating exercises on Thursday was quite as
large as in previous years,
The weather
was all that could be desired.
On the
platform, by the side of acting President
Hayes, sat Pres. Capen of Tufts College,
Mass., who made the opening
prayer.
The following programme was then presented

Since the last President’s report a scholarship
has been endowed by the mother of Rev. Dr.

A Chicago dispatch states that stock raisers report terrible ravages among young pigs by hog
cholera in Southern Wisconsin, and also in Davies
county, Illinois. A Galena dispatch says hun.
dreds are dying, and the disease not only spreads
from drove to drove, but i8 always attended with
fatal results.
The disease has raged for some
months in Grant county, Towa, and Lafayette
county, Wisconsin.
In Davies county, Illinois,
and
Dubuque county, Iowa, the loss is simply in.

lent working condition,

ing 9

as

OY

cause,

and attention, and we find it

Bowen,
arship.

increase of funds. Here is the opportunity
for all friends of the college, to see that
its floating debt is liquidated and its
‘corps of instructors enlarged. Many of
us believe that this ought to be done,
nay, that it will be done, and every Free
Baptist should consider it a privilege to
aid in bringing it about. There should be
no rivalry and no enmity, but united
effort in behalf of every good

Denver,

was nominated

ST IE

without an

Daniel F. Davis, of Corinth,
candidate for Governor,

GY

in this direction’

in a few years become a very prominent feature
of the school, has occupied much of our time:

RAT

be done

Quite a large number of alumni were present. One or two coming from as far West as

ETO

[Continued from fourth page.]

purpose. New professorships are urgently needed both in the academical and
theological departments, but nothing can

